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Chapterr 1

Introduction n

Thee notion of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) provides a general frameworkk for formulating problems. In this framework, a problem solution corresponds
too a variable assignment. The problem context is formalised by stating the range
off values the variables can assume, and by specifying for some subsets of the variabless which combinations of their values are acceptable — in other words, which
constraintss must be met.
AA large variety of problems can be modelled as CSPs, and in many cases
thee models are very natural. Consider the graph colouring problem: we wish to
colourr the vertices of a graph in such a way that connected vertices differ in their
colour.. In a straightforward formulation as a CSP, each vertex corresponds to a
variablee ranging over the colours, and two connected vertices give rise to a disequalityy constraint on the respective variables. The term unification problem can
bee viewed as a CSP in which the variables range over a term universe and are constrainedd by equalities. A pro positional formula in conjunctive normal form can be
seenn as a CSP by regarding each clause as a constraint on its Boolean variables.
Moree generally, the CSP framework is applicable to problems in many areas, includingg Artificial Intelligence (temporal and spatial reasoning, computer vision,
planning,, computational logic), Operations Research (scheduling, time-tabling,
resourcee allocation), and Bio-informatics (protein structure reconstruction, sequencee alignment).
Thee expressiveness of the CSP framework has consequences for the solving
algorithms.. Solving CSPs with finite variable domains is NP-complete in general,
andd one should therefore not expect computationally tractable algorithms. A
generall method to find solutions of a CSP consists of search, that is, the CSP
iss split into subproblems which are considered separately. For instance, every
assignmentt of a variable to a domain value induces a subproblem.
InIn the constraint programming approach to solving CSPs, search is combined
withh constraint propagation to reduce the search space. The principle of constraint
propagationn is controlled inference: from the available constraints and domains,
11
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certainn new constraints or smaller domains are inferred. In this way, a CSP
iss transformed by making selected implicit information explicit. Usually, the
resultt of propagation is characterised as a form of local consistency. Constraint
propagationn is often a very cost-effective method to reduce the problem solving
time,, insofar as more time is saved in search than spent on propagation.
Thee question that arises is how constraint propagation can be described
andd implemented. Conventionally, this is done by generic or specialised constraintt propagation algorithms, implemented in an imperative programming style.
Genericc algorithms, by definition, do not take into account the structure of specific
constraints.. Constraint-specific algorithms, on the other hand, typically require
considerablee expertise in the development of constraint propagation algorithm
andd are hard to understand or verify.
Inn this thesis, we advocate a rule-based view on constraint propagation.
Rule-Basedd Constraint Propagation
Rule-basedd programming means the formulation of programs in terms of rules,
i.. e. premise—conclusion pairs. Such programs are executed by a repeated applicationn of the rules. Hence, rule-based programming is declarative: the program
logicc is separated from the control of the execution. The interest in rule-based
computationn goes back at least to the 1970s, when production rule systems were
extensivelyy studied in Artificial Intelligence.
Wee apply the rule-based paradigm to constraint propagation and consequently
considerr constraint propagation rules. Our notion of a constraint propagation rule
iss very basic:
AA -

B

iss a constraint propagation rule if A, B are sets of constraints. Here are some
exampless of such rules:
xx > y, y > z —* x > z
(7*1)
and(x,y,z),and(x,y,z), or(y,z,w), w= 1 - y = I, x = z
(r2)
rcc8(x,y,z),xrcc8(x,y,z),x E {disjoint, inside}, 2 6 {contains, equal} — y 7^ covers (r3)
Thee rule T\ captures transitivity of the ordering relation > viewed as a constraint.
f2f2 propagates a fact about the constraints and and or which model the respectivee logical operators. Spatial knowledge is expressed in rule r3: x,y,z are the
topologicall relations of the region pairs (A, B), (B, C), (A, C), respectively.
Thee formulation of constraint propagation in terms of rules offers several advantages.. Since propagation rules are declarative, the correctness of the constraint
propagationn step represented by a rule can be verified directly and per rule with
thee definitions of the involved constraints. Rules represent directed knowledge,
andd in that way they control inference. The local consistency established by a set
off rules can be examined independently of the concrete rule scheduling algorithm.

33

Contributionss and Overview
Wee argue in this dissertation that a rule-based approach to constraint propagation
iss useful for both explaining and implementing it. We do so by paying attention
too theoretical aspects of rule-based constraint propagation as well as to applicationss in constraint programs. When discussing the applications, in line with
thee constraint programming approach to problem solving, we focus especially on
modellingg declaratively. In detail, we discuss the following topics.
Thee three chapters following the introductory Chapter 2 on rule-based constraintt programming are devoted to problem-independent issues involving constraintt propagation rules. In all cases, we discuss in detail a class of constraint
propagationn rules of particular interest, the membership rules.
Schedulerss for constraint propagation rules. In Chapter 3, we consider the
problemm of computing with constraint propagation rules. We start from the
completelyy general view of constraint propagation as fixpoint computation
off functions, and review a corresponding generic iteration algorithm.
Wee revise this algorithm with a dynamic modification of the set of iterated
functions.. Specifically, we provide conditions for the removal of functions
fromm this set, so as to improve convergence of the fixpoint computation.
Thee benefit of this technique is multiplied if one deals with sequences of
fixpointt computations, as is the case in constraint programming in which
constraintt propagation is executed repeatedly. A dynamic reduction in the
functionn set then helps convergence in all later computations.
Byy implementing the revised iteration algorithm for concrete sets of membershipp rules, we demonstrate the viability of this way of performing constraintt propagation. Furthermore, by an empirical evaluation we find that
thee revised rule scheduler performs very well in comparison with the generic
schedulerr as well as with the scheduler used in an implementation of CHR,
aa language specifically designed for rule-based constraint propagation.
ThisThis chapter is based on a collaboration with KrzysztofApt, which appeared
asas [Apt and Brand, 2003]. A combination with the following chapter will
appearappear as (Brand and Apt, 2005J.
Redundancyy in constraint propagation rule sets. In Chapter 4, we turn to
thee question whether each propagation rule in a set of rules is needed for the
resultt of propagation. A natural characterisation of the local consistency
establishedd by a set of rules is based on their common fixpoints (where rules
aree viewed as functions in an abstract setting). Consequently, we formulatee the notion of redundancy of a rule with respect to a rule set as follows:
removingg a redundant rule from the set does not change the common fixpoints.. This leads to the notion of a minimal rule set, which contains no
redundantt rules.

44
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Wee also investigate rule redundancy empirically, with the help of an implementationn of minimisation. In recent years, a number of methods for the
automaticc generation of classes of constraint propagation rules have been
published.. While all of these rule generation methods strive to generate rule
setss that are minimal in a sense, they fall short on rigour or generality. By
processingg a number of concrete rule sets generated by such methods, we
findd that many of the sets are not minimal. We provide here a redundancy
notionn that is theoretically well-founded, comprehensive, and feasible.
ThisThis chapter is an extended version of [Brand, 2003].

Incrementall generation of constraint propagation rules. In Chapter 5,
wee approach the problem of generating propagation rules incrementally.
Byy this, we mean automatic rule generation as transformations of rule sets
intoo rule sets. One example is the combination of two rules to a new rule:
C\C\ —> B and c<i — B leads to C\ V c<i —> B. The crucial requirement is that
thee disjunctive constraint C\ VC2 must be representable in the underlying
languagee of the considered constraint propagation rules.
Wee then study incremental rule generation for the specific language of the
membershipp rules. We regard rule sets associated with constraints, and
considerr the following question: suppose it is known how some given constraintss relate to each other, then how do their associated rule sets relate
too each other? The relations of constraints we are interested in are incrementall constraint definitions, for example, separate constraints versus their
conjunction. .
Forr various such incremental constraint definitions, we explain how the associatedd membership rule sets are incrementally obtained. A natural question
concernss the propagation associated with the respective rule sets. We give
conditionss on the input rule sets that allow us a characterisation of the
propagationn of the result rule set.
Thee usability of incremental rule generation for membership rules is demonstratedd by an implementation and examples.
TheThe material in this chapter is based on joint work with Eric Monfroy. It
appearedappeared as [Brand and Monfroy, 2003],
Wee then consider practical applications that we solve by constraint programming
andd rule-based constraint propagation.
Testt pattern generation for sequential circuits. In Chapter 6, we consider
aa problem from electrical engineering. Since the production process of modernn digital circuits is not error-free, it is necessary to verify produced circuits
againstt their specifications. This comparison must be behavioural as the internall circuit structure is inaccessible. Therefore, test patterns, sequences

55
off input data, are used to verify the circuit function by comparing observed
andd expected output. The test pattern generation problem concerns the
generationn of such tests for specific circuit faults.
Wee consider the case of sequential circuits, which have an internal state
andd for which test generation is thus substantially more complex than for
combinationall (stateless) circuits. While propositional logic seems natural
inn this domain, our modelling approach is based on multi-valued logics.
Thee extra values are used for approximating the original problem and for
carryingg heuristic information.
Wee develop three different multi-valued logics and compare them by means
off standard benchmarks, using our constraint-based implementation. The
constraintt propagation in our implementation is based on membership rules,
andd we apply the techniques introduced in the preceding chapters.
ThisThis chapter contains a completely rewritten version of [Brand, 2001b].
Modall satisfiability checking. Chapter 7 presents a constraint-based approachh for deciding the satisfiability of modal logic formulas. One approach
too solving this problem consists of reformulating it into sequences of propositionall satisfiability problems. We extend it by employing a three-valued
logicc in the subproblems instead; the extra value reflects structural informationn that is lost in the propositional translation. The resulting subproblems
aree thus non-Boolean, and we view them as CSPs.
Wee describe a corresponding implementation, which relies on several forms
off rule-based constraint propagation. We evaluate the approach and implementationn using standard benchmarks. The results show that the threevaluedd constraint-based approach is competitive with, and in some instances
superiorr to, the purely propositional approach. This shows the interest
off a refined modelling made possible by the expressiveness of the CSPframework. .
ThisThis chapter reflects joint work with Rosella Gennari and Maarten de Rijke.
ItIt appeared as [Brand et al., 2004], but has been adapted for this dissertation. tion.
Wee then return to an application-independent topic.
Arrayy constraints. In Chapter 8, we consider constraints that naturally arise
whenn information is arranged in arrays (matrices). We study two forms
off constraint propagation for such array constraints. Starting from generic
templatee rules that capture the desired local consistency, we derive specialisedd constraint propagation rules. We then design algorithms that embodyy the rules and their correctness conditions. The results are systematicallyy developed constraint propagation algorithms for array constraints.
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ThisThis chapter contains a fully revised and substantially extended version of
[Brand,[Brand, 2001a].

Inn the next two chapters, we study a domain in which information is naturally
structuredd in array form.
Qualitativee spatial reasoning with relation variables. In Chapter 9, we
discusss an alternative constraint-based approach to qualitative spatial reasoning.. In contrast to the standard approach, in which qualitative relations
aree viewed as constraints, we model relations as variables. These relation
variablesvariables are arranged in an array.
Thiss approach is particularly suitable for qualitative spatial reasoning since
spacee has many aspects (topology, size, direction, etc.). The advantage of
thiss view is that the properties of one spatial aspect as well as the integration
off different spatial aspects are expressed as plain constraints on the relation
variables.. This makes specialised consistency algorithms redundant by a
reductionn to generic constraint propagation techniques, which we realise by
rules. .
ThisThis chapter appeared as [Brand, 2004].
Qualitativee simulation. Chapter 10 reports our approach to qualitative reasoningg involving change, based on constraints over relation variables. We
usee temporal logic to describe dynamic system behaviour, which allows concisee statements of complex circumstances.
Thee temporal logic formulas are translated into constraints over the relationn variables. We give one translation that simply unfolds the temporal
andd logical operators, and a second translation that retains the underlying
structuree by using the array constraints introduced in Chapter 8. This array
translationtranslation leads to particularly compact CSPs and is much more amenable
too constraint propagation.
Wee describe an implementation and discuss case studies.
ThisThis chapter reports joint and on-going work with Krzysztof Apt.
Inn Chapter 11, we summarise and contemplate future research issues.

Chapterr 2

Rule-Basedd Constraint Programming

Rule-basedd constraint programming means the adoption of a rule-based approach
too solving constraint satisfaction problems. In this chapter, we first introduce
constraintt programming and then discuss rule-based programming. We proceed
byy discussing the application of this paradigm to constraint programming, beforee coming to what we regard as its most relevant aspect, namely rule-based
constraintt propagation.

2.11
2.1.11

Constraint Programming
Overview

»»
Constraintt programming is an alternative approach to programming in which a
problemm is first modelled declaratively and then solved by general or domainspecificc methods.
See [Tsang, 1993, Marriot and Stuckey, 1998, Apt, 2003,
Dechter,, 2003, Priihwirth and Abdennadher, 2003], for instance.
Wee begin with an overview; the formal framework is introduced in the followingg sections.
Modelling.. A problem model in constraint programming consists of requirementss — constraints — on variables so that acceptable variable assignments correspondd to solutions to the problem. The variables have domains, i.e. sets of
possiblee values. A constraint is a relation that specifies which combination of
domainn values is acceptable; it can be defined extensionally or intensionally. A
problemm formulated in this way is called a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).
Thee CSP framework is expressive; many computationally intractable problems
cann immediately be formulated as CSPs. In a 3-SAT problem, each clause constrainss three propositional variables. In graph colouring, where different colours
mustt be assigned to connected vertices, the constraints are simple disequalities.
Combinatoriall problems often have simple formulations as CSP. A strength of
77
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modellingg with constraints is its flexibility due to the compositional nature of
CSPs:: individual constraints can be changed, added or removed disregarding the
restt of the problem.
Furthermore,, problems exist that do not directly correspond to CSPs but
containn CSPs as subproblems. For instance, optimisation problems can often
bee naturally decomposed into constraints describing what a solution is, and an
objectivee function rating the quality of a solution. This leads to the concept of
aa constraint optimisation problem. In other situations, a problem gives rise to
aa sequence of CSPs. An example of this is planning. The problem whether a
plann of a given length exists transforming one state into another can typically be
representedd as a CSP. Shortest plans can be found by searching for fixed-length
planss and iteratively increasing the plan length, which means repeatedly trying
too solve a CSP.
Solving.. For some specific CSP classes, specialised solution methods exist. A
systemm of linear equations induces a CSP in which every equation is a constraint,
andd which can be solved well by Gaussian Elimination, for example. Term unificationn can be viewed as a CSP in which the variables range over some term
universe;; a unification algorithm solves such a problem.
AA general method to find solutions of CSPs is systematic search: splitting the
problemm into more specific subproblems that are examined separately. Backtrackingg is a commonly used algorithm for this purpose.
Thee search space can be reduced by constraint propagation. The principle
off constraint propagation is the controlled deduction of new constraints. The derivedd constraints are added to the problem so as to make its solutions more explicit
withoutt changing them. The options for constraint propagation include, on the
onee hand, which or how many currently explicit constraints to consider at a time,
andd on the other hand, what constraints to deduce. The identification of the types
off constraint propagation that are both useful and have acceptable computational
costt and the development of corresponding efficient constraint propagation algorithmsrithms are important issues in constraint programming research.
Thee result of complete constraint propagation is typically characterised by a
locallocal consistency notion. Generally, a local consistency only approximates global
consistencyy (concerning the entire CSP), and usually the two are incomparable
inn the sense that none entails the other.
Sincee a CSP model of a problem does not prescribe the solution method,
alternativess to systematic search are possible. Notably, local search turns out
too perform very well on some types of CSPs. In local search, a total variable
assignmentt — a solution candidate — is considered. If not all constraints are
satisfied,, the assignment is modified, and the process is repeated. The changes
too the assignment are mostly local and controlled by heuristics. For instance, a
variablee is selected whose assigned value violates a constraint, and the assigned
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valuee is replaced.
InIn contrast to systematic search, local search is incomplete: it is not ensured
thatt all possible assignments (i. e. the complete search space) are visited. Hence,
locall search is unusable for proving unsatisfiability, nor is it guaranteed to find a
solutionn of a satisfiable problem.
AA brief history. Constraint programming has its roots in the field of constraintt satisfaction in Artificial Intelligence in the 1970s; see for example
[Montanari,, 1974, Kumar, 1992]. In the 1980s, these techniques were connected
withh the declarative problem solving approach of logic programming, which resultedd in constraint logic programming [Jaffar and Maher, 1994]. More recently
andd on-going, a fruitful import of techniques notably from Operations Research
hass broadened the scope of the field. Applications of constraint programming includee various problems in Artificial Intelligence (temporal reasoning, various forms
off spatial reasoning) and Combinatorial Optimisation (scheduling, resource allocation,, configuration, planning). Industrial interest in constraint programming
techniquess continues to provide a significant impetus.

2.1.22

Constraint Satisfaction Problems

Wee now introduce constraint programming formally.
Constraints s
Considerr a finite sequence of different variables
-AA

X\, . . . , 2Jm

withh respective domains
D\,...D\,...

,Dm,

soo each Xi takes its value from the set D{. A constraint

C on X is a pair

(CR,X). (CR,X).

CCRR is an m-ary relation and a subset of the Cartesian product of the domains,
CnQDxX-'-xDm. CnQDxX-'-xDm.

Thee elements of CR are the solutions of the constraint, and m is its arity. Nothing
moree is stipulated about CR; in particular, it can be defined intensionally and it
cann be infinite.
Itt is useful to mention two special cases of constraints. In the true constraint,
x D m , while CR = 0 in the false constraint. These are the
wee find CR — D\ x
onlyy two cases in which we admit m = 0, whereas we generally require m ^ 1.
Wee sometimes write C(X) for the constraint and often identify C with CR.

ChapterChapter 2. Rule-Based Constraint Programming
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2.1.1..

EXAMPLE.

Here are some constraints and their variables.

<{(A,B),(C,A),(B,C)},, ( ^ J ) ,
4

n

n

:r,y€{A,B,C};
n

(( { (a, 6, c, n) G N | a + b = c }, (x, y, z,u)),

x, y,z,u G N;

<{(pi,-..,p m >> e { 0 , l } m \3k.pk = 1}, ^ ! , . . . , x m ) ) ,

Xie

NN is the set of natural numbers.

{0,1} foralH.
D

Constraintt Satisfaction Problems
AA constraint satisfaction problem, in short CSP, consists of a finite sequence
off variables X = xi,..., xn with respective domains T> — Di,..., Dn, and a finite
sett C of constraints, each on a subsequence of X. A CSP can thus be viewed as
aa triple

(C,X,V). (C,X,V).
Wee use also the notational variant {C; x\ G Di,... ,xn G Dn).
Solutions s
Considerr some variable sequence X = xi,...,xn
and an element d = d\,...,dn
off the product of variable domains D\ x
x Dn. By the projection of d on a
subsequencee Y — x^i),... ,x^ of X, we mean the sequence d^i),..., d^ which
wee denote by d[Y]. In particular, we have d[xk] — d^. Lifting this notion to
(CR,X).
constraints,, we write C[Y] for the set { d[Y] \ d 6 CR } where C =
Byy a solution to the CSP (C,X,V) we mean an element d €
x
x Dn
suchh that for each constraint C G C on a sequence of variables Y we have d\Y] G C.
Wee call a CSP consistent if it has a solution. The set of all solutions of a CSP
VV is denoted by Sol{V).
2.1.2..

EXAMPLE.

Consider the CSP

VV — {{fermat(x,y, 2,n),even(y)}; x,y,z,n
n

n

G N).
n

Thee constraint fermat(x,y, z,n) is x + y = z , and even is the set of even
integers.. V is consistent: the tuple d = (3,4, 5, 2) is a solution. Indeed, we have
d[x,y,z,n]d[x,y,z,n] = (3,4,5,2) G fermat,
d[y]d[y] = 4 € even.
AA variation of V is V' — {{fermat(a:,y, 2:, 2), even (y)}; x,y, 2 G {1,...,10}). We
find d
Sol{V)Sol{V) = {(3,4,5), (6,8,10), (8,6,10)}
ass the solution set of V'.

D

Fromm now on, we use the interval expression [a..b] with integers a, 6 to denote
thee integer set { e | a ^ e ^ 6 } .

2.1.2.1.
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Solving CSPs by Search and Propagation

Equivalence e
Wee view the search for solutions to a CSP as a process of transforming CSPs. This
makesmakes it necessary to relate CSPs to each other disregarding their representation.
Instead,, we use their solution sets, and accordingly define a notion of equivalence.
AA natural definition for two CSPs on the same variables is to say that they
aree equivalent if they have exactly the same solutions. We extend this notion to
setss of CSPs.
2.1.3.. DEFINITION. Assume a CSP V and CSPs Q i ; i e [l..m], that are all on
thee same sequence of variable. If

Sol(V)=Sol(V)=

(J Sol(Qi)

ie[l..m] ie[l..m]

thenn we say that V is equivalent
2.1.4..

EXAMPLE.

to the union of Q i , . . . , Q*.

D

The CSP V = (C; X; V) is equivalent to the union of

Q ^ C U f e v e n ^ ) } ;; X; V),
Q 2 - { C U { o d d ( x ) , y < 1 0 } ;; X; 27),
QQ33 = (Cö{oód{x),y>10};
X- V),
wheree x, y E X and odd has the expected meaning.

D

Solvingg Algorithm Schema
Wee are now in a position to give a basic algorithm schema for finding solutions of
CSPss using depth-first search; see Fig. 2.1. Three procedures are used. Solve is
thee main control procedure, Split generates two sub-CSPs from a given CSP, and
Propagatee performs constraint propagation. Both Split and Propagate maintain
equivalence.. This means that Solve is correct and complete in the sense that it
returnss successfully with a solution if and only if one exists — if the computation
terminates. .
Heree are some instances of the Split procedure. We consider the simple case
off splitting the CSP V into just two subproblems V\ and P 2 Domain splitting is a commonly used method. V,V\,V<i differ only in
thee domain of some variable x. In P , it is Dx.
DomainDomain partitioning: Dx = Dx^ Ü DX(2 is a partitioning. In V\ the domain
off x is DXyi while in V2 it is Ac,2EnumerationEnumeration is a special case: we have Dxi = {e} and Dx>2 — Dx — {e},
forr some value e € Dx.

ChapterChapter 2. Rule-Based Constraint Programming
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Solvee |: CSP V *

(solution sol, Boolean success)

VV := Propagate(P)

iff solution sol detected in V then
returnn {50/, true)
elsee if inconsistency detected in V then
returnn (0, false)
else e
VSVS := Split(P)
repeat t

choosee and remove V from VS
(sol,(sol, success) := So\\/e(V)
untill success or VS — 0
returnn (sol, success)
end d
Splitt I; C S P P 1— (CSPs Vh...

,Vn)

jjjj V is equivalent to the union oFVi,...,Vn,

n^ 2

Propagatee |: CSP V 1—> CSP V'
jjjj V' is equivalent to V but possibly "simpler"
Figuree 2.1: CSP solver schema with depth-first search and propagation
Constraint splitting:
Some constraints have an obvious disjunctive
form,, which affords splitting. Suppose |x| = y occurs in V. We can obtain
thee CSPs V\,Vi by replacing |x| = y in V with x = y and — x — y, resp.
Thee choices that are made when splitting generally have great influence on the
solvingg performance. Consequently, heuristics have been developed to guide the
splittingg process. In the case of enumeration, one needs to decide which variable
too enumerate, and in which order the domain values are tried. The general firstfailfail heuristic often performs well: it chooses the variable that is most constrained,
e.. g., has a smallest domain [Haralick and Elliott, 1980]. Specialised heuristics are
usedd in many application domains.

2.1.44

Constraint Propagation and Local Consistency

Thee Propagate procedure of Fig. 2.1 is the most interesting one for us. Constraintt propagation aims at transforming the CSP into an equivalent one that
cann be solved easier. Constraint propagation can thus be viewed as deduction,
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andd the task is to control it in such a way that the computational cost is low
butt the inferred knowledge - in the form of constraints - is useful for subsequent
propagationn or search.
Constraintt propagation is generally characterised by the properties of the resultingg CSP. Local consistency notions are used for this purpose. The term
'local'' reflects the observation that constraint propagation usually does not establishh global consistency.
Thee most important local consistency notions in this work are generalised
arc-consistency,, bounds-consistency, and path-consistency. We define them now.
Generalisedd Arc-Consistency
Constraintt propagation takes place for one constraint at a time in this case. The
aimaim is to obtain the 'smallest possible' variable domains; in other words, to derive
alll variable-value disequality constraints. (Throughout this work, we use the term
"disequality"" for / and "inequality" for >, ^ , ^ and <.)
2.1.5.. DEFINITION. The constraint
consistentconsistent (GAC) if

C(xi,...,xn)

is

generalised

arc-

forr all i j , i € [l..n], and all e € D{ we have e € C[xi\.
Recalll that C[xi] stands for { d[xi] j d € C }. A CSP is generalised arc-consistent
iff each of its constraints is [Mohr and Masini, 1988].
InIn short, every domain value must participate in a local solution. The atomic
stepp leading to GAC is: if there is some e € A for some Xi such that e ^ C[xi],
thenn the domain is reduced by Di := Dj — {e}.
2.1.6.. EXAMPLE. Consider the CSP
VV = {{x2 + y2 = z2,even(3/)}; x,y,z e [1-10]).
VV is not generalised arc-consistent, since for the variable y and 9 G Dy we find
99 £ evenfj/]. GAC-enforcing propagation of the constraint even must thus infer
thee constraint y ^ 9, or equivalently reduce the domain of y by Dy :— Dy — {9}.
InIn fact, propagating the constraint even(y) leads to y 6 {2,4,6,8,10}.
Completee GAC-enforcing constraint propagation in V results in
V'V' - {{x2 + y2 - z2, even(ï/)}; x € {3,6,8},y £ {4,6,8}, z e {5,10}),
whichh is equivalent to V but makes the solutions more explicit.

D
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G A CC on Conjunctive Constraints. Here is a fact about generalised arcconsistencyy that is useful in several of the following chapters.
2.1.7.. LEMMA. Consider two constraints Ci,C2 that share at most one variable.
IfC\IfC\ andC<i are generalised arc-consistent individually, then the conjunctive constraintstraint C = C\ A C2 is generalised arc-consistent.
P R O O F .. Suppose C1(Xll y) and C2(X2, y), sharing only the variable y, are generalisedd arc-consistent. Clearly, for each value in Dy there is a solution d\ of
C\C\ and d2 of C2, respectively. We can form a solution d of C by just requiring
d[X\\d[X\\ = rfi and d[X2] = d2, since X\ and X2 are disjoint. So every value in Dy
cann be extended to a solution of C. The remaining cases are straightforward. D

Generalisedd arc-consistency is a strong local consistency notion. It may also be
computationallyy expensive: in general, the cost of establishing it on a constraint
iss exponential in the arity of the constraint. Sometimes computationally cheaper
constraintt propagation toward a weaker local consistency is more useful.
Bounds-Consistency y
Thee following local consistency notion just checks the bounds of a domain, instead
off every contained value.
2.1.8.. DEFINITION. Assume that C(xlj... ,xn) is a constraint such that each of
itss variables Xi has a totally ordered domain in which min(Dj) and max(Z)i) are
definedd accordingly. C is bounds-consistent
(BC) if
forr all Xi we have min(Di) £ C[xi] and max(L>j) € C[a;;].

2.1.9..

EXAMPLE.

Consider again

VV = {{x2 + y2 = z2,even(y)}; x,y,zG

[LAO]).

Thee equivalent CSP
V'V' = ({x2 + y2 = «2,even(y)}; x 6 {3..8},y 6 {4..8},* € {5..10}),
iss bounds-consistent.

D

Bounds-consistencyy is entailed by generalised arc-consistency, but is usually
cheaperr to establish. A significant representational benefit of using BC instead of
GACC is that interval domains remain intervals: establishing BC cannot result in
'holes'' in the domains. Intervals require little space to be represented, in contrast
too unrestricted sets.

2.2.2.2. Rule-Based Programming
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Path-Consistency y
Finally,, we introduce a local consistency notion considering multiple constraints
att a time.
2.1.10.. DEFINITION. A CSP of only binary constraints is
path-consistent
(PC)(PC) [Montanari, 1974] if for every triple of variables x, y, z we have
C(xC(xtt z) = { (a, c) | b exists s.t. (a, b) e C(x, y) and (b, c) E C(y, z) } .
Itt is assumed here that a unique constraint C(u, w) for each pair of variables u, w
exists,, and that C(u,w) — C~l(w,u). By C~l we mean the inverse relation of
thee binary relation C.
D
Inn contrast to the cases of generalised arc-consistency and bounds-consistency,
establishingg path-consistency may require modification of the constraints, while
thee variable domains remain the same.
2.1.11.. EXAMPLE. Consider a simple graph-colouring problem. The corner
pointss of a rectangle are to be coloured in red or green; connected corners must
havee different colours. In our CSP formulation we have a variable for each vertex,
rangingg over the colours, and disequality constraints for connected vertices:
VV = {C;

vu...,v4eD),

DD = {red, green},

CC = {vi^

v2, v2 ^ v3, v3 ^ u4, t>4 ^ Vi}.

Wee kept implicit the true constraints between the two unconnected vertices,
namelyy <D2, (vuv3)) and (D2, {v2
V is not path-consistent. Replacing C
inn V by
CC,, = CU{v1=v3,

v2 = v4},

wee obtain a CSP V' that is equivalent to V and path-consistent.

D

Path-consistencyy plays a central role in the view on qualitative temporal and
spatiall reasoning in which binary qualitative relations are represented as constraints. .

2.22

Rule-Based Programming

Whenn a program is a set of rules and the computation process consists of a
repeatedd application of the rules, we speak of rule-based programming. By a rule
wee understand a premise-conclusion pair.

16 6
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Ruless can be found in various places in computer science. Automata in theoreticall computer science are based on transition functions, which we can view
ass sets of rules in the form si,a —> 52 where Si,S2 are states and a is an input
symbol.. Reasoning systems in computational logic are quite naturally rule-based,
beingg based on logical calculi that consist of rules over logic formulas. In the field
off term rewriting, rules are used to implement directed equational reasoning.
Ass a concrete programming paradigm, the rule-based approach received much
attentionn in the 1970s with the rise of production systems in Artificial Intelligence.. A production rule operates on the elements of the working memory of a
productionn system and describes how they are changed. This development led to
thee general-purpose language OPS5 [Forgy, 1981] used for programming expert
systems. .
Logicc Programming is a second rule-based formalism from that time (see e. g.
[Lloyd,, 1987]). It is realised in the Prolog language. A rule (clause) in a logic
programm relates an atomic formula in the conclusion (the clause head) with a
sequencee of atomic formulas in the premise (the clause body). The rules in a programm are used to prove a goal, and compute a result in the form of a substitution
inn the process.
Interestingly,, term unification, which is at the core of logic programming
systems,, is itself amenable to a rule-based view. The Martelli-Montanari unificationn algorithm comprises six rules that can be used to decide whether a set of
termm equations has a unifying substitution. In the affirmative case, the algorithm
yieldss a most general such substitution [Martelli and Montanari, 1982],
Itt is instructive to note the classification of rule-based systems with respect to
forwardforward chaining and backward chaining approaches. In a forward chainingg system, of which production systems are an instance, inference adds derived
informationn to simplify the problem. In a backward chaining system, such as
Prolog,, the reasoning starts from the goal and, via the rules, attempts to find
factss supporting a proof. The rules embody a case distinction, and backtracking
iss used to explore the cases.

2.2.11

Rule-Based Constraint Programming

ConstraintConstraint
logic programming
(CLP) originated from logic programming
inn the 1980s [Jaffar and Maher, 1994]. Hence, also CLP languages as such are
rule-based.. The observation that the unification operation in logic programmingg is just a special case of constraint solving led to the CLP(X) scheme
[Jaffarr and Lassez, 1987], in which X represents the domain of constraint solvingg (term equalities, arithmetic constraints over reals, finite domain constraints,
ect.).. In this light, the Martelli-Montanari unification algorithm which solves
termm equations is the first rule-based constraint solving method.
Anotherr path to rule-based constraint programming originated in the area
off term rewriting. The language ELAN [Borovansky et al., 1998] implements an
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approachh to computation and deduction based on conditional rewrite rules and
controlledd by strategies. Its application to constraint programming is described
inn [Kirchner and Ringeissen, 1998] and [Castro, 1998].
Thee hybrid language CLAIRE integrates rules and search into an imperative
(resp.. object-oriented) language [Caseau et al., 2002]. Its use of logic rules enables
declarativee programming of the type useful for constraint propagation.
Inn this context, we also mention [Apt, 1998] in which an account of constraint
programmingg from a proof-theoretic perspective is given. Two classes of proof
ruless are distinguished, 'deterministic' rules formalising constraint propagation,
andd 'splitting' rules, which correspond precisely to the procedures Propagate and
Split,, resp., of the general CSP solution algorithm in Fig. 2.1. In this prooftheoreticc view, solving a CSP is regarded as proving it from its solutions.
ConcurrentConcurrent constraint programming
(CCP) situates the interaction
andd synchronisation of agents in constraint logic programming [Saraswat, 1993].
Agentss use Ask and Tell operations to publish and query partial information in
thee form of constraints on shared variables. The constraints are managed in the
constraintconstraint store, which is a set of constraints. AKL [Carlson et al., 1995] and
subsequentlyy the Oz language [Smolka, 1995] and the associated Mozart system
embodyy this approach.
Anotherr realisation of the CCP paradigm is the Constraint
Handling
RulesRules (CHR) language. CHR is a declarative high-level language specifically designedd for rule-based constraint programming [Frühwirth, 1998]. It is implementedd as a language extension that is compiled to the underlying host language;; implementations exist in different systems, including the Prolog-based
SICStuss [M. Carlsson et al, 2004] and Java [Abdennadher et al., 2002]. CHR uses
aa committed-choice, forward-chaining approach and is intended for constraint
propagation.. It relies on the host language to provide the search mechanism
neededd for full constraint solving. In the logic programming approach to constraintt programming, CHR is the language of choice to write constraint solvers.
Ass CHR is closest to our view of rule-based constraint programming, we present
itt in some detail. CHR supports two principal types of rules:
propagationn rules
andd simplification rules

Hu...,Hk
=> G i , . . . , G j \
i/i,...,Hfc <5> Gi,...,Gi
\

Bx,...,Bm,
Bi,...,Bm.

Alll atomic rule elements can be viewed as constraints, but a distinction is made
betweenn defined and primitive constraints:
the atoms Hi,...,Hk

{k ^ 1) of the rule head are defined constraints,

the atoms G\,..., Gi (/ ^ 0) of the rule guard are built-in constraints,
the atoms Bi,...,

Bm (m ^ 1) of the rule body are arbitrary constraints.

188
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Built-inn constraints are provided by the host language (and can also be procedure
calls).. Defined constraints are managed by the CHR runtime system in the CHR
constraintt store. Their definition is, in fact, given by the rules.
AA CHR rule is executed by first matching its head atoms against constraints in
thee constraint store. If a match is found, the guard atoms are tested. In case of
success,, the body atoms are imposed as constraints. If the rule is a simplification
rule,, additionally the head atoms are removed from the CHR constraint store. This
processs is repeated until no rule matches with successful guards.
Thee availability of simplification rules makes CHR very expressive. Propagation
ruless just add implied constraints to the constraint store, while simplification rules
facilitatee non-monotonic updating, so the constraint store can be freely managed.
This,, and the additionally available host language, makes CHR very suitable for
high-levell design and prototyping of constraint propagation algorithms.
Ann important issue entailed by the non-monotonicity of simplification rules is
thatt the user must pay attention to confluence and termination of the induced
rewritingg system.

2.2.22

Rule-Based Constraint Propagation

Wee now formally introduce our notion of constraint propagation rule.
2.2.1.. DEFINITION. Assume that A and B are sequences of constraints such that
thee constraints in A and B are on the variables X with domains V. The expression
AA -> B
iss a constraint propagation rule. We call A the condition and 5 the body
off the rule. Rules act as functions on CSPs. The application of a rule to a CSP
withh the variables X is given by

Thee rule A —» B is correct if
Sol({A,X,V))Sol({A,X,V))

C

Sol((B,X,V)).

Inn words, a solution of A is always one of B as well.

D

Wee capture constraint propagation by such rules. It is easy to verify that the
applicationn of a correct rule to a CSP yields an equivalent CSP. The aim is to
findd useful rules, that is, those whose body makes the solutions of a CSP more
explicit. .

2.2.2.2. Rule-Based Programming
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2.2.2.. EXAMPLE.

xx < y, y < z —* x < z
iss a constraint propagation rule. Since all solutions of ({x < y, y < z}, (x, y, z), X>)
aree solutions of {{x < z}, {x, y, z), T>) as well, the rule is correct.
D
Locall Consistency by Rules
Thee result of constraint propagation is typically characterised by the established
locall consistency. We now take the inverse view and give simple rule-based characterisationss of some local consistency notions, notably generalised arc-consistency
andd bounds-consistency.
Lett us from now on understand y ^ a with the variable y and the constant a as
aa unary constraint and equally as the domain reduction operation Dy :— Dy \ {a}.
Thatt is, we assume that node consistency is maintained. Node consistency
[Mackworth,, 1977] is the local consistency requiring for a unary constraint {CR, x)
withh x € Dx that CR = Dx, whereas generally we only have CRC. DX.
2.2.3.. FACT. Suppose C is a constraint on X — Xi,...,

xn.

Generalised arc-consistency (Def. 2.1.5) on the constraint C is established
iff all correct rules of the form
C(X)C(X)

-> Xi / e

aree applied exhaustively. A rule of this form is correct exactly if e £

C[XJ].

Bounds-consistency (Def. 2.1.8) on the constraint C is established if all
correctt rules of the form
C(X)C(X) —> Xi / e

where

e € {min(Z)a.i),max(Z)Xt)}

aree applied exhaustively. A rule of this form is correct exactly if e ^ C[:ri].
Alternativelyy we can formulate that bounds-consistency on C is established
iff all correct rules of the form
C(X)C(X) — Xi < e
C{X)C{X) -* Xi > e

or

aree applied exhaustively.
Itt is not difficult to see how these characterisations follow directly from the respectivee definitions.
Itt is instructive to point out here how constraint propagation can be viewed in
termss of the constraint language used in the rules: G AC is obtained by stating all
variable-valuee disequalities, while BC is enforced by variable-value inequalities.
[Maher,, 2002b] studies this topic in detail.

20 0
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Membershipp Rules
AA specific class of constraint propagation rules are the membership rules, introducedd in [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]. These propagation rules have the form
C{xC{xuu....

.,xn,yu...,ym),

xx e Si,... ,xn G Sn -> yx ^ au...

,ym ^ o m ,

wheree each Si is a set of constants, and each a* is a constant. An expression xt € Si
iss a unary constraint on Xi, but in the presence of node consistency it can also
bee viewed as the simple check Di C Si on the current domain of Xi. We require
SiSi -£ 0 for all i £ [l..n\. We also assume that the variables x i , . . . ,xn,yi,
,ym
aree pairwise distinct. We call C the constraint associated with the rule.
Inn the following, the constraint associated with a rule is usually clear from
thee context or irrelevant; we then omit it from the notation. If an Si is equal to
thee variable base domain, then the (always satisfied) condition Xi € Si is often
omittedd as well. When each set Si in a membership rule is a singleton set, we call
thee rule an equality rule.
2.2.4.. EXAMPLE. Consider the constraint C = {(0,0), (0,1), (1,1)} on the variabless x, y with the base domain D = {0,1}. The rules
ye{0}ye{0}
^ e { l }} -

-»
x^l,
y/0,

associatedd with C, are correct.

D

Thee relevance of membership rules for constraint satisfaction problems with
finitefinite domains stems from the following observations [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]:
constraint propagation can be achieved naturally by repeated application
off membership rules;
in particular, the notion of generalised arc-consistency can be characterised
inn terms of membership rules;
for constraints explicitly defined on small finite domains, all correct membershipp rules can be automatically generated;
many rules used in specific constraint solvers written in the CHR (Constraint
Handlingg Rules) language are in fact membership rules.
2.2.5.. EXAMPLE. Reconsider the constraint and the rules of Example 2.2.4. The
twoo rules establish GAC on their associated constraint.
D
Membershipp rules and the template of a GAC-enforcing rule stated in
Factt 2.2.3 are clearly connected. Namely, the correctness condition in Fact 2.2.3
iss inserted into the condition of the rule. Moreover, the form of this correctness
conditionn changes from a test on the constraint into tests on the variable domains.
Thiss has practical benefits since the constraint definition is irrelevant.

Chapterr 3

Rulee Schedulers

3.11

Introduction

InIn the rule-based approach to constraint programming, the computation processs is limited to a repeated application of the propagation rules intertwined
withh splitting (labelling). The viability of this approach crucially depends on the
availabilityy of efficient schedulers for such rules. This motivates the work reported
here.. We provide an abstract framework for such schedulers and instantiate it for
aa case of constraint propagation rules, the membership rules. This leads to an
implementationn that yields a considerably better performance for these rules than
thee execution of their standard representation as rules in CHR [Frühwirth, 1998].
Moree precisely, we study schedulers for a generic class of rules which we call
propprop rules. Our approach is explained by the fact that constraint propagation
rules,, and hence membership rules, are instances of this class. To obtain appropriatee schedulers for the prop rules we use the generic approach to constraint
propagationn algorithms introduced in [Apt, 1999] and [Apt, 2000]. In this frameworkk one proceeds in two steps. First, a generic iteration algorithm on partial
orderingss is introduced and proved correct in an abstract setting. Then it is
instantiatedd with specific partial orderings and functions to obtain specific constraintt propagation algorithms. In this chapter, as in [Apt, 2000], we take into
accountt information about the scheduled functions, which are here the prop rules.
Thiss yields a specific scheduler in the form of an algorithm called R.
Wee then show by means of an implementation how this abstract framework
cann be used to obtain a scheduler for membership rules. The implementation
iss provided as a program in ECL'PS e [Wallace et al., 1997] that accepts a set of
membershipp rules as input and constructs an ECL'PSeprogram that is the instantiationn of the R algorithm for this set of rules. Since membership rules can
bee naturally represented as CHR propagation rules, one can assess this implementationn by comparing it with the performance of the standard implementation of
membershipp rules in the CHR language. By means of several benchmarks we found
21 1
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thatt our implementation is considerably faster than CHR.
Itt is important to stress that this implementation is obtained by starting from
"firstt principles" in the form of a generic iteration algorithm on an arbitrary partial
ordering.. This shows the practical benefits of studying the constraint propagation
processs on an abstract level.
3.1.1.. EXAMPLE. To see the kind of information we use, consider the membershipp rule
X G { 3 , 4 , 8 } J 2 / € { 1 , 2 }} -

z^2.

Recalll that, informally, it should be read as follows: if the domain of x is included
inn {3,4,8} and the domain of y is included in {1,2}, then 2 is removed from the
domainn of z.
InIn the computations of constraint programs, the variable domains gradually
shrink.. Thus, if the domain of x is included in {3,4,8}, then it will remain so
duringg the computation. In turn, if 2 is removed from the domain of 2, then
thiss removal operation does not need to be repeated. The concept of a prop rule
generalisess these observations to conditions on the rule premise and body.
D
Constraintt Handling Rules. The runtime system of the CHR language providess a rule scheduler. To make CHR usable, it is important that its implementationn does not incur too much overhead; and indeed, a great deal of effort was spent
onn implementing CHR efficiently. For an account of the most recent implementationn see [Holzbaur et al., 2001]. Since, as already mentioned, many CHR rules are
membershipp rules, our approach provides a better implementation of a subset of
CHR.. This, hopefully, may lead to new insights into a design and implementation
off languages appropriate for writing constraint solvers.
Ann important novelty in our approach is the expanded, 'semantic' preprocessingg phase during which we analyse the mutual dependencies between the rules.
Thiss allows us to remove permanently some rules during the iteration process.
Thiss permanent removal of the scheduled rules is particularly beneficial in the
contextt of constraint programming where it leads to accumulated savings when
constraintt propagation is intertwined with splitting.

3.22

Generic Iteration Algorithm

Wee begin by recalling the generic algorithm of [Apt, 2000]. We slightly adjust
thee presentation to our purposes by assuming that the considered partial ordering
alsoo has a greatest element T. So we consider a partial ordering [D) Q) with least
, ƒ*} on D.
elementt _L and greatest element T, and a set of functions F = {/i,
Wee are interested in functions that satisfy the following two properties.

3.2.3.2. Generic Iteration Algorithm
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Gll J: function set F \—> least common fixpoint
G:=F G:=F
whilee G / 0

and d / T

do

choosee g E G
G:=G-{g} G:=G-{g}
GG
:=GUupdate(G,g,d)
dd := g(d)
end d
returnn d

Figuree 3.1: Generic Iteration Algorithm Gl
3.2.1.. DEFINITION.

ƒ is called inflationary if x Q f(x) for all x.
ƒ is called monotonie if x Qy implies f(x) C. f(y) for all x,y.
DD

Thee Gl algorithm in Fig. 3.1 is used to compute the least common fixpoint
off the functions from F. We assume that for all G,g,d the set of functions
update(G,g,d)update(G,g,d) from F is such that
A..

{ ƒ e F - G | ƒ (d) = dA f(g(d)) ? g{d) } C update(G, g, d),

B..

g{d) — d implies that update(G,g,d) = 0 ,

C..

g(g(d)) ^ 5(d) implies that g e update(G,g,d).

(3.1)

Intuitively,, assumption A states that update(G,g,d) contains at least all the
functionss from F - G for which the "old value", d, is a fixpoint but the "new
value",, <?(d), is not. So at each loop iteration such functions are added to the set
G.G. In turn, assumption B states that no functions are added to G in case the
valuee of d did not change. Assumption C provides information when g is to be
addedd back to G as this information is not provided by A. On the whole, the idea
iss to keep in G at least those functions ƒ for which the current value of d is not
aa fixpoint.
Thee use of the condition d ^ T, absent in the original presentation [Apt, 2000],
allowss us to leave the while loop earlier.
Ourr interest in the Gl algorithm is clarified by the following result.
3.2.2.. THEOREM (CORRECTNESS). Suppose that all functions in F are inflationarytionary and monotonie and that (D, C) is finite and has least element
and
greatestgreatest element T. Then every execution of the Gl algorithm terminates and
computescomputes in d the least common fixpoint of the functions from F.
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P R O O F ..

Consider the predicate I defined by:

Vf£F-G.f{d)=dVf£F-G.f{d)=d

A

V / € F . / ( T ) = T.

(ƒ)

Notee that I is established by the assignment G :— F. Moreover, it is easy to
checkk that predicate I is preserved by each while loop iteration, by virtue of
thee assumptions A, B and C. Thus, I is an invariant of the while loop of the
algorithm.. So upon its termination
(GG = 0 V d = T)

A

I

holds,, which implies

v;; e F. f(d) = d.
Thiss means that the algorithm computes in d a common fixpoint of the functionss from F. The rest of the proof is the same as in [Apt, 2000]. So the fact that
dd is the least common fixpoint follows from the assumption that all functions are
monotonie. .
Terminationn is established by considering the lexicographic ordering of the
strictt partial orderings (D, Zl) and (N, <), defined on the elements of D x N by
(di,ni)) <iex {d2,n2)

if

di Zl d2

or

(di = d2

and

rti < n 2 ).

Withh each while loop iteration of the algorithm, the pair (d, \G\) strictly decreases
inn the well-founded ordering </ ex .
G

3.33

Revised Generic Iteration Algorithm

Wee now revise the Gl algorithm by modifying dynamically the set of functions that
aree being scheduled. The idea is that, whenever possible, we remove functions
fromm the set F. This will allow us to exit the loop earlier and can also simplify
thee update operations, which speeds up the execution of the algorithm.
Too this end, we assume that for each function g G F and each element d 6 D,
twoo sequences1 of functions from F are given, friends(g,d) and obviated(g, d), to
bee instantiated below. We modify the Gl algorithm in such a way that each applicationn of g to d will be immediately followed by the applications of all functions
fromm friends(g, d) and by a removal of the functions from friends(g, d) and from
obviated(g,d)obviated(g,d) from F and G. The modified algorithm is called RGI; see Fig. 3.2.
Wee now formalise the condition that ensures correctness of this scheduling
strategy,, that is, under which the Correctness Theorem 3.2.2 holds with the Gl
*Wee need in it sequences instead of sets since the considered functions will be applied in a
specificc order. For simplicity, we regard these sequences as sets in some places.

3.3.3.3. Revised Generic Iteration Algorithm
RGII : sett of fundtionss F
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i— theirr least common fixpoint fixpoint

G:=F G:=F
d^T do o
whilee G ^ 0 indd
i
choosee gEG EG
G:=G-G:=G{9} {9}
UU obviated(g,d)
lett Del =friends(g,d) friends(g,d)
wheree
friends (g, d)==
lett h = g ogog11o---ogo---og
kk

{gu---,9k) ,9k)

F:=F-F:=F-Del Del
G:=G-G:=GDel Del
G:=GU G:=GU
update(G,h, update(G,h,
d) d)
dd := h(d)
end d
returnn d

Figuree 3.2: Revised Generic Iteration Algorithm RGI
algorithmm replaced by the RGI algorithm. Informally, this condition states that
afterr an application of all the functions from friends(g,d) the functions from
friendsfriends (g,d) and from obviated(g,d) will never change subsequent values of d.
Wee use the notion of stability.
3.3.1.. DEFINITION. Suppose ƒ e F and de

D.

We say that ƒ is stable above d if d C. e implies f(e) = e.
We say that ƒ is stable if it is stable above f(d) for all d € D.

Thatt is, ƒ is stable if for all d and e, f(d) Qe implies /(e) = e. Hence, stability
impliess idempotence, which means that f(f{d)) — f(d), for all d. Moreover, if
dd and f(d) are comparable for all d, then stability also implies inflationarity.
Indeed,, if d C. f(d), then the claim holds vacuously. If f(d) E d, then by stability

f(d)=d. f(d)=d.
Considerr now the condition
Vdd Ve 3 h(d). V/ 6 friends(g, d) U obviated(g, d). f(e) = e
(3.2) )
wheree h = g o gx o

. o gk and friends{g, d) = (glt...,

gk).

Thatt is, for all elements d, each function ƒ in friends(g, d)\J obviated(g, d) is stable
o
o gk(d). The following result holds.
abovee g o
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3.3.2.. THEOREM. Suppose that all functions in F are inflationary and monotonictonic and that (D, C) is finite and has the least element _L and the greatest elementement T. Additionally, suppose that for each function g € F and d € D two
sequencessequences of functions from F are given, friends(g,d) and obviated(g,d), such
thatthat condition (3.2) holds.
ThenThen the Correctness Theorem 3.2.2 holds with the Gl algorithm replaced by
thethe RGI algorithm.
PROOF.. Denote by F 0 the initial value of F. In view of condition (3.2), the
followingg statement is an invariant of the while loop:

VfeF-G.f(d)VfeF-G.f(d)

=d A

V / G F . / ( T )) = T A
V// e F0 - F. Ve 3 d. f(e) = e.

(3.3)

Hence,, upon termination of the algorithm, the conjunction of this invariant with
thee negation of the loop condition, i.e.,
GG = 0 V

d=T

holds,, which implies that V/ e Fo- ƒ (d) = d. The rest of the proof is the same. D

3.44

Functions in the Form of Rules

InIn what follows we consider the situation when the scheduled functions are of a
specificc form b
g, where b is a condition and g a function, which we call a body.
Wee call such functions rules.
First,, we explain how rules are applied. Given an element d of D, a condition
bb is evaluated in d. The outcome is either true, which we denote by holds(b,d),
orr false. Given a rule 6 — g we define its application to d by
(&_

)(d) = {g^
11 d

[{holds b d

( i ),
otherwise.

Wee are interested in a specific type of conditions and rules.
3.4.1.. DEFINITION. Consider a partial ordering (D,Q).
We say that a condition b is monotonie if for all d, e we have that, if d C e
thenn holds(b,d) implies holds(b,e).
We say that a condition b is precise if the least d exists such that holds(b, d).
Wee call then d the witness for b.
We call a rule b —* g a prop rule if b is monotonie and precise and g is stable.

3.4-3.4- Functions in the Form of Rules

3.4.11
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Rules over Sets

Too see how natural this class of rules is consider the following case. Take a set A
andd consider the partial ordering

Inn this ordering the empty set 0 is the least element and A is the greatest element.
Wee consider rules of the form
BB -

G,

wheree 5 , G C A.
Too clarify how they are applied to subsets of A we first stipulate for E C A
that t
holdsholds (B,E)

if

BCE.

Thenn we view a set G as a function on V(A) by stipulating
G{E)G{E) =

GuE.

Thiss determines the application of B —» G.
Itt is straightforward to see that such rules are prop rules. In particular, the
elementelement B of V(A) is the witness for the condition B. For the stability of G, take
EE C A and suppose G(E) C F. Then G{E) = G U E, so G U E C F, which
impliess G U F = F , i . e , G(F) = F .
Suchh rules can be instantiated to many situations. For example, we can view
thee elements of the set A as constraints and obtain constraint propagation rules
inn this way. Alternatively, we can view A as a set of some atomic formulas and
eachh rule fi-+Gasa proof rule, usually written as
B_ B_
G' G'
Thee minor difference with the usual proof-theoretic framework is that rules have
thenn a single conclusion. An axiom is a rule with the empty set 0 as the condition.
AA closure under such a set of rules is the set of all (atomic) theorems that can be
provedd using them.
Thee algorithm presented below can in particular be used to compute efficiently
thee closure under such proof rules given a finite set of atomic formulas A.

3.4.22

The R Algorithm

Wee now modify the RGI algorithm for the case of prop rules. In the R algorithm
inn Fig. 3.3 below, we take into account that an application of a rule is a two
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Rjj : set of rules F \

their least common fixpoint

d:=L d:=L
G:=F G:=F
whilee G / 0 and rf/T do
choosee (b — g) € G
G:=G-{b^g] G:=G-{b^g]
iff holds(b,d) then
lett Del = friends(b —» g) U obviated(b —5) )
lett /i = ^ o 5 l o
o gk
wheree friends{b —> g) — {(6i — #i), (&fcc

-»

pfc)>

F:=F-F:=FDel
G--G-G--GDel
GG := GUupdate(G,h,d)
dd := h(d)
elsee if Ve Z| c?. -<holds{b, e) then
end d
end d
returnn d

Figuree 3.3: Rule scheduling algorithm R
stepp process: testing of the condition followed by a conditional application of the
body.. This allows us to drop the parameter d from the sequences friends(g, d) and
obviated(g,obviated(g, d) and consequently to construct such sequences before the execution
off the algorithm. The sequence friends(g) will be constructed in such a way that
wee shall not need to evaluate the conditions of its rules: they will all hold. The
specificc construction of the sequences friends(g) and obviated(g) is provided in a
secondd algorithm below, the Friends and Obviated Algorithm.
Again,, we are interested in identifying conditions under which the Correctness
Theoremm 3.2.2 holds with the Gl algorithm replaced by the R algorithm. To this
end,, given a rule b —> g in F and de D, define as follows:

{

friends(bfriends(b —* g) if holds(b, d),
friendsfriends (b —> g,d) —
()()
otherwise,

(3.4) )

and d
obviated(bobviated(b — g) if holds(b, d),
obviated(bobviated(b —>(b^g)(b^g)
g,d) =
tiVe^d^holdsfae), (3.5) )
{){)
otherwise.

3-4-3-4- Functions in the Form of Rules
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Wee obtain the following counterpart of the Correctness Theorem 3.2.2.
3.4.2.. THEOREM (CORRECTNESS). Suppose that all functions in F are prop
rulesrules of the form b — g, where g is inflationary and monotonie, and that (D, Q)
isis finite and has the least element _l_ and the greatest element T. Further, assume
thatthat for each rule b —» g the sequences friends{b — g,d) and obviated{b — g,d),
defineddefined as above, satisfy condition (3.2) and the following condition:
Vd.(VVd.(V - g' e friends{b -+ g) A holds(b,d) -> Ve 3 5(d)- holds{b', e)). (3.6)
TTienn f/ie Correctness Theorem 3.2.2 holds with the Gl algorithm replaced by the
RR algorithm.
P R O O F .. It suffices to show that the R algorithm is an instance of the RGI algorithm.. On account of condition (3.6) and the fact that the rule bodies are
inflationaryy functions, holds(b,d) implies that
((&& -> g) o (&! - >

ffl)

o

o (bk - »

5 f c ))

(d) =

((fo

5 l

o - o fffc)(d),

wheree friends(b —> g) = {(&i — yi),...,(fyt — 5fc)). This takes care of the
situationn in which holds(b,d) is true.
InIn turn, the definition of friends(b —* g,d) and obviated(b — g,d) and assumptionn B take care of the situation when -^holds(b, d). When the condition b
failss for all e 3 d we can conclude that for all such e we have (b —* g)(e) — e.
Thiss allows us to remove at that point of the execution the rule b —* g from the
sett F. This amounts to adding b — g to the set obviated(b —» #,d) at runtime.
Notee that condition (3.2) is then satisfied.
D
Wee now provide an explicit construction of the sequences friends and obviated
forr a rule 6 —> g in the form of the F&O algorithm in Fig. 3.4. GI(F, e) stands
theree for the Gl algorithm invoked with _L replaced by e. We call a rule r relevant
inin an execution ofG\(F, e) if at some point in this execution r(d) ^ d holds after
thee "choose r e G" action.
Thee F & O algorithm needs the witness of the rule condition 6, that is, the
leastt d for which holds{b, d). For the rules we are interested in most, the witness
cann be easily extracted from the condition; see Section 3.4.1 for rules over sets
andd Section 3.6.2 for membership rules.
Notee that the rule r = b —> g itself is not in friends{r) as it is a prop rule. It
iss contained in obviated(r), however, since g(d) — d holds by the stability of g.
InIn Section 3.6.2, we give a concrete example for the sequences friends, obviated
usingg membership rules.
Thee following observation shows the adequacy of the F & O algorithm for our
purposes. .
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FfcOO : rule r in rule set F \

(friends(r), obviatedir))

lett r = b —> g
lett w be the witness of b
d:=G\{F,g{w)) d:=G\{F,g{w))
friendsfriends := sequence of the relevant rules h E F in the
precedingg execution of Gl
obviatedobviated :— ()
forr each (b' — g') e F — friends do
iff <7'(d) = d or Ve 3 d. -iholds(b',e) then
obviatedobviated := (6' -» 5'), obviated
end d
end d
returnn {friends, obviated)
Figuree 3.4: Friends and Obviated Algorithm F &, O
3.4.3.. NOTE, f/pora termination of the F&O algorithm, conditions (3.2) and
(3.6)) /10/d, wftere i^e sequences friendsib — cjr,d) and obviated(b — a,d) are
defineddefined as in Equations (3.4) and (3.5).
Lett us summarise the findings of this section that culminated in the R algorithm.. Assume that all functions are in the form of rules satisfying the conditions
off the Correctness Theorem 3.4.2. Then in the R algorithm, each time the evaluationn of the condition b of the selected rule b —> g succeeds,
the rules in the sequence friends(b — g) are applied directly without testing
thee value of their conditions,
the rules in friends(b —* g) U obviated(b —* g) are permanently removed
fromm the currently active set of functions G and from F.

3.55

Recomputing Least Fixpoints

Anotherr substantial benefit of the sequences friends(b —+ g) and obviated(b —> g)
surfacess when the R algorithm is repeatedly applied to compute the least fixpoint.
Moree specifically, consider the following sequence of actions:
we compute the least common fixpoint d of the functions from F ,
we move from d to an element e such that d C e ,
we compute the least common fixpoint above e of the functions from F.

D

3.6.3.6. Concrete Framework
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Suchh a sequence of actions typically arises in the framework of CSPs, further
studiedd in Section 3.6. There, the computation of the least common fixpoint d
off the functions from F corresponds to the constraint propagation process for a
constraintt C. The move from d to e such that d C. e corresponds to splitting
orr constraint propagation involving another constraint, and the computation of
thee least common fixpoint above e of the functions from F corresponds to a
subsequentt round of constraint propagation for C.
Supposee now that we computed the least common fixpoint d of the functions
fromm F using the RGI algorithm or its modification R for the rules. During
itss execution we permanently removed some functions from the set F. These
functionss are then not needed for computing the least common fixpoint above
ee of the functions from F. The precise statement is provided in the following
simple,, yet crucial, theorem.
3.5.1.. THEOREM. Suppose that all functions in F are inflationary and monotonictonic and that (D, Q) is finite. Suppose that the least common fixpoint do of the
functionsfunctions from F is computed by means of the RGI or R algorithm. Let Ffin be
thethe final value of the variable F upon termination of the RGI or R algorithm.
SupposeSuppose now that do C e. Then the least common fixpoint e0 above e of the
functionsfunctions from F coincides with the least common fixpoint above e of the functions
fromfrom Ffin.
P R O O F .. Take a common fixpoint e\ of the functions from Ffin such that e C e\.
Itt suffices to prove that e\ is a common fixpoint of the functions from F.
Soo take ƒ 6 F — Ffin. Since condition (3.3) is an invariant of the main while
loopp of the RGI algorithm and of the R algorithm, it holds upon termination, and
consequentlyy ƒ is stable above d0. But d0 C e and e £ e 1; so we conclude that
f{ef{e11)) = e1.
D

Intuitively,, this result means that, if after splitting we relaunch the same
constraintt propagation process, we can disregard the removed functions. We
illustratee this important effect with a concrete example in Section 3.7.4.

3.66

Concrete Framework

Wee now proceed with our main goal, namely an instantiation of the scheduler
algorithmm framework for the case of membership rules. We have indicated in
Sectionn 3.4.1 a possible instantiation of the prop rule framework to constraint
propagationn rules, of which membership rules are a special case. We set up a
differentt instantiation for these rules now, however. This specialised instantiation
iss more natural as it is based on domains, and membership rules essentially deal
onlyy with domains.
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3.6.11

Partial Orderings

Withh each CSP V — (C\xi € Di,...,xn
G Dn) we associate now a specific partiall ordering. Initially we take the Cartesian product of the partial orderings
( P ( A ) ,, 5),
, CP{Dn), 5). So this ordering is of the form
(V{D(V{D11)x.--xV(D)x.--xV(Dnn),y) ),y)
wheree we interpret 13 as the Cartesian product of the reversed subset ordering.
Thee elements of this partial ordering are sequences (Ei,..., En) of respective
subsetss of ( D i , . . . , Dn) ordered by the component-wise reversed subset ordering.
Notee that (Di,..., Dn) is the least element in this ordering while
(0,...,0))
nn times

iss the greatest element. However, we would like to identify with the greatest
elementt all sequences that contain the empty set as an element. So we divide the
abovee partial ordering by an equivalence relation R0 according to which
(E(Euu...,E...,Enn))

R0 (Fu...,Fn)

if
(Eu...,En)
or r
3i.3i. Et = 0 and

=

(Fl,...,Fn)

3j. Fj = 0 .

Itt is straightforward to see that R0 is indeed an equivalence relation. In the
resultingg quotient ordering there are two types of elements:
the sequences (Ei,..., En) that do not contain the empty set as an element,
andd which we continue to present in the usual way with the understanding
thatt now each of the listed sets is non-empty;
one special element equal to the equivalence class consisting of all sequences
thatt contain the empty set as an element. This equivalence class is the
greatestt element in the resulting ordering, so we denote it by T.
InIn what follows we denote this partial ordering by (D-p, E).

3.6.22

Membership Rules

Fixx a specific CSP V — {C;xx € Di,..., xn G Dn) with finite domains. Let C be
onee of its constraints on the variables t/i,..., yk, zi,..., zm. We recall the notion
off membership rule from Section 2.2.2. The rule
C,yiC,yi e Su...,yke

Sk -» zx ^ ax,..., zm / am

3.6.3.6. Concrete Framework
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iss a membership rule associated with C. a i , . . . , am are constants, and S\,..., Sk
aree constant subsets of the respective variable domains, We drop here the conditionn that the sequences yi,...,yk
and z^,... ,zm have no variable in common so
thatt we can combine membership rules.
Lett us reformulate the interpretation of such rules so as to fit the framework
consideredd in the previous section. To this end, we need to clarify how to
evaluate the condition of a membership rule in an element of the considered
partiall ordering,
interpret the conclusion of a membership rule as a function on the considered
partiall ordering.
Lett us start with the first item.
3.6.1.. DEFINITION. Given a variable y with the domain Dy and E € V(Dy) we
define e
hold$(y£S,E)hold$(y£S,E)

if

ECS,

andd extend the definition to the elements of the ordering (D-p, C) by putting
holds(yholds(y £ S, (Ei,...,

En))

if Ek C S,

where we assumed that y is xki

and d
holds{yholds{y € S,T).
Furthermoree we interpret a sequence of conditions as a conjunction, by putting
holds({holds({yiyi eSu...,ykeSk),
(Eu ..., En))
iff holds{y{ € $ , (Eu ..., En))

for i € [l..k].
DD

Itt is not difficult to see what the witness of a membership rule condition is.
Considerr the CSP ( C ; x i G Ö i , . . . , i n E Dn) and its associated partial ordering.
Thee witness of y\ e Su ..., yk E Sk is (Ely..., En) where Ei = Sk if x{ = yk, and
EiEi = Dk if Xi does not occur in the condition.
Concerningg the second item we proceed as follows.
3.6.2.. DEFINITION. Given a variable z with the domain Dz we interpret the
atomicc formula z / a a s a function on V(DZ), defined by:
(z(z ƒ a)(E) = E~

{a}.

Thenn we extend this function to the elements of the considered ordering
(D-p,(D-p, C.) as follows:

ChapterChapter 3. Rule Schedulers
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on the elements of the form {E\,..., En) we put
(z^a)(E(z^a)(Ellll...,E...,Enn))

=

(E[,...,E'n),

where e
K'K' = \ E i ~ ^
11 E{

if z

~Xi'
otherwise.

Iff the resulting sequence {E[,..., E'n) contains the empty set, then we replacee it by T,
on the element T we put (z 7^ a)(T) = T.
Finally,, we interpret a sequence z\ ^ Oi,...,z m ^ am of atomic formulas by
interpretingg each of them in turn.
D
3.6.3.. EXAMPLE. Take the CSP (C; xx,...,
bershipp rule
XiXi e {a, ft}, x2 e {b}

->

£4 e {a,ft,c}) and consider the mem-

3 3 ^ a, x3 j=ft,x4 ^ a.

(r)

Thenn we have
r(( {a}, {ft}, {a,ft,c}, {a,ft}) = ({a}, {ft}, {c}, {ft}),
r(( {a,ft,c}, {ft}, {a,ft,c}, {a, ft}) = ({a,ft,c}, {ft}, {a,ft,c}, {a, ft}),
r({a,ft},{6},, {a,ft},{a,ft}) = T.
Thee witness of r is ({a, ft}, {ft}, {a,6,c}, {a,ft,c}).
Inn view of the Correctness Theorem 3.4.2, the following observation allows us
too apply the R algorithm when each function is a membership rule and when for
eachh rule ft —* g the sequences friends(b —> g) and obviated(b —> g) are constructed
byy the F & O algorithm.
3.6.4.. NOTE. Consider the partial ordering (D-p,Q).
1.1. Each membership rule is a prop rule.
2.2. Each junction z\ ^ ö i , . . . , zm ^ am on D-p is
inflationary,
monotonie.
DD

3.3.7.7.

Implementation
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Too be able to instantiate the R algorithm with the membership rules, we
stilll need to define the set update (G,g,d). In our implementation we chose the
followingg simple definition:
jj w ^
-n
[P-G
if g{d)^d,
update{G,g,d)update{G,g,d) = {rx
II 0
otherwise.

*K ' ƒ

Notee that assumptions A, B, C in (3.1) hold.
3.6.5.. EXAMPLE. Let us illustrate the intuition behind the use of the sequences
e {a,b,c}} and
friend$(bfriend$(b —> g) and obviated(b —> g). Take again {C; xi,...,xt
considerr the membership rules
xixi € {a,b}
xii G {a,6}, z 2 € {b,c}
rc22 e {6}
^22 € {a}

— x2^a,x4y£b,
-+ xzfa,
-» x 3 ^ a , X 4 ^ è ,
-»

IIT^O.

(n)
(r2)
(r3)
(r4)

Uponn application of rule ri, rule r 2 can be applied without evaluating its condition.. Subsequently, rule r^ can be deleted without applying it since its body
hass become irrelevant; the same holds for r\ itself. Finally, rule r 4 can be deleted
sincee its condition can now never succeed. Hence, we can have
and
friends(ri)friends(ri) — (r 2 ),
obviated(ri)obviated(ri) = {ri,r 3 , r^),
whichh is in fact what the F & 0 algorithm computes.

3.77

D

Implementation

Inn this section we discuss the implementation of the R algorithm for the membershipp rules and compare it by means of several benchmarks with the CHR implementationn in the ECL'PS 6 system.

3.7.11

Modelling Membership Rules in CHR

Followingg [Apt and Monfroy, 2001], membership rules are represented as CHR
propagationn rules with a single head. Recall from Section 2.2.1 that the latter
oness are of the form
HH => Gi,...,

G{ | B\,...,

Bm

wheree the atom H of the rule head is a defined constraint, the atoms G\,..., G{
off the rule guard are built-in constraints, and the atoms B i , . . . , Bm of the rule
bodyy are arbitrary constraints.
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Lett us also review how CHR propagation rules with one head are executed.
First,, given a query (that represents a CSP) the variables of the rule are renamed
too avoid variable clashes. Then an attempt is made to match the head of the
rulee against the first atom of the query. If it is successful and all guards of the
instantiatedd version of the rule succeed, the instantiated version of the body of
thee rule is executed. Otherwise the next rule is tried.
Finally,, let us recall the representation of a membership rule as a CHR propagationn rule from [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]. We assume that the host language is
E C L ' P S 6 .. Consider the membership rule
j/ii G 5 i , . . . , yjt G 5jt — z\ ^au...,zm^

am

associatedd with the defined constraint c on the variables X 1 } ... , Xn. We represent
itss condition by starting initially with the atom c ( X i , . . . ,Xn) as the head. Each
atomicc condition of the form yi G {a} is processed by replacing in the atom
c ( X i , . . . , X n )) the variable pi by a. In turn, each atomic condition of the form
yiyi G Si, where Si is not a singleton, is processed by adding the atom in(yi,LSj.)
too t h e guard of the propagation rule. T h e i n / 2 predicate is defined by
in(X,, L) : - dom(X, D), s u b s e t ( D , L ) .
Soo in(X,L) holds if the current domain of the variable X (yielded by the built-in
domm of ECL'PS e ) is included in the list L. In turn, LSi is a list representation of
thee set Si.
Finally,, each atomic conclusion Zi ^- a* translates to the atom Z{ ## a* of the
bodyy of the propagation rule.
Ass an example consider the membership rule
1 66 { 0 } , y G {1,2} -»

Z/2

associatedd with a constraint c on the variables X, Y, Z. It is represented by the
followingg CHR propagation rule:
c ( 0 , Y , Z )) ==> inCY, [ 1 , 2 ] ) I Z ## 2 .
Inn ECL*PS e , variables with singleton domains are automatically instantiated.
So,, assuming that the variable domains are non-empty, the condition of this
membershipp rule holds if and only if the head of the renamed version of the
abovee propagation rule matches the atom c ( 0 , Y , Z ) and the current domain of
thee variable Y is included in [ 1 , 2 ] . Further, in both cases the execution of the
bodyy leads to the removal of the value 2 from the domain of Z. So the execution
off both rules has the same effect when the variable domains are non-empty.
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Executionn of CHR
Inn general, the application of a membership rule as defined in Section 3.6 and
thee execution of its representation as a CHR propagation rules coincide. Moreover,
byy the semantics of CHR, the CHR rules are repeatedly applied until a fixpoint is
reached.. So a repeated application of a finite set of membership rules coincides
withh the execution of the CHR program formed by the representations of these
membershipp rules as propagation rules. An important point concerning the standardd execution of a CHR program is that, in contrast to the R algorithm, every
changee in the variable domains of a constraint causes the computation to restart.

3.7.22

Benchmarks

InIn our approach, the repeated application of a finite set of membership rules is
realisedd by means of the R algorithm of Section 3.3 implemented in ECL*PSe.
Thee compiler consists of about 1500 lines of code. It accepts as input a set of
membershipp rules, each represented as a CHR propagation rule, and constructs
ann ECL l PS e program that is the instantiation of the R algorithm for this set of
rules.. As in CHR, for each constraint the set of rules that refer to it is scheduled
separately. .
Inn the benchmarks below, we used for each considered CSP the sets of
alll subsumption-free valid membership and equality rules for the 'base' constraints.. These rule sets were automatically generated using a program discussed
inn [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]. In the first phase, the compiler constructs for each
rulee g the sequences friends(g) and obviated(g). Time spent on this constructionn is comparable with the time needed for the generation of the equality and
membershipp rules for a given constraint. For example, the medium-sized membershipp rule set for the rcc8 constraint, containing 912 rules, was generated in
1666 seconds while the construction of all friends and obviated sequences took 142
secondss time. It is important to note that generating the rules and the sequences
friends,friends, obviated takes place once, at compile-time, while the resulting constraint
propagationn procedure is typically used many times; hence fast generation is not
aa critical issue.
Too see the impact of the accumulated savings obtained by permanent removal
off the rules during the iteration process, we chose benchmarks that embody severall successive propagation steps, i.e., propagation interleaved with search (domainn splitting or labelling).
InIn Table 3.1, we list the results for selected single constraints. For each constraint,, say C on the variables xi,...,xn
with respective domains D^,..., Z)„, we
considerr the CSP (C;Xi e Du... ,xn e Dn) together with randomised labelling;
i.e.,, the choices of variable, value, and action (assigning or removing the value),
aree all random. The computation of simply one or all solutions yields insignificantt times, so the benchmark program computes and records also all intermediate
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Constr..

rcc8

fork

and3

and9

Schedulers

andll

MEM M

rel..
abs..

37% / 22%
58% / 46%
66% / 49%
26% / 15%
57% / 25%
147/396/686 0.36/0.62/0.78 0.27/0.41/0.55 449/1727/2940 1874/3321/7615

EQU U

rel..
abs..

97% / 100%
98% / 94%
92% / 59%
359/368/359 21.6/21.9/22.9 0.36/0.39/0.61

95% / 100%
386/407/385

96% / 101%
342/355/338

Tablee 3.1: Randomised search trees for single constraints

Logic c

3-valued d

9-valued d

11-valued d

relative e

6 1 %% / 44%

65%% / 29%

7 3 %% / 2 9 %

absolute e

1.37/2.23/3.09 9

111/172/385 5

713/982/2495 5

MEMBERSHIP P

EQUALITY Y

relative e

63%% / 29%

4 0 %% / 5 7 %

3 6 %% / 5 1 %

absolute e

0.77/1.22/2.70 0

2.56/6.39/4.50 0

13.8/38.7/26.7 7

Tablee 3.2: CSPs formalising sequential ATPG

non-solutionn fixpoints. Backtracking occurs if a recorded fixpoint is encountered
again.. In essence, all possible search trees are traversed. In some cases, this takes
tooo much time; we then limit the number of visited nodes.
Inn Table 3.2, we list the results for practically motivated CSPs. We chose here
CSPss that formalise the problem of automatic test pattern generation for sequentiall digital circuits (ATPG), to be discussed in Chapter 6. These are large CSPs
t h a tt employ the andN constraints of Table 3.1 and a number of other constraints,
almostt all of which are implemented by rules. The constraint andN(x,y, z) expressess the conjunction x A y = z in an N-valued logic.
Wee measured the execution times for three rule schedulers: the standard CHR
representationn of the rules, the generic chaotic iteration algorithm Gl, and its
improvedd derivative R. The codes of both the latter two algorithms are produced
byy our compiler and are thus structurally very similar, which allows a direct
assessmentt of the improvements embodied in R.
Inn the tables, we provide for each constraint or CSP the ratio of the execution
timess between, first, R and Gl, and second, R and CHR. This is followed by the
absolutee times in seconds in the order R / Gl / CHR.
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Thee platform for all benchmarks was a Sun Enterprise 450 with four
UltraSPARC-III 400 MHz processors and 2 GB memory under Solaris, and
ECL*PSee 5.5 (in single processor mode).
Wee find a substantial speedup in many cases when using R, both comparing
RR and Gl, and R and CHR.
Possibilitiess for Improving the Implementation
Wee examined some of the various ways of optimising our implementation of the
RR algorithm in ECL*PSe. In particular, we considered a better embedding into
thee constraint-handling mechanism of ECL*PSe, for instance by finer control of
thee waking conditions and a joint removal of the elements from the same variable
domainn instead of several disequality constraints resulting from larger sequences
friends.friends. Using such techniques, we succeeded in achieving an additional average
speed-upp by a factor of 4.
Thiss open-ended work indicates that further improvements are possible. For
example,, an unrealised improvement with a plausible gain in efficiency is a better
choicee of the data structures for handling the rule sets F and G. We use lists
(plainn lists and Prolog difference lists), in which, e.g., element finding has linear
cost,, while in a balanced tree this cost is only logarithmic.

3.7.33

Detecting W h e n a Constraint is Solved

Ann important point in the implementations is the question of when to remove
solvedd constraints from the constraint store. The standard CHR representation of
membershipp rules as generated by the algorithm of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] does
soo by containing, beside the propagation rules, one CHR simplification rule for
eachh tuple in the constraint definition. Once its variables are assigned values that
correspondd to a solution, the constraint is solved, and removed from the store by
thee corresponding simplification rule. This 'solved' test takes place interleaved
withh executing the propagation rules.
Thee implementations of Gl and R, on the other hand, check after closure under
thee propagation rules. The constraint is considered solved if all its variables are
fixedfixed (necessarily to a solution), or, in the case of R, if the set F of remaining rules
iss empty; this is discussed in the following subsection. Interestingly, comparing
CHRR and Gl, the additional simplification rules sometimes constitute a substantial
overheadd while at other times their presence allows earlier termination.

3.7.44

Recomputing Least Fixpoints

Lett us finally illustrate the impact of the permanent removal of rules during the
leastt fixpoint computation, achieved here by the use of the sequences friends (r)
andd obviated(r).
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3.7.1.. DEFINITION. Given a set F of rules, we call a rule g £ F solving if
friends(g)friends(g) U obviated(g) = F.

D

Takee as an example the ternary equivalence relation = from the three-valued
logicc of [Kleene, 1952, p. 334] that consists of the values, 0 (true), 1 (false) and
uu (unknown). For instance, we have =(1, u, u). The full definition is given by the
followingg truth table:
= = 11 0 u
1 1 11 0 u
0 0 00 1 u
u u uu u u

Thee program of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] generates 26 minimal valid membership
ruless for the = constraint. Out of them, 12 are solving rules. For the remaining
ruless the sizes of the set friends U obviated are: 17 (for 8 rules), 14 (for 4 rules),
andd 6 (for 2 rules).
InIn the R algorithm, a selection of a solving rule leads directly to termination,
GG = 0, and to a reduction of the set F to 0 . For other rules, a considerable
simplificationn in the computation takes place. For example,
xe{0},z£{0,u}xe{0},z£{0,u}

-> y ^ O

iss one of the 8 rules of which the set friends (r) U obviated(r) has size 17.
Considerr now the CSP
(== (a;, y, z); x € {0}, y G {0,1, u}, z G {0, u}).
InIn the R algorithm, the selection of r is followed by the application of the rules
fromm friends(r) and the removal of the rules from friends(r) U obviated(r). This
bringss the number of the considered rules down to 26 — 17 — 9. The R algorithm
subsequentlyy discovers that none of these rules is applicable at this point. So the
ninee rules remain upon termination.
Inn a subsequent constraint propagation phase, launched after splitting or after
constraintt propagation involving another constraint, the fixpoint computation by
meanss of the R algorithm involves only these nine rules instead of the initial 26!
Forr solving rules, this fixpoint computation terminates immediately.
Solvingg Rules
Interestingly,, as Table 3.3 shows, solving rules occur quite frequently for equalityy rules, bot less often so for non-equality membership rules. We list for each
constraintt and each type of rules the number of solving rules divided (/) by the
totall number of rules, followed in a new line by the average number of rules in

(r)
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and3

and9

andll

fork

rcc8

alien

EQUALITYY

6/6
66

13/16
14

113/134
130

129/153
148

9/12
11

183/183
183

498/498
498

MEMBERSHIPP

6/6
66

4/13
7

72/1294
810

196/4656
3156

0/24
9

0/912
556

n.a./26446
n.a.

Tablee 3.3: Solving rules
thee set friends(r) U obviated(r). The rule sets were computed using the program
off [Apt and Monfroy, 2001].
Thee fork constraint is taken from the Waltz language for the analysis of polyhedrall scenes. The rcc8 constraint represents the composition table of the Regionn Connection Calculus with 8 relations from [Egenhofer, 1991] (which we revisitt in Chapter 9). It is remarkable that all its 183 equality rules are solving.
Whilee none of the 912 membership rule for rcc8 is solving, on average the set
friend$(r)friend$(r) U obviated{r) contains 556 membership rules. Also all 498 equality
ruless for the alien constraint, which represents the composition table of Allen's
thirteenn qualitative temporal relations [Allen, 1983], are solving. The number of
membershipp rules exceeds 26 000 and consequently they are too costly to analyse.
CHRR Simplification Rules
Thee CHR language supports besides propagation rules also so-called simplification
rules.. Using such rules, one can remove constraints from the constraint store,
soo one can freely affect its form. In [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2001], a method
iss discussed that allows one to automatically transform CHR propagation rules
intoo simplification rules such that the semantics of the rule set is respected. The
methodd is based on identifying or constructing propagation rules that are solving.
InIn contrast, our method captures the degree to which a rule is solving. We
define e
. . ..
„
solvingg degree of r € K

-

\friends(r)
v U obviated(r)\
'
—.

Iff this ratio is 1 then r is a solving rule. More typically, the ratio will be less
thann 1. Consider Figure 3.5 for the distribution of the solving degree of the rules
forr and9. Only 72 rules have degree 1 and correspond thus to simplification rules.
Lett Del abbreviate friends(r) U obviated(r). Consider now two non-solving
ruless ri,r 2 , that is, such that Del{r{) ^ 71 and Del(r2) / 7Z. But let also
Del(r{)Del(r{) U Del(r2) = 11. Suppose that during a fixpoint computation the conditionss of both rules have succeeded, and their bodies have been applied. The
RR algorithm detects immediately that the constraint is solved, and terminates
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Figuree 3.5: Membership rules for and9: Solving degree
consequently.. CHR, for which r\ and r^ are ordinary propagation rules, cannot detectt this possibility for immediate termination. In R, we observe an accumulated
effecteffect of removing rules from the fixpoint computation.
Wee revisit the issue of the relevance of solving rules for the R scheduler in
Sectionn 4.6 of the following chapter.

3.88

Final Remarks

Wee studied the problem of efficient scheduling of constraint propagation rules.
Startingg from a generic iteration algorithm for functions, we obtained the R schedulerr by step-wise refinement. The central observation exploited in the R algorithm
iss that an application of some constraint propagation rule in which its condition
succeedss may provide the justification to immediately apply other rules without
testingg their condition, or to remove other rules from the iteration. Removing a
rulee in the R algorithm is ultimate in the sense that a removed rule need not be
reconsideredd in subsequent propagation rounds, which can therefore be expected
too be faster. This is important, as a constraint propagation algorithm is typically
executedd repeatedly, interleaved both with other propagation and search.
Wee described an implementation of the R scheduler for membership rules,
andd we gave experimental evidence for the value of the efficiency improvements
byy comparing the R scheduler with a generic iteration algorithm and a CHR implementationn by way of benchmarks. We found substantial speedups in many
cases.. Finally, we argued that the increase in efficiency is not due to implicitly
distinguishingg solving rules from non-solving rules, but by accumulating the effect
off removing rules.

Chapterr 4

Redundantt Rules

4.11

Introduction

Givenn a set of constraint propagation rules, a natural question is whether each
rulee is needed for the desired constraint propagation. It may be that the effect
off applying some rule r can also be obtained by applying one or several other
rules.. In this case, removing rule r from the rule set does not affect the result of
constraintt propagation associated with the rule set.
4.1.1.. EXAMPLE. Consider the set R = { r i , . . . , ^ } of constraint propagation
rules,, given as follows:
o,66
bb
cc
bb

->
->

c,
c,
d,
d.

(n)
(r2 )
(r3)
(r4 )

Rulee ri is unneeded in presence of rule r 2 . Indeed, whenever ri can add the
constraintt c then also r 2 can. Nor is rule r 4 needed: its effect can always be
obtainedd by applying two rules, r 2 followed by r 3 .
Hence,, the rule set {r2,r^} propagates as much as R.
Constraintt propagation rules are employed in fixpoint computation algorithms.. An ideal algorithm would schedule the rules in such a way that the
inducedd derivation becomes shortest. Practical algorithms, such as Gl and its
derivativess studied in the previous chapter, try to keep derivations short, but
generallyy the cost of a fixpoint computation rises with the number of rules involved.. This explains the interest in small rule sets. One way to obtain small sets
iss to identify rules that are unneeded for computing the common fixpoints.
Wee examine here the issue of redundancy with respect to fixpoint computation
forr sets of functions that are in the form of rules. Specifically, we deal with prop
43 3
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rules,, introduced in the previous chapter; see Definition 3.4.1. The concept of
redundancyy is formalised in a "semantic" sense that takes into account the type of
computationss performed by means of the considered rules. We provide a simple
testt for redundancy that leads to a natural way of computing minimal rules sets
inn an appropriate sense.
Redundancyy in rule-based programs in the CHR language is examined in
[Abdennadherr and Friihwirth, 2002]. Since CHR is very expressive, the proposed
redundancyy test is necessarily quite abstract, relying on termination, confluence,
andd operational equivalence of original and reduced program. The test is also
computationallyy more expensive than our test for the case of prop rules.
Thee issue of identifying redundant rules is highly relevant for the automatic
generationgeneration of constraint propagation rules. Two significant such methods are describedd in [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] and [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004]. Both
approachess employ notions of redundancy and avoid generating such rules. However,, these redundancy notions are not general enough or only informally defined.
Wee show that they are subsumed by our comprehensive and rigourous approach.
Accordingg to our notion, the mentioned rule generation methods may produce
ruless that are (in part) unneeded for computing common fixpoints of the respectivee rule sets.
Too show relevance and feasibility of our approach, we discuss an ECI/PS e
implementationn of the computation of minimal rule sets by redundancy removal.
Wee report the outcome of applying the minimisation technique to several sets of
specificc constraint propagation rules stemming from the rule generation methods
mentionedd above, and we assess by benchmarks the effect that using the smaller
rulee sets has on propagation performance.

4.22

Redundant Functions

Wee start again with arbitrary functions before moving on to prop rules. In the
following,, for brevity, we drop the word "common" when referring to common
fixpointss of a set of functions.
4.2.1.. DEFINITION.

Consider a set F U {ƒ} of functions on a partial ordering. A function ƒ is
calledd redundant with respect to F if the sets of fixpoints of F and F U {ƒ}
aree equal.
A set of functions F is called minimal with respect to redundancy (or simply
minimal)minimal) if no function ƒ € F is redundant with respect to F — {ƒ}.

aa
Equivalently,, we can say that a function ƒ is redundant w. r. t. F if every fixpoint
off F is also a fixpoint of ƒ.
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Wee focus now on the subject of redundancy of prop rules, and formulate the
followingg simple criterion.
4.3.1.. THEOREM. Consider a set F of prop rules and a prop rule r — (b — g)
withwith the witness w for b. Let e be the least fixpoint of F greater than or equal to
w.w. If and only if g(e) = e, then the rule r is redundant with respect to F.
P R O O F .. We show first that g(e) — e implies that an arbitrary fixpoint d of F is
alsoo a fixpoint of r. We make a case distinction on the condition.

bb holds for d: So r(d) = g{d). We have w Q d since w is the witness for b. Also,
ww E e E d since e is the least fixpoint of F greater than or equal to w.
Fromm e Q d, g(e) = e, and the stability of g we conclude g(d) — d. Hence
r(d)r(d) = g(d) = d.
bb does not hold for d: Then r(d) — (b —> g) (d) — d.
Thee "only if" part is proved by showing that g(e) ^ e implies that F and
F U { r }} have different fixpoints. This is the case: consider e.
D
Thiss test is of interest to us since it requires to compute only one fixpoint of
FF instead of all fixpoints. It is effective if
the witness can be computed,
the equality g(e) = e can be determined, and
the fixpoint computations are effective.
Partiall Redundancy
Forr the sake of fixpoint computations, a rule r — (b — g) with the body
gg — # i , . . . ,gn describing the function composition g\ o
o gnj such that any
twoo different functions gi,gj commute, can be identified with the collection
(66 — <?i),..., (b —> gn) of rules, and vice versa. Indeed, the respective fixpoints
andd the rule properties are maintained. We consider here these two representationss as largely equivalent.
Iff a rule with such a 'compound' body is not redundant then it might still be
soo in part. That is, some part of its body might be redundant or, in other words,
somee sub-rules of its decomposition might be. In that case we say that the rule
iss partially redundant.
Wee argue in Section 4.5.2 below that eliminating partial redundancy improves
thee performance of fixpoint computations with the R algorithm, introduced in
Sectionn 3.4.2.
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MinRuleSett I: rule set F \—> a corresponding minimal rule set
forr each r G F, in some order do
iff Redundant(r, F - {r}) then F := F - {r}
end d
Redundant]:: rule b — g, rule set F *
true/false
ww :— witness for b
ee :— CommonFixpoint(F, w)
ff 9(e) = e then return true else return false
Figuree 4.1: Rule set minimisation

4.3.11

Computing Minimal Sets of prop Rules

Rulee set minimisation can be achieved by a simple bounded loop (Fig. 4.1). It is
importantt to observe that several minimal rule sets correspond to a given nonminimall set in general. The obtained minimal set depends on the selection order
forr testing (see Example 4.3.3 further down).
AA reasonable strategy is to test first those rules that are undesirable, hoping
thatt they are redundant and thus expendable. The criterion in our implementationn processing constraint propagation rules is that a rule is comparatively undesirablee if its condition is expensive to test (because it consists of many constraints),
andd its body is weakly constraining (because it consists of few constraints). We
alsoo apply minimisation in two phases: first, only fully redundant rules are eliminated,, then, every partially redundant rule is reduced. In this way, we hope to
obtainn a set of rules for which fixpoint computations are generally fast.

4.3.22

Subsumption

Wee highlight a common special case of redundancy, involving only two rules.
Informally,, a rule subsumes another if its condition is at least as weak and its body
iss at least as strong. For example, c\ — C3, C4 subsumes Ci, c<i —+ C3. We adopt the
termm 'subsumption' from automated reasoning where it denotes a similar concept.
4.3.2.. COROLLARY. Consider a set F of prop rules and two rules r\ = {b\ — g\)
andand r2 = (&2 -* 92) such that r\ € F and r 2 ^ F. Assume that 52 is inflationary
andand that, for all d,
holds(bholds(b22,d),d)

implies

holds(bhd),

ThenThen the rule r2 is redundant with respect to F.

and

92(d) E gi(d).
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c(x,y,2,0) ) ^ 0 , 2 / / 0 , ^ 00
c(x,y,l,u) c(x,y,l,u) u ^ l , x ^ 0 , y / 0 0
c(0,y,z,u) c(0,y,z,u)
-* * u ^ 0 , j / ^ 0 , * ^ l l

(i) )
(2) )

c(x,c(x, 0, z,u)-

(4) )

—

(3) )

u^0,2;/0,2^11
c{x,y,z,l) c{x,y,z,l)
-> > 2 / l l
c(x,y,0,u) c(x,y,0,u)
-* * u ^ O O
c(l,, 1,2, it) — — u ^ l , ^ 0 0
x ^^ 1
c(x,, 1,0, it) -> > x^x^ 1
c{x,l,z,l) c{x,l,z,l)

(5) )
(6) )
(7) )
(8) )

y / ii

(9) )
(10) )

c(l,y,z,l) c(l,y,z,l)-> > y ^ i i

(11) )

c(l,y,0,u) c(l,y,0,u)
-

Figuree 4.2: Membership rules for the constraint c
P R O O F .. Let e be the least fixpoint of F greater than or equal to the witness w2
off b2. We show that 52(e) = e, which entails the desired result by Theorem 4.3.1.
Wee have holds(b2,w), so by monotonicity of b2 also holds(b2,e). The first
requirementt above implies holds(bi,e). We know for the fixpoint e that e = ri(e),
andd with holds(bi,e) also e = 51(e). By the second requirement we conclude
52(e)) Qe = gi(e), but g2 is also inflationary: e C 52(e). Hence, 52(e) — e.
D

4.3.3.. EXAMPLE. Let us illustrate a number of issues with respect to redundant
ruless by means of an example. Consider the constraint c(x, y, 2, u) defined by
x x V Vz z u u
0 0 1 10 0 1 1
1 10 00 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 10 0

Thee underlying domain for all its variables is {0,1}. The induced corresponding
partiall order is
{{(A,B,C,D)\A,B{{(A,B,C,D)\A,BttC,DQC,DQ

{0,1}},

D),

followingg the formalisation in Section 3.6.1. The rule generation algorithm of
[Aptt and Monfroy, 2001] generates eleven membership rules, listed in Fig. 4.2
(sincee the rule conditions are only equality tests, we use an alternative, compact
notation). .
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Supposee we are interested in computing the smallest fixpoint greater than or
equall to E\ = {1} x {0,1} x {0,1} x {1}. Suppose rule (11) is considered. Its
applicationn yields E2 = {1} x {0} x {0,1} x {1} from where rule (4) leads to
£33 = {1} x {0} x {0} x {1}. This indeed is a fixpoint since for each rule either
itss condition does not apply or the application of its body results again in £ 3 .
AA second possible iteration from
that stabilises in £3 is by rule (5) followed
byy rule (10). Rule (11) can be applied at this point but its body does not change
£3.. Indeed, E3 is a fixpoint of all rules including rule (11). Prom the fact that
iss the witness of the condition of rule (11), we conclude that rule (11) is redundant
—— in fact, we just performed the test of Theorem 4.3.1.
Thee process of identifying redundant rules can then be continued for the rule
sett {(1),..., (10)}. One possible outcome is depicted in Figure 4.2, where redundantt parts of rule bodies are underlined. 7 out of the total of 20 initial atomic
conclusionss are deleted, so we find here a redundancy ratio of 35%.
Considerr now the justification for the redundancy of rule (11), and observe
thatt rule (11) has no effect since rule (10), which has the same body, was applied
before.. Suppose now that the process of redundancy identification is started with
rulee (10) instead of rule (11). This strategy results in rule (10) being identified
ass redundant, with a relevant application of rule (11).
Notee moreover that one of the rules (10), (11) must be present in any minimal
sett since their common body y ^ 1 occurs in no other rule. This suggests that
sometimess several equally useful minimal sets exist that correspond to a given
non-minimall set.

4.44

Implementation and Empirical Evaluation

Wee implemented in ECL J PS e the MinRuleSet algorithm in two instantiations, one
forr a specific class of automatically generated constraint propagation rules and
onee for membership rules.

4.4.11

Constraint Propagation Rules

Constraintt propagation rules with conditions and bodies consisting of various multiplee constraints can be automatically generated using the RULEMINER algorithm
off [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004].
Inn RULEMINER, several criteria are used to identify an undesired rule. The
singlee most important one is called Ihs-cover. A rule C\ —> C2 is called lhs-covered
byy C 3 —* C4 if C\ ~D Cz and C2 C C4, where the Ct are sets of constraints. This
requirementt is implied by the condition of Corollary 4.3.2, which can be seen if we
abstractt constraint propagation rules to prop rules as in Section 3.4.1. The notion
off lhs-covering is a special case of subsumption and, in turn, general redundancy.
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or

xor

199
19 28
total l
redundant t
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7
1
redundancy y
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24%% 24% 3%
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andor

andxor

orxor

andor+

andxor+

orxor+

138

207

199

176

254

246

83

82

77

135

192

184

38%

21%

21%

61%

54%

54%

Tablee 4.1: Redundancy in

RULEMINER

rule sets

Thee authors of the RULEMINER algorithm [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004]
kindlyy provided us with several generated rule sets for the constraints and, or, xor,
whichh correspond to the logical operators in a 6-valued logic. The rules are
usedd in the automatic generation of test patterns for digital circuits, an electrical
engineeringg problem which we discuss in Chapter 6. For the semantics of the
6-valuedd logic, see specifically Section 6.2.1. The constraint and(;c,y,z) captures
xx A y = z in the corresponding logic.
Thee given RULEMINER rules capture propagation from single constraints and
pairss of constraints. In both cases, additional atomic equality constraints between
twoo variables, or a variable and a constant, may occur in a rule condition. The
bodyy of a rule consists of equality and disequality constraints.
Heree are two example rules, using the original compact notation:
and(x,x,z)and(x,x,z)
and(x,y,2),or(z,y,, 1)

-+

—> i / d , i / d , i = z,
z ^ d,2 ^ d,x = z,y = 1.

(1)
(2)

Thee rules can be rewritten so as to fit the format of abstract propagation rules,
byy introducing new variables and equalities in the rule conditions. For example,
and(x,y,z),or(z,y,and(x,y,z),or(z,y,

1)

is

and(x,y, z),or(u,v,w),z

= u,y = v, w = 1.

Wee assume appropriate rules for equality constraints, i.e., expressing transitivity
andd symmetry. These rules are considered part of the rule set to be minimised
butt are excluded from being tested for redundancy themselves.
Thee results for some test rule sets are in Table 4.1. We provide the size of
thee original rule set, the number of redundant and partially redundant rules, and
thee redundancy ratio, which is the percentage of atomic constraints that were
removedd from rule bodies.
Thee first three columns in Table 4.1 describe the results for rule sets correspondingg to the single logical constraints, that is, rules such as (1). The three
centree columns contain the results for rule sets for pairs of logical constraints,
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andd

or

xor

andor

andxor

orxor

andor+

andxor+

orxor+

total l

199

19

28

138

207

199

176

254

246

redundant t
total l
partial l

77

7

1

66
77

86

81

18
117

12
180

12
172

redundancy y
ratioo

24% 24% 3%

39%

22%

21%

63%

55%

55%

Tablee 4.2: Redundancy in R U L E M I N E R rule sets, with domain information
i.e.,, rules such as (2). Finally, the last three columns correspond to the union
off t h e rule sets for a pair of logical constraints and its respective two individual
constraints,, i.e., rules as (1) and (2) together. This configuration corresponds t o
t h ee intended use.
T h ee tested R U L E M I N E R rule sets contained partial redundancies, but they
didd not contain any (totally) redundant rules. This observation may surprise
sincee lhs-covering is not a very strong redundancy notion. However, additional
redundancyy criteria are employed in t h e R U L E M I N E R system. In particular, an
ad-hocc minimisation is conducted. It takes place during rule generation: t h e
redundancyy of a rule is checked directly after its generation. This means that the
subsequentlyy generated rules are not taken into account.
A d d i n gg d o m a i n information. Prom a semantical point of view, one piece of
informationn t h a t is not available in our example R U L E M I N E R rules are the variable
domains.. T h e central constraints represent logical operators and, o r , . . . in a 6valuedd logic. Using the rules as intended implies that the constrained variables
havee the corresponding 6-valued domain; let us call it De = {0, l , d , . . . } . This
meanss that in this case one can augment the condition of each rule by unary
domainn constraints v E D6 for all variables v occurring in the rule. So rule (1)
couldd then be written as
and(a;,, x, z),x € Dg, z G Ds

->

x ^ d , z ^ d,x — z.

(1')

Thiss additional information, which is available to the R U L E M I N E R generator,
iss relevant for redundancy minimisation as it changes the witness of the rule
condition.. To see the effect, consider a situation in which some variable v is
involvedd in five disequality constraints with different constants. Then, v € D&
entailss that v is equal to the remaining 6th value.
Tablee 4.2 reports the rule set sizes and redundancy ratios for the R U L E M I N E R
ruless augmented with domain information. Some of the rules are redundant.

Rules
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total l
redundant t
total l
partial l
redundancy y
ratio o

51

andllMM

andll£

and3M

equ3 M

fula2£

fork^

forkj^

46566

153

18

26

52

12

24

42633
22

6

5
-

8
-

24
-

9

6
6

81%%

4%

30%

26%

35%

35%

40%

Tablee 4.3: Minimising rule sets

4.4.22

Membership Rules

Thee algorithm described in [Apt and Monfroy, 2001], which we call RGA (and
quotee in Fig. 5.1 in the following chaper), can be used to generate a set of membershipp rules from a constraint definition. Its only redundancy concept is that of
extension.extension. In our notation, the membership rule r-i — (62 —* 92) extends the rule
T\T\ = (&i — g{] if holds(b2,d) implies holds(bi,d) and <?i = g^. Rule r 2 extending
r\r\ is redundant w. r. t. r\.
Thee concept of extension is a special case of our notion of subsumption, Corollaryy 4.3.2. This suggests that the RGA algorithm of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] may
stilll generate rules that are redundant according to our wider criterion.
Thiss is indeed the case. We applied rule set minimisation according to Theoremm 4.3.1 to some generated benchmark membership rule sets. The results are
listedd in Table 4.3. The constraints are taken from the experiments reported in
Tablee 3.1 of the previous chapter. Additionally, a 5-ary constraint fulladder (abbreviatedd to fula) is analysed. It captures the addition of two bits with additional
inputt and output carry bits.
Forr each rule set, it is indicated by the respective subscript M or E whether it
wass generated as a set of equality rules or a set of membership rules (sufficient to
enforcee GAC on the constraint). The numeric suffix to logical constraints states
thee size of the logic.
Wee observe redundancy in all examined rule sets of Table 4.3. In the case of
thee ternary and 1 1M constraint, which expresses the conjunction x A y = z in an
11-valuedd logic, minimising the original rule set results in an enormous reduction
too just 393 rules. In Section 4.5.2, we report experiments in which the rules are
usedd for propagation (for example, using the minimised rule set for propagating
andd 11M speeds up the computations by a factor of 10).
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Discussion

Forr the complete CHR language, the issue of redundancy is examined in
[Abdennadherr and Friihwirth, 2002], using an approach based on term rewriting
conceptss (see, e.g., [Baader and Nipkow, 1998] for an introduction). The class of
CHRR rule-based programs is strictly more expressive than the class of prop rules.
Thee central difference is the presence of simplification rules, which remove constraintss from the constraint store. CHR rules are thus generally neither monotonie
norr inflationary. Consequently, the proposed redundancy test needs to be more
abstractt than ours, relying on termination, confluence, and operational equivalencee of original and reduced rule sets instead.
Forr prop rules viewed as a term rewriting system, termination and confluence
aree guaranteed, and Theorem 4.3.1 constitutes a concrete test of operational
equivalence.. Benefiting from inflationarity and monotonicity, we can do with only
onee fixpoint computation per candidate rule, whereas, if the rules are viewed as
aa CHR program, two computations are needed, with and without the candidate.
Completionn in Term Rewriting Systems
AA link exists between redundancy and the completion of term rewriting systems.
Completionn adds rules to a rule set so as to make it confluent, that is, to preventt the existence of some point from which two iterations stabilise in different
fixpoints.fixpoints. In such a case, a new rule is introduced that joins both iterations,
effectivelyy removing one fixpoint. So the new rule enables an alternative iteration
thatt leads to the same remaining fixpoint.
Redundancyy removal, in contrast, tries to minimise the number of alternative
iterationss leading to the same fixpoint, while maintaining the total set fixpoints.
Thiss is done by removing a rule that occurs in one possible iteration but not in
alll of them.

4.5.11

Benefit of Rule Set Minimisation

Itt is difficult to argue generally that minimising rule sets is useful when the
rulee sets are used for computing common fixpoints. While it seems obvious that
discardingg a larger number of redundant rules accelerates fixpoint computation,
thiss is not so clear when removing one single rule.
AA redundant rule can also be viewed as a short-cut, which typically requires
severall other rules to simulate if removed. For an appropriate choice of scheduling
strategy,, rule set, and starting point of the fixpoint computation, the effect of
redundancyy removal on the computation time may consequently be adverse.
Thiss issue is even more relevant for the case of a partially redundant rule.
Therefore,, we can not state that reducing redundancy is always useful (although
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inn our experiments that was the case). However, observe that partial redundancy
cann easily be reintroduced.

4.5.22

Minimal Rule Sets and t h e R Scheduler

Thee R scheduler, Section 3.4.2, uses sets of rules friends(r) and obviated(r) for
eachh rule r. After an application of r in which its condition held, the rules in both
setss become irrelevant for the remainder of the computation. These rule become
'locally'' redundant. No trivial connection between redundancy and the rule sets
friends(r)friends(r) and obviated(r) exists, however.
4.5.1..

NOTE.

Let F be a set of rules used in the R scheduler, and abbreviate

Del(r)Del(r) — friends(r) U obviated(r)
forfor each rule r 6 F.
It is not the case that a rule is redundant w. r. t. F if it is contained in
Del(r)Del(r) of every rule r & F.
Nor is a redundant rule necessarily contained in Del{r) of every rule r E F.
ÜÜ

Heree are the counter examples.
4.5.2..

EXAMPLE.

Recall the rule set F = {(1),..., (11)} of Fig. 4.2. We find

f{(l),(2),(5),(6)}}
Del(r)Del(r) = <
(F(F

if r = (5) or r = (6),
otherwise,

forr rules r 6 F.
Observee that rule (5) is contained in the set Del{r) for all rules r. However,
rulee (5) is not redundant with respect to F. On the other hand, rule (11) is
redundantt with respect to F, but it is not contained in each set Del{r).
D
Partiall Redundancy Removal for the R Scheduler
Itt is useful to remove partial redundancies when the R scheduler is used. The
reasonn is that the set Del(r) for rules r € F to be scheduled can sometimes be
largerr if partially redundant rules are reduced. Note that partial redundancies
removedd from a rule are not lost but reassociated with it by the set friends(r) of
thee R scheduler. Informally and slightly simplified, friends(r) collects those rules
whosee condition necessarily succeeds after a relevant application of r.
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4.5.3.. EXAMPLE. We consider the logical and constraint in the three-valued logic
off [Kleene, 1952, p. 334]. The program of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] generates for
itit a set of 22 membership rules, which shrinks to a set of 13 rules by removing
redundancies.. Three rules from the obtained minimal rule set, which we call F,
associatedd with and(x,y, z) are
: r e { 0 , u }}
J / e { l , u } ) ? G { 0 }}
y 6 { l , u } , 22 6 {0,1}

-

zf\
x+\
x^u

(ri)
(r2)
(r3)

Wee can have r 2 £ obviated(ri), since the body x / 1 of r 2 is irrelevant once r 2
hass fired, which requires a; 6 {0, u}. Furthermore, we may have r^ € friends(r2)
sincee the condition of r 3 is implied by the condition of r 2 .
Lett us modify r 2 by composing it with r 3 . So we redefine r 2 as the partially
redundantt rule
yy e {l,u},2G {0}

-H.

Thiss change does not affect the common fixpoints of F, nor does it make any rule
inn F fully redundant. It does, however, change the set obviated(ri), of which r 2
cann not be a member now. In the R scheduler, slower convergence results.
Benchmarks s
Too see what effect the absence of redundancy on the relative performance of the
RR scheduler has, we reran the benchmarks reported in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of the
previouss chapter. All involved rule sets were subjected to a redundancy removal,
andd subsequently, recomputationsofthe respective sets friends(r) and obviated(r)
forr each rule r were performed. The results are shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The
rulee sets of rcc8 were already minimal; therefore this constraint is omitted.
Whenn comparing the redundancy and non-redundancy benchmark versions,
wee observe that the absolute execution times are enormously reduced in the case
off the constraints on higher-valued logics, by a factor of rougly 10 in the case of
andd 11A/, for example. This is in line with the much smaller sizes of the reduced
rulee sets. The ratios of the execution times, however, are much less affected.
Judgingg from these observations, the type of scheduler and minimality w. r. t. redundancyy appear to be orthogonal issues. Hence, both optimisation opportunities
aree relevant and should be exploited.
Distributionn of the Solving Degree
Itt is interesting to examine in one case the distribution of the solving degrees,
i.. e., the ratios of the sizes of friends(r) U obviated(r) and the full rule set, for a
rulee r. Recall that a ratio of 1 means that the constraint is solved once the rule
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Constraint t

fork k

and3 3

and9 9

andll l

60% / 46%
0.32/0.53/0.70

69% / 48%
0.27/0.39/0.56

28% / 18%
167/589/924

50% / 29%
157/316/543

97% / 93%
21.6/22.2/23.2

97% / 64%
0.37/0.38/0.58

96% / 101%
386/404/384

96% / 101%
341/353/339

MEMBERSHIP P

relativee
absolutee
EQUALITY Y

relativee
absolutee

Tablee 4.4: Randomised search trees for single constraints (no redundant rules)

Logic c

3-valued d

9-valued d

11-valued d

66%% / 46%
1.32/2.00/3.05 5

62%% / 33%
37/59/114 4

6 8 %% / 3 5 %
70/103/199 9

MEMBERSHIP P

relative e
absolute e
EQUALITY Y

relative e
absolute e

6 1 %% / 26%
0.72/1.18/2.73 3

4 0 %% / 5 8 %
2.57/6.41/4.46 6

33%% / 4 8 %
13.8/41.0/28.6 6

Tablee 4.5: CSPs formalising sequential ATPG (no redundant rules)
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Tablee 4.6: and9 M : Solving degree and redundancy
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bodyy has been executed. Such a rule could be represented as a simplification rule
inn CHR (see Section 3.7.4).
InIn Table 4.6 two membership rule sets for the constraint and9 are compared.
Onee set contains redundant rules, the other set is minimal w. r. t. redundancy.
Thee rules in the minimal set are solving to a lesser degree; in particular, none is a
properr solving rule. The good performance of the R algorithm in the benchmarks
off Tables 4.4, 4.5 can thus not be attributed to distinguishing solving (simplification)) rules and non-solving propagation rules, but is due to the accumulated
effectt of removing rules from the fixpoint computation.

4.66

Final Remarks

Wee studied the issue of redundancy in sets of constraint propagation rules. A
rulee in a rule set is redundant if removing it from the set does not weaken the
propagagationn associated with the set. Our redundancy notion is simple, comprehensive,, and generalises several notions described, sometimes informally, in the
literature.. We gave an algorithm to minimise rule sets with respect to redundancy.. Redundancy removal is an indispensable technique in the automatic generationn of constraint propagation rules. We showed experimentally that several
rulee generation methods produce redundant rules. Moreover, we demonstrated
thatt removing redundancy can result in substantial speedups when using the rule
setss for constraint propagation. Finally, we showed that redundancy removal is
orthogonall to the improvements embodied in the R scheduler, which entails that
bothh techniques should be used together.
Onee open question results from the fact that the rule selection strategy duringg minimisation generally has an effect on the obtained minimal rule set: what
criterionn should be used to compare two minimal sets, and what strategy is appropriatee to find preferred minimal sets.

Chapterr 5

Incrementall Rule Generation

5.11

Introduction

Whilee constraint propagation rules capturing the desired propagation of one or
somee constraints can be devised manually, in doing so, several issues arise. Designingg appropriate rules requires expertise; their correctness must be guaranteed,, and for more complex constraints, it may not even realistically be possible.. In response to these difficulties, the issue of an automatic generation of
rule-basedd constraint propagation algorithms has received considerable attentionn in recent years. [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] considers the generation of membershipp rules; [Ringeissen and Monfroy, 2000] examines a parameterised variant
off them. [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2002, Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004] deal
withh more general constraint propagation rules. The latter approaches aim particularlyy at the CHR language and also discuss methods to generate CHR simplificationn rules allowing the deletion of constraints from the constraint store (see
Sectionn 2.2.1). In [Dao et al., 2002], the issue of automatic generation of solvers
basedd on indexicals [Codognet and Diaz, 1996] is examined.
Commonn to most of these approaches is their paradigm that is essentially
generate-and-test.. Successively, candidate rules for constraint propagation are
enumerated.. A rule candidate is kept if it passes the correctness test against the
constraintt definition. In the deviating method of [Ringeissen and Monfroy, 2000],
aa conclusion is derived from a candidate premise, which itself comes from a syntacticc enumeration process, however. [Abdennadher and Frühwirth, 2003] examines
howw to merge solvers written in the CHR language. Due to the expressiveness of
CHR,, the main aspects are termination and confluence. Here we concern ourselves
onlyy with constraint propagation rules where these two properties are no issues,
whichh lets us focus on the constraint propagation.
Inn contrast to the generate-and-test approaches, we explore the idea of rule
generationn by incrementally modifying previously constructed rule sets. The key
featuree is that the input to the solver generation algorithm is already a set of
57 7
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rules.. The generation process consists in transforming the rule set into one that
possessess desirable properties with respect to the associated constraints, such as
thee ability to establish a local consistency. An explicit definition of the constraints,
forr instance extensionally as the set of solutions, is unnecessary. The rule set is
processedd according to declarative transformation steps, meta rules, leading to
thee introduction of new rules or removal of existing rules. A number of benefits
arisee from this approach:
First, the description of rule generation as an incremental process provides
aa new perspective on the origins of rule-based constraint solvers. This helps
uss to better understand such solvers and their propagation.
Second, incremental solver generation reuses previously constructed rule
sets.. It also potentially increases the level of constraint propagation.
Third, the incremental method can also be used as a universal rule generationn method, by accompanying it with a pre-process that turns a constraint
definitionn not based on rules into a set of simple initial rules.
Whilee we first discuss incremental rule generation in general, the main part
off this chapter deals with a specific type of rule, the membership rules. Our
motivationn for this focus is, on the one hand, that few useful statements can
bee made without fixing a specific language of constraint propagation rule (we
elaboratee on this issue below), and on the other hand, the relevance of membership
rules. .
Wee examine a variety of cases of incrementally generating sets of membership
rules.. In a justified sense, the central case is constructing a rule set R{C\ AC 2 )
forr the conjunctive constraint C\ A C2 from the rule sets R{C\) and /?(C2) of its
constituentt constraints. The simple union R{C\)\JR{C?) generally does not maximallyy propagate the conjunction C\ A C 2 . Take the following rules, for example.

CCuuxe{\]xe{\]
CC22,xe{2},xe{2}
C i A C 2 , a ; e { l , 2 }} -> C

- a
- a

(n)
(r2)
(r3)

InIn presence of the conjunctive constraints C\ A C2 and x € {1,2}, none of the
ruless ?*i, r 2 of the constituent constraints C\, C2 lets us obtain C'. This shows
whyy we would like to derive stronger rules such as r3.
Furthermore,, we discuss the cases of existential and universal quantification.
Iff a constraint C is on a variable x then both Sx.C and "ix.C are constraints on the
remainingg variables of C, and we explain how to construct the rule sets R(3x.C)
andd R(Vx.C) based on R(C). We also discuss the auxiliary cases of extending
thee scope of a constraint to a new variable, and of extending the underlying
domainn by a new element, which means adding certain new solutions to the
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constraint.. A method of obtaining rules for a constraint from its extensional
definition,, alternatively as a set of solutions or non-solutions, makes incremental
membershipp rule generation as capable as competing membership rule generation
methods. .
Inn all instances of membership rule generation, we focus on their most relevant
feature,, namely the relation to generalised arc-consistency.

5.22

Transforming Sets of Constraint Propagationn Rules

AA transformation of a rule set is a sequence of atomic steps introducing or removingg single rules. We describe the admissible steps by meta rules with side
conditions,, applied to sets of constraint propagation rules. We write
(introduce))
RU{r}RU{r} v

(remove)
R\{r}

'

wheree R is a rule set and r is a rule.
Wee consider two meta rules: subsumption, which deletes a rule, and derivation,
whichh introduces a rule, based on the given rules.

5.2.11

Subsumption

Subsumptionn is a special case of redundancy of a rule with respect to a rule set,
forr the purpose of computing common fixpoints; see Section 4.3.2. We restrict
ourselvess here to a simple case and consider only propagation rules with the same
body. .
Ass a meta rule, we have
RU{A-+C}RU{A-+C}

lf (5 1}

"

(gen-subsume)

wheree the constraints in A, B are on the variables X with domains P , and the
sidee condition is
Sol((A,X,V))Sol((A,X,V)) D Sol({B,X,ty)
Recalll that Sol(V) is the set of solutions of the CSP V, so (5.1) expresses that A
iss implied by B.
Wee say that a rule is subsumed by a set of rules if it is subsumed by some rule
inn the set. So x < y — C is subsumed by R U {x ^ y —> C}.

(5.1)
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5.2.22

Derivation

Twoo rules with identical body give rise to a new rule if the disjunction of their
conditions,, or something more restrictive, can be expressed in the underlying
constraintt language. Formally,

RujAi-C,RujAi-C,

A2^C}

RuiA^CA^C.B^C)RuiA^CA^C.B^C)
wheree the constraints in A\,Ai,B
thee side condition is
Sol{(B,X,V))Sol{(B,X,V))

'f

(52) and (53)

are on the variables X with domains V, and

C Sol{(Ai,X,V))uSol{(A2,X,V)).

(5.2)

Thee idea of this transformation step is to compose the ancestor rules, at best
intoo a descendant that in turn subsumes one or both ancestors. It is not difficult
too show that correctness is preserved: if each rule in the original rule set is correct
thenn so is each rule in the obtained rule set. However, note that the respective
commonn fixpoints of the rule sets generally change!
Whilee not needed for preservation of correctness, it is useful to require additionally y
Sol((B,X,T>))Sol((B,X,T>))

% Sol{{Ai,X,V))

for i = 1 and i = 2

ass otherwise the descendant rule would simply be subsumed.
5.2.1..

EXAMPLE.

Suppose we know that the two rules

x-ty,x-ty, y^ z, z ^w
-»
C,
xx -£ z, z > w —> C
aree correct. Also let us assume that alldifferent, a constraint requiring pair-wise
differencee of its variables, is in the constraint language. By (gen-derive) we obtain
thee new rule
alldifFerent(:c,y,, z)

—>

C,

whosee condition does not imply, or is implied by, those of the ancestor rules. D
Generally,, several possible candidates for the derived condition B in
(gen-derive)) exist, and they depend on the constraint language. Ideally, a suitable
BB can be constructed directly from A\,A2- This is the case for membership rules.

(5.3)
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Transforming Sets of Membership Rules

Wee specialise the generic meta rules here for the language of membership rules.
Wee refine the meta rules for subsumption and derivation, which allows us to
characterisee in terms of local consistencies a membership rule set closed under
thesee meta rules.
Whilee according to the definition of a membership rule the body of a rule
cann consist of multiple inequality constraints, for the purpose of this chapter we
cann assume that such a rule is decomposed into several membership rules with
aa single body constraints. So membership rules here are constraint propagation
ruless in the form
C(xC(xuu...,x...,xnn,y),,y),

xi e Su

, xn € Sn

->

y=£a,

wheree each Si is a set of constants, and a is a constant. In the following, C, the
constraintt associated with the rule, is often irrelevant or clear from the context,
andd we omit it then from the notation. With the understanding that
XX — X\,...,

xn

and

S = Si x

x Sn

wee write the above membership rule concisely as

XX eS

-^y^a.

Wee proceed by specialising the subsumption and derivation transformations.
Subsequently,, we describe the rule set resulting from a stabilising derivation of
suchh transformations. We show that if certain conditions on the source rule set
aree met then the resulting rule set enforces GAC.

5.3.11

Subsumption

AA membership rule can be removed when another one performing the same domainn reduction but with wider bounds on the variables is available:
RU{XeS-+y^a,RU{XeS-+y^a,
——p-~~
—;
RU{XRU{X <E S ->y^a}

XeP^y^a}
if P C S

~

(subsume)
y

Itt is easy to see that (subsume) is an instance of (gen-subsume): if P C S, then
everyy solution of the constraints X £ P is a solution of the constraints X € S.
5.3.1..

EXAMPLE, X

e {2} —> y ^ 1 is subsumed by x e {2,3} — y ^ 1.

D

'
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5.3.22

Derivation

Twoo membership rules can sometimes be combined to form another one that
allowss the same domain reduction in new situations.

Ru{X£S^y^a,XeP^y^a,XeQ^y^a}Ru{X£S^y^a,XeP^y^a,XeQ^y^a}lf{5A)lf{5A)

(a)(a) Qi = Si n Pi for all i G [l..n], i ^ fc,
(6)) Qfc = S f c UP f c ,
(c)) Qfc D 6"fc and Qk D P fc ,
(d)) Qi ^ 0 for all i e [l..n].

(5.4) )

Thesee four side conditions guarantee that the derived rule
inherits correctness from its ancestor rules, (5.4.o) and (5.4.6), where one
noticess that every solution of X £ Q is a solution of X e S or X e P
(comparee with (gen-derive)),
is not subsumed by any ancestor rule, (5.4.c),
is a valid membership rule, (5.4.d).
Itt is useful to point out how we have used the constraint language underlying the
membershipp rules. The disjunctive constraint "x^ e Sjt or Xk e Pfc" can directly
bee represented in this language, namely as Xk e QkAA (derive^) step depends on k, and for two ancestor rules there may be severall appropriate indices k, satisfying (5.4). Note however, that no derived rule
subsumess another with a different k. In the following, when k is not relevant we
writee just (derive) instead of (derive^).
5.3.2..

EXAMPLE.

From

m ee {1,2}, j r 2 e { l , 3 }
^ ee {2,3}, ar 2 e{2,3}

->
-

y^2,
y^2

wee obtain
m ee {1,2,3}, x2 e {3}
xixi e {2},
x2 e {1,2,3}
byy (derive*).

-+
-»

y^2
y^2

with A: = 1,
with Jk = 2
DD
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Result of t h e Met a Rule Closure

Wee examine now the properties of exhaustive applications, i.e., closures, of the
metaa rules (derive), (subsume) for membership rule sets. We proceed in two steps.
First,, we link the source rule set to the meta rule closure with respect to all correct
membershipp rules associated with the constraint. Subsequently, we characterise
thee constraint propagation that a closed rule set achieves.
Atomicc Rules
5.3.3.. DEFINITION. The membership rule C(X,y),X
eachh Si is a singleton set.

e S —» y ^ a is atomic if
D

Thee following note establishes an important 1-1 correspondence between an
atomicc rule and a non-solution of its associated constraint.
5.3.4.. N O T E . The atomic rule C(X,y),X
£ S — y ^ a in which the variables
X,X, y have the domains V is correct if and only if the tuple d 6 T> with {d\X\\ = S
andand d[y] = a is not a solution of C.
D
5.3.5.. EXAMPLE. The tuple (1,1,0) is not a solution of the constraint and(cc, y, z)
expressingg the conjunction x Ay = z. It corresponds to the correct atomic rules
anó(x,y,z),anó(x,y,z),
x € {1}, y e { l }
and(:c,i/,z),, x € {1},
z € {0}
and(a:,y,z),,
y € { l } , z e {0}

^ 2 ^ 0 ,
- y / 1,
-> x + 1.
DD

Wee denote by closure(R) the rule set that results from applying
(derive),, (subsume) exhaustively. Here is the first observation: all 'interesting'
ruless are obtained by computing the closure of all atomic rules.
5.3.6.. LEMMA. Let R be a set of membership rules, all associated with the constraintstraint C. If R subsumes every atomic membership rule correct for C then
closure(R)closure(R) subsumes every membership rule correct for C.
P R O O F .. We argue by contradiction: Let us say that r =
(XeS—>y^a)
iss correct for C but not subsumed by closure(1Z). Without loss of generality
wee can assume that r is a most specific such rule, in the sense that all other
ruless X & S' —> y ^ a with S' C S, i.e., subsumed by r, are also subsumed by
closure(7Z). closure(7Z).
Observee first that r is not atomic. Take then from the condition X € S some
SicSic that is not a singleton, and partition it into Sjt = Pk U Qk where neither P/t
norr Qk is empty. Construct new rule conditions X E P, X € Q by just defining
P\~P\~ Qi ~ Si at the remaining indices i ^ k.
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Sincee r is a correct rule, so are the rules X E P —» y / a and X E Q — y ^ a.
Furthermore,, both these rules are strictly subsumed by r, which means they are
alsoo subsumed by closure(R).
Thus,, for each of the two rules, a subsuming rule contained in closure(lZ)
exists.. Enter these two subsuming rules into (derive). The resulting new rule
mustt subsume r, which contradicts our assumption.
Withh regard to (subsume), we remark that subsumption is a transitive relation.
Therefore,, if a rule is subsumed by a rule set then this is still the case after an
applicationn of (subsume) to the set.
D
Wee know now which 'seed rules' are necessary so that after closure there are
ruless for all correct propagations. Next, we establish the local consistency notion
achievedd by these propagations.
5.3.7.. LEMMA. Let R be a set of membership rules correct for their associated
constraintconstraint C. Let R subsume every rule correct for C. Then the constraint C is
closedclosed under R if and only if C is generalised arc-consistent.
P R O O F .. For the 'if' direction, suppose that the constraint C is closed under
RR but not under some correct rule r ^ R, We show that C is not generalised
arc-consistent.. Let r — (X € S —> y ^ a). We have thus C[X] C S and a 6 C[y].
Sincee r is a correct rule, we know that for all d in the product of the variable
domainss we have that d[X] 6 S implies d[y] -£ a. The counter position is that
d[y]d[y] — a implies d[X] £ S, and in turn d[X] <£ C[X], for all d.
Inn other words, the partial instantiation {y i— a} can not be extended to a
solutionn of C, so C is not GAC.
Forr the reverse direction, suppose that {y *— a} can not be extended to a
solutionn of the constraint C. So no d exist with d[y] — a and d[X] G C[X]. Then
X\X\ € C[^i],..., xn £ C[xn] —> y ^ a is a correct rule; and as such is subsumed by
R.R. The subsuming rule in R, however, is applicable to C.
D

Fromm Atomic Rules to GAC
5.3.8.. DEFINITION. Let R be a set of correct membership rules all associated
withh a constraint C. R is called atomically complete with respect to C if R
containss or subsumes every correct atomic rule associated with C.
D
Heree we have the important consequence of Lemmas 5.3.6 and 5.3.7.
5.3.9.. THEOREM. Assume that R is atomically complete w. r. t. a constraint C
andand let Rci = closure(R). Rci is sufficient for enforcing GAC on C; that is, the
constraintconstraint C is generalised arc-consistent if and only if C is closed under Rci. D
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Infeasible Rules

Itt is useful to characterise a rule by the following property of its condition.
5.3.10.. DEFINITION. A constraint propagation rule is called feasible if its conditionn is satisfiable:
A^CA^C

is feasible if

Sol{A,X,V)

^ 0,

wheree the constraints in A are on the variables X with domains T>.

D

Forr membership rules we find
C{X,C{X, y),X eS

-> y^a

is feasible exactly if

S n C[X] ^ 0 .

Notee that an infeasible rule is trivially correct. It is also often redundant.
Thee notion of membership rules stems from [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] where
alsoo the first algorithm for automatically generating such rules is described. We
calll this generation algorithm RGA here and revisit it in Section 5.6.2.
Sincee a rule set generated by RGA does not contain infeasible rules but does
sufficee to establish GAC, one may suspect that infeasible rules are without use.
Thiss is not the case, as we see now.
5.3.11.. EXAMPLE. The closure-based approach to membership rule generation,
unlikee RGA, may yield infeasible rules. It may also generate 'partially infeasible'
rules.. Define the constraint C on the variables x, y with domain {1,2,3} as
inn the following table. The RGA algorithm generates the GAC-enforcing rules
RR =
{ru...,r4}.
yy
1 1l l
3 3l l
3 33 3

XX

yy e {3} y 66 {1,2,3} ->
xx e {1,2,3} xx € {1} ->

x Ï 1
x +2
y^2
y? 3

(n)
(r2 )
(r3 )
(r4 )

RR is a minimal rule set in the sense of the strong redundancy notion in Chapterr 4. Consider now the rule
yy G {2} -> x £ 1.

(r 5 )

Itt is correct, but infeasible and redundant with respect to R. While R is closed
underr (derive), (subsume), we can, however, apply (derive) to Rl){r5}, and obtain
j/e{2,3}->^i,,

(re) (re)
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whichh subsumes both T\ and r§. Completing the meta rule closure, we obtain
thee rule set R' = R — {7*1} U {r 6 }, which is minimal with respect to redundancy
andd enforces GAC, just as the original R. However, for constraint propagation,
thee rule r 6 is preferable to ri since its condition is weaker, and R' is therefore
D
preferablee to R\
Includingg infeasible rules in rule generation by the closure method lets us
obtainn rules that are more useful for constraint propagation. It is also generally
unavoidablee for completeness, Theorem 5.3.9, since some atomic rules may be
infeasiblee (as r$ above).

5.44

Cases of Incremental Rule Generation

Wee discuss now various useful instances of incremental rule generation, based
onn the meta rule closure. In each case, we assume that some source constraints
C i , . . . ,, Cm with associated rule sets Ri,..., Rm are given. We explain how a new
constraintt Cntw is related to the input constraints, i.e.,
CCnnewew

~ JC\C\t

1 L'mjj

andd are interested in obtaining a membership rule set for Cnew based on the rules
forr the source constraints,
R-newR-new — / f l ( - f t l )

t-Rm)-

Wee study the requirements for Rneni to be atomically complete w. r. t. Cnew, since
iff that is the case, clo$ureRnew is sufficient for enforcing GAC on the constraint

5.4.11

Conjunction of Constraints

Considerr two constraints C\, C2 on the same variables X to which are associated
thee rule sets R\, R2, resp. We are interested in the conjunctive constraint
CChh = C,NC2
andd a rule set RA associated with it. In precise notation, we examine the constraint t
CAA = (C1R n C2R, X)

based on

C, = (ClR, X) and C2 = (C2R, X).

Thee simple rule set union Ri U R2 does generally not propagate sufficiently
too enforce GAC on C A , even if R{ enforces GAC on Ci for both i — 1,2. For
example,, consider (x ^ y) A (x — y) constraining the variables x, y G {0,1}. It is
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closedd under any rules correct for the one of the constraints ^ and = individually
yett it is inconsistent, which GAC-enforcing rules for the conjunctive constraint
(^)) A (=) do detect.
Observee that any atomic rule correct for CA must also be correct for one or
bothoff CUC2. We define
.RAA = closure(R\ U #2),
andd employ Theorem 5.3.9.
5.4.1.. FACT. R A is atomically complete w. r. t. CA if Ri is atomically complete
w.. r. t. Ci for both i = 1,2.
D
Relationall (l,m)-Consistency
Thee generalisation to conjunctions of m constraints is
/ m

TOTO

CAA = A Ci

and

\

RA = closure I M Ri I .

i=ii

\i=i

/

Fromm the view of the set of the constituent constraints Cj, all on the same
sett of variables, the local consistency enforced is relational (l,m)-consistency
[Dechterr and van Beek, 1997]. Since we enforce GAC on the conjunctive constraint,, an instantiation of any one variable can be extended to a solution of it,
whichh is also a solution of each of the constituent constraints.
Enforcingg GAC on the constituent constraints separately is equivalent to relationall (1,1)-consistency, a strictly weaker local consistency.
5.4.2.. EXAMPLE. Consider the constraints and(x, y, z) and or(x, y, 2), representingg the logical operators, and their conjunction c(x, y, z) — and(x, y, z)Aor(x, y, z).
Itt has exactly the two solutions {(0,0,0), (1,1,1)}. In the union of the rule sets
forr and, or (such that atomic rules are subsumed as required) we find
z€z€ {1} - y 7^0
xx e {1}, z e {0} —> y ^ 0

for and,
for or (infeasible rule),

whichh allow to generate the expected rule
xx € {1} — y 7^ 0

for and A or

byy one step of (derive).
Too generate GAC-enforcing rules for constraints that do not share all variables
ass required in this section, we need constraint padding.
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5.4.22

Constraint Padding

InIn order to construct the rules for a conjunctive constraint, the participating constraintss must be on the same set of variables. This can be achieved by essentially
syntacticallyy extending the individual constraints to new variables, without actuallyy constraining them. We call such a modification padding. Extending the rules
accordinglyy is slightly more complicated, due to newly arising infeasible rules.
Soo we examine C P (X, v) such that CP[X] = C and v E Dv. Formally
CCpp = (CR XDV; X, v)

based on C — (CR, X) where v not in X and v E Dv.

Iff R is the set of rules associated with C then the rules Rp associated with Cp
aree found by
RpRp — closure(Ri U R2),
where e
RxRx = { X e 5,v € Dv — y f a I {X E S — y ^ a) E R } ,
RR22 = { X € S,y € {a} -> v ^ b \ {X € S -> y

a) e R A b € Dv }.

Thee set R\ pads the input rules by simply adding the redundant test v E Dv.
Alll correct atomic rules with bodies on the variables X of C are constructed in
thiss way. Ri is closed under (derive), (subsume) if R is.
Thee set R2 consists of rules that disallow values for the new variable v. Since v
iss not actually constrained, no such rule can exist that is both correct and feasible,
however.. Therefore, all rules in R2 are infeasible, since they are correct. Moreover,
observee that every correct, atomic, infeasible rule with a body disequality on v is
subsumedd by R2.
Inn conclusion, i?i U R2 is atomically complete w. r.t. Cp if R is atomically
completee w.r.t. C.
5.4.3.. FACT. Rp is atomically complete w. r. t. Cp if R is atomically complete
w.r.t.. C.
D
Thee pre-closure processing is linear in the size of the set R.
5.4.4.. EXAMPLE. We pad the Boolean constraint not(x,y) with the extra variablee z E {0,1} to not'(x, y,z).
not{x,y),ynot{x,y),y E {0} -> x^ 0

not'(x,y,z),y

E {0},z E D

^x^O

not'Or,y,z),xx E {0},y E {0}
not'{x,y,z),x€not'{x,y,z),x€
{0},yG {0}
DD
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Multi-Constraintt Membership Rules
Wee are now in the position to deal with conjunctions of constraints that do not
sharee all variables. To obtain rules for the conjunction from rules of the constraints
participatingg in the conjunction, find the union of all their variables, extend the
constraintss and their rules by appropriate padding to these variables, and close
thee union of the resulting rule sets under the meta rules.
Thiss insight enables us to derive multi-constraint membership rules.
5.4.5.. EXAMPLE. Let us examine the interaction of the two logic constraints
and(:r,, y, z) and not(a:, y) in the conjunction and(:r, y, z) A not(:r, y).
Givenn appropriate rule sets #and>^not for the constituent constraints, we proceedd by first padding Rnot by the extra variable z to i?not', as done in Examplee 5.4.4. Subsequently, i?and_not is found as closure{R^n<\ U i?not')- It contains the
rulee x € {0, l},y £ {0,1} —» z ^ 1 for the conjunction of and, not. More precisely,
wee have derived
and(x,, y, z), not (a:, y), x e {0,1}, y € {0,1} -> z / 1,
aa multi-constraint membership rule.

D

Inn [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004], a propagation rule generation method is
presentedd that is capable of producing multi-headed propagation rules directly.
Thee method is based on a generate-and-test approach. Its purpose is the generationn of rules for the interaction of constraints. For example, one can apply
itt to and(:r, y, z) and not(u, v) to generate all rules with these constraints and
additionall equality constraints between variables from {x,y, z] and {u, v} v} in the
rulee condition.
Wee can generate equivalent (membership) rules describing all interaction patternss between constraints, by performing the corresponding rule set constructions
forr each pattern.
Enforcingg GAC on conjunctions of constraints instead of just on the participatingg constraints individually can increase search efficiency, despite the additional
propagationn cost. That is the case especially when the participating constraints
sharee many variables [Katsirelos and Bacchus, 2001].

5.4.33

Defining a Constraint by its Non-Solutions

Whilee constraints are often defined positively by stating their solutions, sometimes
itt is more natural to define a constraint negatively by stating tuples that are not
solutions.. Suppose that {Neg,X} is a set of tuples associated with variables X,
andd define the constraint CN(X) by
CCNN = (Dn-

Neg,X)

where

n = \X\

and

X € Dn.
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AA rule set that is atomically complete w. r. t. CV can be obtained in a particularlyy simple way. In fact, we can precisely construct the correct atomic rules,
byy Note 5.3.4 which states the correspondence between an atomic rule and a
non-solution.. Abbreviate
lhs(X,t,i)lhs(X,t,i)

=x\ E {t[xi]},...,Xi-i

G {t[xi_1]}ixi+1

e {t[xi+i\},...,xn

6 {t[xn]}

andd define
R-NegjR-Negj = { lhs(X, t, i) — Xi^ t[xi] \ t e Neg }
(5.5) )

R-NegR-Neg — \J RNeg,i
t6[l..n] ]

Thee construction of R^eg is linear in the size of Neg: precisely n \Neg\ atomic
ruless are produced.
Wee finally have
RNRN = closure(RNeg)5.4.6.. FACT. R^ is atomically complete w. r. t. CV

D

5.4.7.. EXAMPLE. Define a constraint over the variable sequence x,y,z £ [1..10]
suchh that they do not represent an increasing sequence x,y, z of prime numbers.
Thee 4 non-solutions are (2, 3,5), (2,3, 7), (2,5, 7), (3,5,7). The respective rules:
122 atomic rules:

88 rules after closure:

xe{2}, xe{2},
y£y£ {3}- 2 ^ 5 5
yy e {3},z € { 5 } }-> >x ^ 2 2

* € { 2 , 3 } , y e { 5 }} z € { 2 } ) 2 / € { 3 , 5 }} -

_
y ee {5},ze{7} ze{7}
x^33

y e { 3 , 5 } , z € { 7 }} -> ar ^ 2

z^7
2/7

DD

5.4.44

Defining a Constraint by its Solutions

Whenn the constraint is defined positively by an explicit set of solutions (or a
proceduree that enumerates them), the incremental closure method can be used
ass well, by first converting the positive definition into a corresponding negative
one.. The method based on non-solutions, described in the previous section, then
becomess applicable.
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5.4.8.. EXAMPLE. Let C be defined as the Boolean binary constraint
{(0,1),, (1,0)}. Its non-solutions are Neg = {(0,0), (1,1)}. View C to be definedfined as {0, l } 2 — Neg and generate the rules from the negative definition.
Inn this way, we have a procedure that corresponds in input and output to
thee RGA generation algorithm of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]. We compare the two
algorithmss in detail in Section 5.6.2.

5.4.55

Enlarging the Base Domain

Thee following observation explains what it means to extend the variable domains
byy a new value. We redefine the constraint in such a way that an associated rule
sett needs not be modified. Assume
C=(CC=(CRR,X),X)

XeDn.

with

Wee extend the domain by the value e not previously present. Let De = D U {e},
andd define
CCee = (CR U Dne - Dn, X)

with

X E Ul-

Soo a tuple t € D" is a solution of Ce either
-- if it is already a solution of C, or
-- if it uses the new value: t[x] = e for some variable x.
Thee non-solutions of Ce are exactly the non-solutions of C. Note 5.3.4 entails the
followingg link.
5.4.9.. FACT. A given rule set is atomically complete w. r. t. Ce if and only if it
iss atomically complete w. r. t. C.
Additionall Modifications of the New Solution Set
AA domain enlargement can be combined well with the addition of solutions or nonsolutionss that use the new value. The case of adding some non-solutions Nege
reducess straightforwardly to some known methods. How the non-solutions Nege
givee rise to a constraint is explained in Section 5.4.3. In turn, this constraint is
combinedd with the domain-extended constraint Ce into a conjunctive constraint,
followingg Section 5.4.1. The case of adding some new solutions Pose can be
reducedd to the previous one: the solutions are turned into non-solutions by
NegNegee = Dne-Dn

- Pose.

Notee that the solutions of C are irrelevant.

D
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5.4.10.. EXAMPLE. We construct rules for the constraint or3, that represents disjunctionn in the three-valued logic 0,1, u [Kleene, 1952]. We base the rule generationn on the rules R,* for the conventional Boolean constraint or, and we use the
factt that we can define or3 alternatively as
or33 = or U Posu
PosPosuu = { ( 0 , u , u ) , ( u , 0 , u ) , ( l , u , l ) , ( u , l , l ) , ( u , u , u ) } .

Soo Posu defines the value u here. Consider now the constraint or' defined by
or'' — or U { (x, y, z) | {u} C {x, y, z} and x,y,z G {0,1, u} },
thatt is, or' permits as a solution any tuple containing u at some position. We
havee extended the or constraint by enlarging the domain by u. If R^ is atomically
completee w. r.t. or then it is so w.r. t. or' as well; we can write Ra,! — R^.
Next,, we compute the tuples
NegNeguu =

{0,l,u}*-{0,1}*-Posu

thatt use the value u and are unacceptable as solutions of or3. We find the correspondingg atomic rules in RNegu as in (5.5) of Section 5.4.3. Finally, we obtain
Rar3Rar3 = closure(Ror> U RNegJ- The rule set i ? ^ is atomically complete w.r.t. the
constraintt or3.
D

5.4.66

Universal Quantification

Assumee a constraint C one some variable sequence that includes x. We examine
thee constraint that results from universally quantifying x.
Let t
CC = (CR; X)

and

X € Dn and

X = Y,x.

Wee define a constraint on the same variables except x by
C vv = Vx.C" = (CvR; Y)

and Y e Dn'1

suchh that
CRCR = {t, a \t e CVfi and a ED}.
Soo whenever the (n — l)-tuple t is a solution of Cy then for all values a in the
domainn of the quantified variable x we have that the n-tuple t,a is a solution to
thee source constraint C.
Surprisingly,, we can obtain rules i?y for Cy from rules R for C by simply
eliminatingg all references to x:
RjRj — closured Z e S ^ y ^ a\ (Z e S,x e Sx ^ y ^ a) E R}).
5.4.11.. FACT. Ry is atomically complete w. r. t. CV if R is atomically complete
w.r.t.. C.
D
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P R O O F .. Consider a rule in R associated with C, and the corresponding nonsolutionn d (Note 5.3.4).
Thee partial solution d[Y] can clearly not be extended to a full solution by each
assignmentss {x H-> a} with a 6 D\ the counter example is a = d[x].
Soo d[Y] is a non-solution of Cy. This means that we can indeed correctly cut
thee rules of C down to rules for Cy.
Itt remains to consider completeness, that is, whether all correct, atomic rules
forr Cy are subsumed. Let Z E S —>y^abe
such a rule. But then some rule
ZeS,x&SZeS,x&Sxx-+y^a-+y^a
must be subsumed by R. For, otherwise all d with
{d[Z]{d[Z]}} = 5, d[y] = a were solutions, meaning that x could be all-quantified.

5.4.12.. EXAMPLE. We take the Boolean constraint or(ar, y, z), and quantify universallyy on x. So we consider
or'{y,z)or'{y,z) =

Vx.or(x,y,z).

Thee only solution is (1,1). Indeed, both (0,1,1) and (1,1,1) satisfy or.
TwoTwo correct rules associated with or are
or(x,y,z)or(x,y,z)yyxExE
{0},z€{l}
-» y ^ 0,
or{x,y,z),xe{l},z€{0}or{x,y,z),xe{l},z€{0}
- y / 0.
Theyy lead to
or'(y,z),zee {1} -> y ^ O ,
or'(2/,20,£€{0}} - y ^ O ,
fromm which by meta rule closure
or'(y,z),2€{0,l}-+t/^0 0
iss derived.

D

Thee problem of enforcing GAC on all-quantified constraints is studied in
[Bordeauxx and Monfroy, 2002]. The authors discuss a number of Boolean constraintss and associated rules for enforcing GAC, and point out the need for automaticc rule generation for quantified constraints

5.4.77

Existential Quantification

Existentiall quantification (projection) is the dual to the introduction of variables
(padding),, Section 5.4.2.
Assumee a constraint C one some variable sequence that includes x. We examinee the constraint that results from existentially quantifying x.
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Presume e
CC = {CR; X)

and

XeD"

and

X = Y,x.

Wee define a constraint on the same variables except x by
C 33 = 3x.C = (C3R; Y)

and Y € Dn~l

suchh that
CC3R3R = {d[Y]

\deCR}.

Soo whenever d is a solution of C3 then a value a in the domain of the quantified
variablee x exists such that the n-tuple t, a is a solution to the source constraint
C. C.
Thee construction of rules R^ for C3 is inverse to the case of all-quantification
inn the sense that it requires closure prior to the modification of the rules:
R3R3 = {ZeS^y^a\(ZeS,x£D->y^a)e

closure(R)}.

5.4.13.. FACT. R^ is atomically complete w. r. t. Cg if R is atomically complete
w.r.t.. C. Moreover, R^ is closed under the meta rules (derive), (subsume).
D
Consider a rule of the form Z £ S,x € D — y / a from the set
closure(R).closure(R). It states that it is correct to conclude y ^ a from Z E S, independent
off the value of x. Clearly, the rule Z E S ^> y ^ a is correct for C3.
Conversely,, consider some correct, atomic rule Z £ S —> y ^ a associated
withh Cg. We can conclude from it that no solution d of C exist with {<i[Z]} — S
andd d[y] = a. So the rule Z 6 S , i e o ^ y ^ a i s correct when associated with
C,, and consequently it must be subsumed by closure(R).
Finally,, notice that R? is closed under (derive), (subsume), since any transformationn possible in Rj would have been possible in R, which is closed, using the
correspondingg ancestor rules.
D
P R O O F ..

5.4.14.. EXAMPLE. We take once more the Boolean constraint or(x,y, z), and
quantifyy now existentially on x, to obtain
or'(y,z)or'(y,z) =

3x.or(x,y,z).

Thee three solutions of or' are {(0,0), (0,1), (1,1)}. Each can be extended to a
solutionn of or by some x in {0,1}.
Thee only two rules contained in the closure of all atomic rules correct for or
andd with x E D 'm their condition are
D,y £ {1} -* z ^ 0,
or(x,, y,z),xe
or(z,, y, z), x £ D, z £ {0} -> y ^ 1.

5.5.5.5. Example: A Composed fulladder Constraint
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Wee obtain
o r ' ( y , z ) , y e { l }} -* z ^ 0,
or'{y,z),zG{0}or'{y,z),zG{0}

-

y ^ 1.

Thesee two axe also the only correct rules for or'. Indeed, the only non-solution
(1,0)) of or'(y, z) corresponds to the two rules (Note 5.3.4).
Noo further (derive) or (subsume) is possible on the rule pair.
D

5.55

Example: A Composed fulladder Constraint

Inn this section we demonstrate how a rule-based GAC-enforcing solver (i. e., a set
off membership rules establishing GAC) for a complex constraint can be assembled
fromm the solvers of some base constraints. We use for this the fulladder constraint.
Itt captures the relation linking the binary variables x, y, z, s, c in such a way that
thee sum of x, y, z is s with the carry bit in c, i. e.,
xx + y + z = 7Ts = 2c + s

with

x,y, z,s,c 6 {0,1}.

Thee conventional definition using the basic constraints and, or, xor is
fulladder(x,y,z,s,c))

=

3ci,C2,si-

xor(x,y,Si) A
and(x,y,, ci) A
and(z,si,c 2 )) A
or(ci,c 2 ,c)) A
xor(z,si,s). .

Itt can be used straightforwardly to construct a rule set for fulladder from rule sets
forr and, or, xor. These, in turn, can be constructed from the corresponding positivee or negative definition. We sketch a possible sequence of operations, using the
straightforwardd language in Figure 5.2 (variables are handled informally for simplicityy of presentation). The input to this incremental generation are 5 rule sets:
onee copy of a rule set describing the or constraint on the variables (ci, c2,c), and
22 times 2 copies describing xor, and, on (x,y, si), (z,si,s) and (z,y, ci), (z,si,c 2 ),
resp. .
1.. We begin with the first two constraints inside the conjunctive definition of
fulladder.. Let R^o, and Rand be the corresponding rule sets for (x, y, S\) and
(x,, y, ci), resp. To construct the rules for the conjunctive constraint
aux_l(x,y,5i,ci)) := xor(x,y,$i) A and(x,y,Ci)

itt is necessary to pad the constraints to
xor'(x,, y, su ci) A and'(x, y, su cx)
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andd accordingly their rules. We compute
Uxor'Uxor'
^ a n d ''

:

p a d ( C i , /uxor)

=

pad(Si,

Rand)

andd subsequently
#au^ii

:=

union(JRxor,,/ïand,)

Inn other words, we obtain R3ux_i — i?xor' U Rand'
2.. This pattern of padding and union-building is repeated. Let us denote the
resultt by i?au>c2 associated with the constraint aux_2(x, y, z,s,c,Si,Ci,C2).
3.. It remains to eliminate the auxiliary variables $i, Ci,C2 by existential quantification;; see Section 5.4.7. The set Raux-2 must be closed before the appropriatee rules can be selected. We obtain
-Rfuiiadderr :=

exists({si,cx, c 2 }, closure(/?aux_2))

Byy this process, 94 membership rules for fulladder are constructed from
2 - 1 22 rules for both occurrences of xor and 3 9 rules for the two occurrencess of and and the single occurrence of or. These input rule are the closuree of all correct, atomic rules for their respective constraints, therefore the
constructedd rule set enforces GAC on fulladder. This in turn means strictly
moree propagation than GAC on the 5 individual constraints. The CSP
(fulladder(x,y,z,s,c);; x, z,c G {0, \},y G {l},s G {0}) is closed under the subconstraintt rules - there is no constraint and thus no rule linking y, s directly. In
contrast,, one rule constructed for fulladder is y G {l},s G {0} — c ^ 0 which
allowss to propagate to c G {1}.

5.66
5.6.11

Implementing the Meta Rule Closure
Uniqueness

Too show that the meta rule application strategy has no influence on the result
off the closure, we view (derive), (subsume) as a rewrite system. For the relevant
backgroundd we refer to [Baader and Nipkow, 1998].
5.6.1.. LEMMA. The closure of a membership rule set under (derive), (subsume)
existsexists and is unique.

5.6.5.6. Implementing the Meta Rule Closure
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P R O O F .. If the number of variables and the size of their base domains is finite,
thenn there are only finitely many syntactically correct rules. Any closure algorithmm that applies (derivefc), (subsume) at most once to any pair of rules and a
specificc A; in the input rule set R terminates.
Thee meta rule system is confluent. We prove this by showing that every
criticall pair is joinable. The rule sets R\,R2 in a critical pair (Ri,R2) are the
respectivee results of applying two meta rules to the same source rule set.
Joinabilityy of critical pairs is easy to verify for pairs stemming
fromm (subsume)+(subsume) and (derive)+(derive).
For the meta rules
(subsume)+(derive),, the interesting case is the critical pair arising from the source
rulee set R U {ra,rb,Tc} and where ra subsumes rb, and 77,, r c have a descendant
rulee rd. An application of the subsumption meta rule can here prevent a subsequentt application of the derivation meta rule. We find the two possible initial
derivations s

RU{rRU{raa,r,rbb,r,rcc}}
Ru{rairb,rc}
.
„ ,, , (
^— (subsume) on r a ,r b
——-(
(derive)
on
r
,r
b c
7
Ru{rRu{raa,r,rcc}}
Ru{ra,rtnrc,rd}K
'
soo the critical pair is (R U {ra,rc}, R U {ra,rb, rc,rd}). We show this pair to be
joinablee by a case distinction on whether ra subsumes rd.
rraa subsumes rd. The two derivations (continuing the ones above)
D , , rr
i
RU{rRU{raa,, r c |

#U{ra,r6,rc,rd}
— (subsume) on r a , rb
RU{rRU{raa,r,rcc,r,rdd} }
—-—-,,
r— (subsume) on ra,rd
v
;
RU{rRU{raa,r,rcc}}
showw that R U {ra, rc} and R U {ra, r^ rc, rd] are joinable.
rraa does not subsume rd. In this case, from ra and rc a descendant re can be
derived.. In turn, re subsumes rd. For the critical pair, we havee the following
twoo continuations of the above derivations:
RL){rRL){raa,r,rcc}}
.
vv
ai
(derive))
on
r
rc
ai
i?U{ra,rc,re}

—RU{r
- — a,rc,rd}

R\j{ra,rb,rc,rd}
— (subsume)
on ra, rb
.

^ ^ w d e : i v e ) o ; r a ' r cc
^

r

i

— - ^^

(subsume) on re,rd

Soo R U {r a , rc] and R U {r a , r^, rc, rd} are joinable in R U {ra, rc, re}.
Sincee the rewrite system (derive), (subsume) is terminating and confluent, the
closuree of a rule set under these meta rules exists and is unique.
D
Lemmaa 5.6.1 allows us to apply the (subsume) meta rule eagerly when computingg the closure, which improves convergence.
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RGAA : constraint C C Dn on X \—> rule set enforcing GAC on C
R:=0 R:=0
forr each V c X i n increasing order do
forr each 5 C D^ in decreasing order,
do
wheree St C C\vt] and SnC[V)^0,
forr each y e X — V and each d £ D do
lett r be the rule C(X), V eS ^
y^d
iff r is correct and not subsumed by R then
R:=R:=

Rö{r}

end d
end d
end d
end d
returnn R

Figuree 5.1: Original rule generation algorithm RGA [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]

5.6.22

Relation t o t h e Original Generation Algorithm for
Membershipp Rules

Wee have already seen in Section 5.3.4 that RGA sometimes does not find every
'interesting'' rule. We inspect here in detail its relation to the closure-based approachh to rule generation, which can be used in the same way as RGA to generate
rules,, by the method described in Section 5.4.4.
RGAA implements essentially a generate-and-test approach, where the rule candidatess are ordered by subsumption such that the output rule set grows steadily
ass unsubsumed rules are added. We quote RGA in Figure 5.1.
5.6.2.. LEMMA. For a given constraint C, denote by RRQA the rule set that RGA
generates.generates. Let Rci be a set of correct rules associated with C such that every atomic
rulerule correct for C is subsumed, and Rci is closed under (derive), (subsume). Then
every rule in

RRQA

is subsumed by some rule in Rc\, and

every feasible rule in Rc\ subsumes some rule in

RRGA-

P R O O F .. RGA enumerates all correct, feasible rules, discarding those that are
subsumed.. In turn, Rc\ subsumes all correct rules, by Theorem 5.3.9.
Inversely,, each feasible rule in Rc\ is correct, and not subsumed by a different
correctt rule. This means that it is either contained in RRGA, or subsumes a rule
therein.. The latter case arises due to infeasible rules and (derive).
D

5.5.7.7. Implementation and Empirical Evaluation

rule-sett

::=
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positive_definition( (tuple-set) )
||

negative_definition( (tuple-set) )

||

pad( (new-variable), (rule-set) )

jj

enlarge_domain( (new-value), (rule-set) )

||

exists( (variable), (rule-set) )

||

for_all( (variable), (rule-set) )

||

union( (rule-set), (rule-set) )

||

closure( (rule-set) )

Figuree 5.2: A language for incremental membership rule generation

5.77

Implementation and Empirical Evaluation

Wee implemented a prototype of incremental rule generation in the ECL'PS 6 system.. The program accepts rule generation requests in the language described in
Fig.. 5.2 (where, for simplicity, domain and variable handling is omitted). The
rulee set closure is computed by the algorithm shown in Fig. 5.3. We argue for
itss correctness briefly and informally by stating that R in the algorithm remains
alwayss closed under (derive), (subsume), and that any possible (derive) between
twoo rules of R is collected (stage-wise) in T>. Since upon termination V has been
emptiedd into R by addition or subsumption, we then have that R is closed under
(derive),, (subsume) and that all rules of the input rule set are subsumed by R.
Benchmarks s
Wee examined the behaviour of the closure algorithm for the generation of rule sets
fromm positive, extensional constraint definitions. This enables a direct comparison
withh the RGA algorithm of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001].
Wee used random constraints with uniformly distributed solutions. We varied
thee tightness of the constraint, i. e. the proportion of non-solutions (a small tightnesss means many solutions), and we examined varying arity and domain size. Our
randomm constraint generator is based on the program [Bessière, 1996] which was
adaptedd so as to generate a single, n-ary constraint definition. Per data point
wee used 5 random constraints and 3 repetitions for each (we found only small
variancess in the measured times).
Thee results, summarily reported in Fig. 5.4, indicate that the closure-based
rulee generation approach is more efficient than RGA by orders of magnitudes when
thee constraint arity or the tightness is small.
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closuree : rule set R i—

Rule

Generation

closure(R)

returnn Uvy,Va c!osure_split({ r £ R | r = (h —> y ^ a) for some /i})
closure_splitt : rule set i? *—
closure(R)
assumesassumes that all rules have the same body
iff R — 0 then return 0
else e
choosee r € i?
returnn closure_add(i? - { r } , { r } )
end d
closure_addd | : rule sets .A, /? i— cioswre(^4 U i?)
assumesassumes that R is closed
iff A = 0
else e

then return i?

VV := 0
forr each r E A not subsumed by i? do
(X>r,, i?) := closure_add_one(r, R)

V:=VUVV:=VUVr r
end d
returnn closure-add^, R)
end d
closure_add_one|:: rule r, rule set i? i—> rule set pair (T>, R')
VV is the set of descendants between r and R, and
R'R' is R updated with r; always considering subsumption
deletee from R all rules subsumed by r
VV :— all (derive) descendants of r and any rule in R
iff some r' e T> subsumes r then
returnn closure_add_one(r', R)
else e
deletee from R all rules subsumed by T>

returnn

{V,Ru{r})

end d
Figuree 5.3: Algorithm to close a membership rule set under (derive), (subsume)

5.8.5.8. Final Remarks
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Figuree 5.4: Rule generation from positive random constraint definitions

5.88

Final Remarks

Wee presented an incremental approach to the automatic generation of constraint
propagationn rules; and we examined it in depth for the case of membership rules.
Thee closure of a rule set under two meta rules constitutes the core of this method.
Wee showed that various ways of defining a constraint incrementally have a correspondingg rule generation method. We could also demonstrate the efficiency of
thiss method. That, and the description by meta rules, may make it possible to
includee it as a source-to-source transformation process during the compilation of
CHRR rules [Holzbaur, 2002].
Ann important contribution of this work is that it helps to further explain
rule-basedd constraint propagation. For the class of membership rules, the close
connectionn between an atomic unit of the constraint definition, i. e. a single nonsolution,, and a GAC-enforcing rule application is visible. Evidence for the importancee of the explanatory aspect of the rule-based view on constraint propagation
iss the recent work [Choi et al., 2003], in which propagation rules are employed
ass a means to argue for operational relevance or redundancy of constraints in
dual-modell CSPs.
Whilee a complete meta rule closure of a rule set subsuming all correct, atomic
ruless is necessary to obtain a GAC-enforcing propagation operator for a constraint,, compromising on these conditions (except for correctness) does not impedee correctness of the corresponding propagation. Situations are conceivable in
whichh it is useful to enter only some of the atomic rules into the closure, or in
whichh the closure is executed incompletely. The resulting solver generally propagatess to a local consistency weaker than GAC, but it may consist of less, simpler
ruless and may therefore be faster to execute - a common trade-off in constraint
programming. .
Finallyy we note that dynamic updating of solvers may be of interest in "openworld"" constraint satisfaction [Faltings and Macho-Gonzalez, 2002], where gatheringg the constituents of a CSP, e. g. the tuples defining a constraint, is part of the
problemm solving process. This is the case, for example, when a CSP is represented
inn a distributed way on several internet sites.

Chapterr 6

Constraint-Basedd Automatic Test
Patternn Generation

6.11

Introduction

Ass a demonstration of using membership rules for constraint propagation, we
considerr the problem of automatic test pattern generation for sequential circuits.
Thee production process of modern electronic integrated circuits is very complex.. As a consequence, in practice defective circuits are produced. Subsequent
testingg is used to filter them out. Since it is impossible to test circuits completely,
onlyy some types of faults are targeted. The most common fault model for digital
circuitss is called stuck-at fault. A circuit given in its decomposition into primitive
logicall gates has a single stuck-at fault if it behaves as if one input or output line
off gate was cut and replaced by a permanent value 0 or 1. This fault model covers
manyy other faults occurring in digital circuits.
Testingg for stuck-at faults consists in setting the circuit input to defined values
andd checking if the observed output coincides with the output expected from
thee circuit specification. Automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) is the
problemm of constructing an exhaustive set of test input patterns for the possible
stuck-att faults in a circuit, given its specification. A problem introduction and
extensivee survey of solution algorithms is provided by [Cheng, 1996]. A general
introductionn to digital electronic circuits is [Shiva, 1988], for example.
Forr combinational circuits, which have no internal state, constraint-based approachess to ATPG [Simonis, 1989, Hentenryck et al., 1992] and related problems
[Azevedo,, 2003] exist. Sequential (stateful) circuits have a strictly more complex
structure,, however, and while some ideas carry over, the mentioned combinationall approaches as such are not applicable. One point of increased difficulty is
thee description of the constraint propagation. We show how rule-based methods,
inn particular the automatic generation of membership rules, can be used.
Wee introduce ATPG first in detail for combinational circuits, and move then
too sequential circuits, before discussing constraint-based methods.
83 3
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Figuree 6.1: Combinational circuit C in gate-level detail

6.1.11

Combinational Circuits

AA combinational circuit can be viewed as a function that maps tuples of Booleans
representingg the input signals of the circuit to tuples of Booleans representing the
outputt signals:
OO = circuit(i)

where

I = ( i i , . . . , J„in)

and

0 = {0\,. .On .On

andd Ii, Oj G {0,1} for all indices i, j . The function circuit is composed of the basic
Booleann connectives and, or, not, nand, nor, with auxiliary variables to represent
internall circuit signal lines. This decomposition corresponds to the gate-level
specificationn of the circuit. For simplicity, we assume gates with two inputs from
noww on.
6.1.1.. EXAMPLE. Consider the circuit C in Fig. 6.1, adapted from [Muth, 1976].
Itt corresponds to the function

(X,Y)(X,Y) = circuited, B, C,K).
Ass its decomposition we have the set of atomic operations
E=E= not(B),
F=F= nor(D,£),
DD = not(A),

GG = nor(D,B),
HH = nor(K,G),
II = nor(D,C).

XX = nor(H,I),
YY = nand(K,F),
DD

Faultss and Tests
AA stuck-at-X fault in a circuit is a signal line that does not pass through its
incomingg value but instead the constant value X, which is either 0 or 1. The
short-cutss saO and sal are often used. In terms of the decomposition, the fault

6.1.6.1. Introduction
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k>^> k>^>
Figuree 6.2: Stuck-at-1 fault at line D in circuit C
saXX occurring at the input or output line of gate can be explained by the following
modification. .
ReplaceReplace O = gate(/i,... ,/&)
byy

O = gate(/i,...,/j_i,X,!»+!,..., it) if input Ik faulty,

orr by

O — X,

(6.1)

if output faulty.

Givenn a circuit and its version with a specific stuck-at fault, represented respectivelyy by the functions
OQOQ = circuit(Z)
aa test pattern

and

OF = faulty_circuit(J),

is a Boolean vector tp = {tpl,...,

tpn. ) such that

arcu\t(tp)arcu\t(tp) ^ faulty_circuit(ip).
Soo the test pattern makes the fault observable at the output. Locating the fault
iss not required.
Twoo stuck-at faults can correspond to each other; for example, an saO fault
att an input line of an and gate cannot be distinguished by any test input from
saOO at the gate output. These correspondences can be pre-computed, and testing
needss only take place for the collapsed fault set. A stuck-at fault can also be such
thatt no test input at all exists that makes it observable. Such faults are often
calledd redundant in the literature; this is to distinguish them from undetectable
faults,, for which the concrete test generation method at hand finds no test (i.e.,
itt is incomplete).
Whilee a single test cannot uncover all stuck-at faults in a circuit, it often can
testt for more than one fault. Hence, the objective of test pattern generation is to
generatee a small set of test patterns covering as many faults as possible.
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6.1.2.. EXAMPLE. Fig. 6.2 shows circuit C with a stuck-at-1 fault introduced at
linee D. The circuit decomposition corresponds here to
EE = not(B),
FF = nor(D,E),
Aauityy = not(,4),
DD = 1.

G=nor{D,B),
H = nor(K,G),
I = nor(D, C),

X = nor{H,I),
Y = nandfi^F),

Thee tuple (1,1,1,1) is a test pattern for this fault. We find
circuit c (l,, 1,1,1) = (1,0),
faulty_circuitc(l,, 1,1,1) = (1,1).

but
DD

Complexity.. Test pattern generation for combinational circuits is computationallyy costly; it is an NP-complete problem. It is not difficult to see that the
SATT problem can be reduced to it [Papadimitriou, 1994], A SAT instance, i.e. a
sett of propositional variables and a formula in CNF with clauses (disjunctions)
overr them, can be viewed as a circuit whose inputs correspond to the variables,
andd whose single output reflects the truth of the formula. Satisfiability correspondss to the existence of a test pattern for a stuck-at-0 fault at the circuit
output.. To see membership in NP, assume that a test pattern for a specific fault
iss given. The output of the correct circuit with the test pattern as its input can
bee computed in time polynomial in the size of the circuit decomposition. The
samee holds for the faulty circuit, which differs only in one place from the correct
circuit.. A comparison of both output vectors takes time linear in their size.

6.1.22

Sequential Circuits

Sequentiall circuits are based on combinational ones but additionally have inaccessiblesible internal memory elements and feedback loops. The output of such a circuit
iss a function of its input and its current state, and the next state is a function of
thee input and the current state. We consider here synchronous sequential circuits,
whosee behaviour depends on the signal values at discrete time points, controlled
byy a clock tick. Roughly, the output signals are valid at the clock ticks, and the
computationn and the memory update take place between clock ticks.
Soo a sequential circuit computes a time-dependent function O = seq_circuit(I)
thatt is recursively defined. We can describe it by a combinational circuit
{0,M'){0,M') = circuit^, M)
wheree M — (Mi,..., A/„mem) is the state, that is, the contents of the memory
elements,, at the current clock tick. M' is the state at the following clock tick.

6.1.6.1. Introduction
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Figuree 6.3: Sequential circuit S

M,M, M' are referred to as the pseudo-inputs
and pseudo-outputs,
indicatingg that they cannot be controlled or observed directly.

resp.,

6.1.3.. EXAMPLE. Consider circuit S in Fig. 6.3, taken from [Muth, 1976]. Its
underlyingg combinational circuit is C from the previous examples. The sequential
circuitt S corresponds to the functions
(Y)(Y) = seq_circuits(,4, B, C),

and

(Y, K') = circuits(A B, C, K),

respectively.. The decomposition of S is
EE = not(B),
FF = nor(D,E),
DD = not(yl),

G = nor(D,B),
HH = nor(K,G),
II = nor{D,C).

K' = nor{H,I),
YY = nand(X',F),
DD

Faultss and Tests
AA stuck-at fault in a sequential circuit corresponds to a stuck-fault in its underlyingg combinational circuit. Sequential circuit testing, however, differs from
combinationall testing in that only the proper output signals can be observed, not
thee internal state. Moreover, one is interested also in faults that need several
clockk cycles to manifest themselves at an output line. Consequently, a test for
aa sequential circuit consists of a sequence of input vectors, which propagate the
faultt effect to an output line step by step independently of the initial state.
Lett us make this formal. We make the internal state M explicit in seq_circuit,
andd we extend it to a function on input sequences:
seq_circuit((/),M))
seq_circuit((/!,, I2, ...,Ik),M)=

=0

where

seq_circuit(/2,

circuit^, M) =

(0,M'),

, h, M')

wheree circuit^, M) = (Ox, M').
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input t
output t time e
A AB BC C K K
K' K'

Y
11
11 1

1 1 0 0 1 1 ??
1/? ?
1 1 1 1 1 1 1/? ?j o / i i 1/? ?

11
22

Tablee 6.1: Testing for sal at D in circuit S
circuitt denotes the combinational portion of seq_circuit.
AA test pattern (for a specific fault) is now a finite sequence T of input vectors
thatt makes the fault observable independently of the initial internal state:
Vraa € {0, l} n m e m . seq.circuit(T,ra) ^

faulty_seq_circuit(T,m).

(Recalll that nmem is the number of internal memory elements.) faulty_seq_circuit
iss a variant of seq_circuit with a stuck-at fault in its combinational portion. Note
thatt we are faced with repeated fault effects since the fault is present at every
clockk tick.

6.1.4.. EXAMPLE. Take circuit S in Fig. 6.3 of Example 6.1.3, and assume astuckat-11 fault at line D (so the underlying combinational circuit is as in Fig. 6.2).
Thee test pattern ((1,0,1), (1,0,1)} consisting of two input vectors makes sal
observablee at D.
Thee behaviour of the circuit is indicated in Table 6.1. We denote uncertain
values,, such as the initial state, by '?'. When the signal values in correct (G) and
faultyy (F) circuit deviate, we use the notation G/F.
Afterr the input (1,1,1) in the second step, the output Y is 0 for the correct
circuitt but 1 for the faulty one, making the fault observable. It is remarkable that
initialisingg the memory element K to a known value is not needed in each case;
itt suffices to do so in the correct circuit.
D

6.22

Modelling ATPG with Constraints

Testt pattern generation can be formulated in terms of constraint satisfaction problems.. For combinational circuits this work has been done; we begin by reviewing
thesee approaches. After that we present several models for sequential circuits.
Wee assume that the input to a test generation procedure is a circuit defined
byy its decomposition, and the location and type of a single stuck-at fault. The
desiredd output is a test pattern for this fault.

6.2.6.2. Modelling ATPG with Constraints
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or4 4 00 1
0 0 00 1
11 1 1 1
d d dd 1
d d dd 1

d d
d d
11
d 1
1 d

Tablee 6.2: Disjunction in the 4-valued logic

6.2.11

Combinational ATPG

Thee 4-valued Model
Correctt and faulty circuit are structurally almost identical. This important observationn is used in the model underlying the D-Algorithm of [Roth, 1966], where
bothh circuit models are overlapped. Every gate common to both circuits and
definedd on the Booleans is lifted to the Cartesian product of the Booleans. In the
notationn G/F where G is the value of the correct ('good') circuit and F the value
off the faulty circuit, a gate in this 4-valued model is thus defined by
gate 4 (X G /X F ,, YG/YF, ZG/ZF)

= gate(XG, YG,ZG) and

gate(XF,YF,ZF).

Thee notation of the combined values is conventionally simplified by
0/00 = 0,

1/0 - d,

1/11 = 1,

0/1 = d.

Soo we deal with operations over the domain D4 = {0, l,d,d}. The definition
off the or-gate in this 4-valued logic, for example, is given in Table 6.2. We
usee combined-circuit to describe the function of the correct and faulty circuit
consideredd together in the 4-valued logic. A test pattern tp is now such that
combined_circuit(£p)) = (e>i,... ,o nout )

with

o» G D4

and d
ookk = d

or

Ok = d

forr some k.
Modellingg as a CSP. Test pattern generation can be expressed as a constraint
satisfactionn problem with the 4-valued logic. The first approach is reported in
[Simonis,, 1989], but it is too restrictive; see the critique in [Azevedo, 2003, p. 32].
Heree is an alternative modelling of ATPG as a CSP.
Variables.. Every input, output and internal signal of the circuit corresponds to
aa single variable.
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^ »»
Figuree 6.4: Testing for stuck-at-1 with the 4-valued logic
Domains.. Input variables have the domain {0,1}, all other variables range over
£>44 = {0,l,d,d}.
Constraints. .
Every circuit gate is represented by the corresponding constraint in
thee 4-valued logic.
The gate with the fault at its input or output is modified as explained
inn (6.1) of Section 6.1.1, but with X is replaced by d if the fault is
stuck-at-0,, and by d if the fault is stuck-at-1.
The output variables are constrained to show the fault: at least one
variablee must take the value d or d.
6.2.1.. EXAMPLE. Fig. 6.4 shows circuit C with a stuck-at-1 fault at line D. The
valuess at the signal lines show the situation that is obtained by the test pattern
(1,1,1,1),, using the 4-valued logic.
D
6-valuedd Model
Consideringg the distribution of the values in the circuit for a test pattern, one
cann observe that the fault effect traces a path from the fault site to some circuit
output.. In the circuit C of Figures 6.1 and 6.4, the fault effect travels from D — d
viaa F — d to Y = d, for instance. There can be several such paths as the fault
effectt can multiply via a signal line entering several gates. However, one path
mustt exist. Conversely, a fault effect can also 'disappear' at a gate; take for
instancee or(d, 1) = 1 that prevents d from being observable at the output.
Thesee observations, the necessary existence of a fault effect path and the
possibilityy of disappearing fault effects, led to a refined model. The idea of
[Hentenryckk et al., 1992] is to distinguish two pairs of fault effect values,
d,d for the single necessary fault effect path, and
e, e for 'expendable' fault effects, which may disappear.
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or6 6
00
11
ee
ëë
dd
dd

00
00
11
ee
ëë
dd
dd

1
1
1
1
1

e ëë d d
e êê d d
111
e 11 d
1 ëë
d
d
dd
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fanout t
0 0 00 0
1 1 11 1
e e ee e
ë ë ëë ë
d d dd e
d d ee d
d d dd ë
d d ëë d

Tablee 6.3: Disjunction and fan-out in the 6-valued logic

4>* *
Figuree 6.5: Testing for stuck-at-1 with the 6-valued logic
Thee resulting logic is 6-valued. Table 6.3 shows the or constraint, viewed as
aa function. It is not a total function anymore: not all input combinations with
d-valuess (d or d) are permitted. A d-value is forced to the output, and at most
onee d-value is expected at the input. The result is a single fault effect path from
inputt to output.
AA new concern is the distribution of the fault effect through fan-out points.
Forr example, in the example circuit, the line D enters three nor gates. A special
fan-outt constraint is introduced for this purpose. Consider a line used as an input
too two gates. This situation is modelled by the line variable O and the two input
variabless I\, I2, constrained by
fanout(0,/i,J 2 ). .
Thee definition is given in Table 6.3. It forces the non-expendable fault effect d,d
too take exactly one path, passing it on as an expendable fault effect on the other.
Alll other values are simply distributed. The fan-out constraint and the 6-valued
logicc constraints force existence of a single fault effect path from input to output.
6.2.2..

EXAMPLE.

Fig. 6.5 shows test generation with the 6-valued logic (the
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Figuree 6.6: Unfolding a sequential circuit into time-frames
twoo fan-out points are left implicit). Note the single path of d-values, and the
disappearingg e-values.
D

6.2.22

Sequential A T P G

Sequentiall circuits add two new issues to test pattern generation. Recall that a
testt pattern is a sequence T = (ti,..., tn ) of input vectors ti such that
Vmë{0,l}" m ™.. seq_circuit(T,m) /

faulty_seq_circuit(T,m)

(6.2) )

wheree n mem is the number of internal memory elements.
Soo a sequence of a priori unknown length must be found, and the problem
statementt contains universal quantifications. We deal with these issues separately.
Sequencess of Input Vectors
AA test sequence of shortest length can be found by iteratively searching over
sequencess of specific length, starting with length one and increasing it in successive
rounds. .
Thee subproblem of finding a test sequence of specific length can be dealt
withh by unfolding the sequential circuit into the sequence of its combinational
portions,, usually called time-frames; see Fig. 6.6. The memory elements are
replacedd by new lines linking adjacent time-frames. These new lines connect
thee pseudo-inputs and pseudo-outputs left after removing the memory elements.
Unfoldingg is a general technique of the algorithms surveyed in [Cheng, 1996].
AA test pattern assigns the inputs of each time-frame. Some output of the last
time-framee shows the fault effect. The fault effect traces a path to the output in
thiss setting as well. Since the fault occurs in each time-frame, there is a specific
time-framee at whose fault site the fault effect path starts. This time-frame is not
necessarilyy the first one; some initial test input vectors may be needed to activate
thee fault, e.g., to propagate a signal 1 to a stuck-at-0 fault site. The observation
thatt such a fault-activating time frame exists, can be used to guide the iterative
searchh over test patterns of fixed length. For example, the fault can be activated
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or3 3
00
11
uu
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00 1 u
00

1 u

11 1 1
uu 1 u

Tablee 6.4: Disjunction in the 3-valued logic
inn the initial time-frame and new time-frames can be added forward or backward
inn time, up to the current maximum number of time-frames.
Ann obvious desirable property of a sequence of test input vectors is that state
repetitionrepetition is avoided, that is, the induced individual states should be pair-wise
different.. A state repetition in a test implies that an equivalent but shorter test
exists;; the intermediate input sequence is redundant and can be extracted.
Byy unfolding a sequential circuit into time-frames we can thus transform Problemm (6.2) into sequences of problems of the form
Vmm e {0, l } n m e m . unfolded_circuit(T,m) ^ unfolded_faulty_circuit(T, m) (6.3)

wheree the sequence of test input vectors T is of fixed length, and the unfolded
circuitss are combinational.
Universall Quantification
Sincee the decompositions of the unfolded circuits in Problem (6.3) are Boolean
formulas,, Problem (6.3) can be viewed as a quantified Boolean formula (QBF).
Thee satisfiability problem of QB formulas (QSAT) is strictly more complex than
SAT;; it is PSPACE-complete [Papadimitriou, 1994]. Due to the sizes of modern
VLSII circuits, already the complexity of the propositional sub-problem is enormous.. Therefore, all sequential ATPG approaches I am aware of do not deal
withh (6.3) as a QB formula, but restrict and simplify the problem. The common
principlee is to eliminate the quantifier from a variable and instead mark it with
aa specific non-Boolean value u:
removee

Vmj G {0,1}

and add

m* = u.

Thee meaning of u is as in [Kleene, 1952, p. 334]. i.e., that of an unknown. As
ann example, Table 6.4 gives the definition of or in the resulting 3-valued logic. In
thiss way, we reduce Problem 6.3 to
Wmem m

m—m— ( u , . . . , u), unfolded_circuit(T, m) ^ unfolded_faulty_circuit(T, m), (6.4)

whichh consists of a fixed number of unquantified variables.
Clearly,, information is lost when eliminating quantifiers in this way: some
validd tests cannot be found in the modified model. Here is an illustration.
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6.2.3.. EXAMPLE. Consider the fragment
VMM G {0,1}. (not(M) = AT, xor(M,7V) = O).
Justt considering the gates, we find that the value of O is necessarily 1, independent
off the value of M. In contrast, using the 3-valued logic and M — u one only gets
OO — u. So we cannot find a test for a stuck-at-0 fault at 0 , using the 3-valued
approach..
D
Wee proceed now by giving in detail several models of Problem 6.4 as a constraintt satisfaction problem. We assume that the sequential circuit is given by
thee gate decomposition of its underlying combinational circuit. The goal is to
findd a test pattern T — (<i,..., tntp) of fixed length n tp .

6.2.33

3-valued Model

Wee can use the 3-valued logic for a direct translation of the decompositions of
bothh the correct and the defect circuit into separate constraints.
Eachh of the n t p time-frames contributes the following:
Variables.. For every proper input signal, there is one variable. For every output
andd internal signal, and for every pseudo-input and pseudo-output, there
aree two variables, one for the correct and one for the faulty circuit.
Domains.. Proper input variables range over {0,1}. All other variables (includingg the pseudo-inputs) have the domain L>3 = {0,1, u}.
Constraints. .
Every circuit gate is represented two times by the corresponding constraintt in the 3-valued logic; once for the correct and once for the faulty
circuit. .
In the faulty circuit, the gate with the fault at its input or output is
modifiedd by the procedure (6.1) in Section 6.1.1.
Thee output variables of the final time-frame are constrained to show the fault.
Thatt means, two variables from correct and faulty circuit corresponding to the
samee output must exist that have different Boolean values.
Thee ntp resulting sub-CSPs for the separate combinational circuit copies, i. e.
time-frames,, must also be linked, by equating the corresponding pseudo-outputs
andd pseudo-inputs of adjacent time-frames.
Additionally,, to help find short test patterns fast, state repetitions can be
prevented.. The corresponding constraint can be seen as an alldifferent constraint
onn the states. A state is given by the pair of the pseudo-output vectors (correct
andd faulty circuit), which represents the next circuit state.

6.2.6.2. Modelling ATPG with Constraints
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0/00 = 0,

1/0 = d,

u/0 - uO

0/11 = d

1/1 = 1,

u/l = ul

0/uu = Ou

1/u — lu

u/u = u

Figuree 6.7: The elements of the 9-valued logic
faultsite_sal9 9
-^faulty y
ÖMÊfaulty y

0 0 1 1 d d d d u u Ou u lu u uO Oul l
d d 1 1 1 1 d d ul l d d 1 1 u l l u l l

Tablee 6.5: Fault site constraint for the 9-valued logic
Thee advantage of this model is that the involved gate constraints are simple
(consultt Table 6.2 for or 3 ), and hence constraint propagation is fast. Disadvantagess exist, however. Two almost equal circuit copies are dealt with in parallel.. Since the input values are shared, much of the information computed and
storedd in the two circuit variants is the same. Furthermore, information split over
twoo variable domains is less precise: necessary equality {(0,0), (1,1)}, or necessaryy disequality {{0,1), (1,0)}, cannot be represented as a Cartesian product
DomDomcoirectcoirect x Dorafaujty with Domcoirect, Domiauity C {0,1}.

6.2.44

9-valued Model

Thee 4-valued logic useful for combinational test pattern generation, Section 6.2.1,
cann be lifted to the sequential case. The underlying principle remains the combinedd treatment of the signal values in correct and faulty circuit, but instead of
|{0,1}} x {0,1}| = 4 values we deal now with |{0, l,u} x {0,1, u}| = 9 values;
listedd in Fig. 6.7. The first report on the use of this 9-valued model for ATPG
(butt not constrained-based) is [Muth, 1976].
Thee definition of the gate constraints is straightforwardly based on the two
combinedd gates. For instance, we have
or99 = { <d, Ou, lu), (uO, Ou, u), (d, u, lu), ... }

(81 tuples).

Heree is the CSP model based on the 9-valued logic. Each of the n tp timeframess contributes the following:
Variables.. For every input, output and internal signal, and for every pseudoinputt and pseudo-output, there is one variable.
Domains.. Proper input variables range over {0,1}. All other variables (includingg the pseudo-inputs) have the domain D9 = (0,1, d, d, u, uO, ul, Ou, lu}.
Constraints. .
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0/00 = 0,

1/0 = d = e,

u/0 = uO

0/ll = d = ë

1/1 = 1,

u/l = ul

0/uu = Ou

1/u = lu

u/u = u

Figuree 6.8: The elements of the 11-valued logic
Every circuit gate is represented by the corresponding constraint in
thee 9-valued logic.
The variable If representing the faulty line is replaced by a fresh variablee Of wherever it is used as an input variable (we include here the
casecase that If is a circuit output). The variables If, Of are constrained
byy the appropriate fault site constraint. For the stuck-at-1 fault, Tablee 6.5 shows this constraint.
Thee output variables of the final time-frame are constrained to show the fault:
onee variable must exist that takes the value d or d.
Thee reason for a specific fault site constraint is that we cannot inject a fault
valuee d,d at each fault site. Only one time-frame is needed in which the fault is
activatedd and starts the fault effect path to the final output. The fault sites at
otherr time frames, while existent, may or may not have an effect.
Thee 9-valued logic clearly provides much more precise information per variable
domain.. Necessary equality is represented by the {0,1}, a necessary fault effect
iss given by {d, d}. The price is much more complex constraints: or9 is defined by
811 tuples, in contrast to or3 with only nine.

6.2.55

11-valued Model

Alsoo the 6-valued logic of Section 6.2.1, used in combinational test pattern generation,, can be lifted to the sequential case. So we integrate the u-value, the
combinedd treatment of correct and faulty circuit, and fault effect distinction into
requiredd and expendable. The idea is to carry over the heuristic concerning the
faultt effect path (d-values versus e-values) to sequential ATPG. The resulting 11
valuess are listed in Fig. 6.8.
Thee definition of the gate constraints is straightforwardly based on the two
combinedd gates. For instance, we have
ornn = { (e, Ou, lu), (d, e, d), (d, u, lu), ... }

(93 tuples),

butt for example (d,0u, lu) is not in orn, since d-values must not disappear.
Thee CSP model follows. Each of the n tp time-frames contributes the following.
Variables.. For every input, output and internal signal, and for every pseudoinputt and pseudo-output, there is one variable.

6.3.6.3. Implementation
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faultsite_saln n
^faulty y 0 0 0 0 1 1 e e e e e

e u u Ou u Ou u l u u uO Oui i

OutfOutfaUaUd\\ttdyëy ë 1 1 1 1 d dë ë u i i d d ë ë 1 1

ui i ui i

Tablee 6.6: Fault site constraint for the 11-valued logic
Domains.. Proper input variables range over {0,1}. All other variables have the
domainn Dn — {0, l,d,d,e,ë, u, uO, ul,0u, lu}.
Constraints. .
Every circuit gate is represented by the corresponding constraint in
thee 9-valued logic.
The variable // representing the faulty line is replaced by a fresh variablee Of wherever it is used as an input variable (we include here the
casee that If is a circuit output). The variables If, O f are constrained
byy the appropriate fault site constraint. Table 6.6 shows this constraint
forr the stuck-at-1 fault.
Fan-out points are modelled by constraints, not by multiple variable
occurrences.. The constraint is the straightforward extension of the
fan-outt constraint from the 6-valued logic, Table 6.3, by the 5 new
valuess using u, which are simply copied to both outputs.
Ass usual, the output variables of the final time-frame are constrained to show the
fault,, this time we can require that exactly one variable must exist that takes the
valuee d or d.

6.33

Implementation

Wee have implemented sequential ATPG as described in the preceding sections.
Figg 6.9 gives the model-independent algorithm schema. The CSP V is constructed
accordingg to the respective model of 3, 9, or 11 values. V is solved by first activatingg the fault in a chosen time-frame, and then searching through the variable
assignmentss of first the 'future' and then the 'past' time-frames. In the 'future'' time-frames, variables along a potential fault effect path (where correct line
andd faulty line can still differ) are preferred by the search heuristic. In case of
failure,, a different fault-activating time-frame is tried. Search otherwise takes
placee per time-frame. Within a time-frame, the first-fail heuristic is applied,
thatt is, from all variables one with a smallest domain is chosen and instantiated
[Haralickk and Elliott, 1980].
Thee implementation of this control algorithm is realised in ECL'PS 6
[Wallacee et al., 1997] and consists of about 5000 lines of source code.
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ATPG G circuitt i—

test pattern set

TPTP : = 0
forr each circuit line L and fault type saX do
TPTP := TP u ATPG_fault(circuit, L/saX, 1)
end d
returnn TP
ATPG-faultt |: circuit, fault, ntp '— test pattern
VV :— sequence of n t p time-frames with inputs tp as a CSP
iff solving "P is successful then return {tp}
elsee return ATPG_fault(circuit, fault, n t p + 1)
Figuree 6.9: Algorithm schema for sequential ATPG

6.3.11

Constraint Propagation

Almostt all constraints in the presented ATPG constraint models represent gates,
whichh are operators in the chosen logic (of 3, 9, or 11 values). All these constraints
aree defined by an explicit set of solutions. The constraint propagation of these
constraintss can therefore be conducted by membership rules.
Wee are interested in membership rule sets sufficient to establish the local
consistencyy notion of generalised arc-consistency (GAC). Additionally we look at
setss of equality rules [Apt and Monfroy, 2001]. Recall that an equality rule is a
specificc membership rule whose condition constraints x G S are such that S is
eitherr a singleton set S = {a} or the complete variable base domain S — D.
Inn other words, either x is instantiated or its current domain is irrelevant. This
featuree leads to faster testing of the rule condition. On the other hand, equality
ruless enforce a local consistency weaker than GAC.
InIn the remainder of this section we always mean GAC-enforcing membership
ruless when we write 'membership rules'.
Automaticc Generation of Propagation Rules
Forr the generation of membership rules, we proceed as explained in Section 5.4.4.
Forr equality rules, we use the program of [Apt and Monfroy, 2001] (kindly providedd to us by the authors). In both cases, we then remove redundant rules as
describedd in Section 4.3.1. Finally, for each constraint, the rule scheduler R of
Sectionn 3.4.2 is instantiated with the corresponding rule set. The final result is
thuss an ECL*PSe source code file that provides handling and propagation of the
associatedd constraint.
Wee report in the following some details of the specific rule generation processes. .

6.3.6.3.

Implementation
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3-valuedd logic. We require rules for the constraints and3, or3, and3, or3, and
not33 (see 6.4 for the definition of or3). Their definitions are small: the binary
operatorss have 9 solutions and not3 has just 3 rules. This leads to few rules: 13
membershipp rules and 16 equality rules are generated for the binary operators,
andd 6 membership rules and as many equality rules for not3. Generation took
placee in not more than one second per rule set.
9-valuedd logic. The number of solutions for the constraints representing binary
operatorss is here 81; the corresponding membership rule sets are of size 385, while
onlyy 134 equality rules are obtained. Rule generation took about one minute for
thee membership rules, and less than a second for equality rules. Additionally to
thee logical operator constraints, we also have the fault-site constraints; see, e.g.,
Tablee 6.5. The 9 solutions lead to 7 membership and 13 equality rules (in both
thee cases saO, sal).
11-valuedd logic. The constraints for the binary operators have 93 solutions,
3933 membership rules, and 153 equality rules. Membership rule generation took
aboutt 4 minutes, and redundancy removal another 10 minutes. Beside the logical
constraints,, there are the fault-site constraints and the fan-out constraint. The
latterr has 13 solutions, 33 membership rules, and 39 equality rules.

6.3.22

Empirical Evaluation

Wee verify the applicability of our approach to sequential ATPG by way of benchmarking.. Table 6.7 shows the test generation times for some circuits. Test patternss for every possible fault are generated, i.e., every line and every stuck-at
faultt (0,1) is considered separately. We set a maximum test pattern length of 5,
andd a time limit of 20 seconds per fault.
Circuitt S is our example circuit, Fig. 6.3, taken from [Muth, 1976]. The remainingg circuits are ISCAS'89 circuits. The ISCAS'89 benchmark is a publicly
availableavailable set of specifications of 31 sequential circuits [Brglez et al., 1989].
Wee give in Table 6.7 the results for the three models, and for equality rules
andd GAC-enforcing membership rules. The circuit features are the number of
inputs,, outputs, logic gates + not-gates, and memory elements. (The number of
logicc gates counts the original gates that sometimes have more than 2 inputs.)
Wee can observe that generally equality rules are the better choice for the
smallerr circuits. An explanation for this may be that search and propagation in
thee induced small CSPs leads often directly to variable instantiations as opposed
too mere domain reductions, and equality rules cannot cause constraint propagationn from non-singleton domains.
Next,, we notice that the 3-valued logic performs best most of the time. This
cann be explained by the simpler constraints (and smaller rule sets), compared with
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3-valuedd
MEMM

EQU

9-valued
MEM

EQU

11-valued
MEM

EQU

s s 0.033 0.02 0.47 0.05 0.79 0.08
0.12 1.34
0.24 1.75
0.98
s27 7 0.077
s298 8 12888 3589 2591 4584 2825 4924
s344 4 6811 6964 2458 7036 3090 7007
s641 1 35500 10831 2186 12171 2814 13028

Circuitt features
II 0
G+N
M
33 1
6+2
1
44 1
8+2
3
33 6 75 + 44 14
99 11 101 + 59 15
355 24 107 + 272 19

Tablee 6.7: Results for benchmark circuits (times in seconds)
thee other models. The advantage of the 3-valued model decreases as the circuits
becomee more complex, however. So the more precise signal representation that
iss possible in the higher-valued logics may become more relevant then.
Finally,, the extra domain knowledge that is built into the 11-valued model by
thee additional e-values essentially does not pay off in our examples.

6.44

Final Remarks

Wee showed the viability of a constraint-based approach to ATPG for sequential
circuits.. We started with a systematic treatment of constraint-based models for
combinationall ATPG, and extended them subsequently to the sequential case by
ourr method of quantifier elimination and the unfolding technique.
Off particular interest in our approach is how we implement the constraint
propagation.. Once the logics and correspondingly the constraints are defined,
whichh is part of modelling, the generation of constraint propagation rules (GACenforcingg membership and equality rules) is completely automatic.
Inn [Simonis, 1989] as well as in [Hentenryck et al., 1992], the constraint propagationn is described in rule form. All rules are manually constructed from the constraintt definitions. While this is feasible for small constraints and few rules (the
logicss have 4 and 6 values), that is clearly not the case when one deals with larger
logicss leading to hundreds of rules. Furthermore, we consider redundancy in rule
sets,, an issue not mentioned in [Simonis, 1989] nor in [Hentenryck et al., 1992],
AA constraint-based approach to combinational ATPG with the 6-valued model
iss discussed in [Abdennadher and Rigotti, 2004] in the context of automatic generationn of constraint propagation rules. We show such rules in Section 4.4.1.
Thee automatic generation of constraint propagation rules is also applicable
too several of the specific multi-valued logics presented in [Azevedo, 2003], where
topicss related to combinational ATPG, including differential diagnosis and test
patternn optimisation, are extensively studied from a constraint-based perspective.

Chapterr 7

Constraint-Basedd M o d a l Satisfiability
Checking g

7.11

Introduction

Relationall structures, such as trees, graphs, transition systems, often providee a natural way to model evolving systems. One may have to deal with
suchh relational structures for a variety of reasons, e.g. to evaluate queries,
too check requirements, or to make implicit information explicit. Modal and
modal-likee logics such as temporal logic and description logic provide a convenientt and computationally well-behaved formalism to represent such reasoning
(Blackburnn et al., 2001, Halpern et al., 2001].
AA wide range of initiatives aimed at developing and refining algorithms for
solvingg the satisfiability problem of basic modal logic has taken place in the past
decade,, driven by an increased computational usage of modal-like logics. These
effortss have resulted in a series of implementations. Some implement specialpurposee algorithms for modal logic, others exploit existing tools for example for
propositionall or first-order logic through some encoding. We follow here the
secondd approach. The modal satisfiability problem is modelled and solved as a
sequencesequence of constraint satisfaction problems.
Specifically,, we stratify a modal satisfiability problem (PSPACE-complete),
intoo layers of constraint satisfaction problems (individually NP-complete). We
refinee the model substantially by exploiting the restricted syntactic nature of
modall problems and the expressive power of constraints — in particular, we use
nott only the Boolean values. The resulting constraint satisfaction problems can
bee solved by a moderately expressive constraint solving system. Most of the constraintss in our model are simple ones (e.g., at_most_one) for which propagation
algorithmss are part of many current constraint solving systems. Hence we can
solvee the modal satisfiability problem essentially by controlling a standard constraintt solver. We demonstrate this point by an implementation in the constraint
solvingg platform ECL*PSe system [Wallace et al., 1997], While it cannot yet fully
101 1
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competee with today's highly optimised modal provers, our experimental evaluationss suggest that the approach is very promising in general. Moreover, it is
excellentt in some cases.
Thee main contributions of our work derive from our modelling of modal satisfiabilityy problems: modal formulas are translated into layers of finite constraint
problemss that have non-Boolean domains, i.e. with further values than 0 or 1,
togetherr with appropriate constraints to reason about these values. We show that
ourr modelling has a number of benefits over existing encodings of modal formulass into sets of propositions. For instance, the extended domains together with
appropriatee constraints give us a better control over the modal search procedure.
Theyy allow us to set strategies on the variables to split on in the constraint solver
inn a compact way. Specifically, by means of appropriate constraints for our model,
wee can obtain satisfying partial Boolean assignments instead of total assignments.
Background d
Wee have a broad view of what modal logic is. In this view, modal logic encompassess such formalisms as temporal logic, description logic, feature logic, dynamic
logicc
While originating from philosophy, for the past three decades the main
innovationss in the area of modal logic have come from computer science and artificiall intelligence. The modern, computationally motivated view of modal logic
iss one that takes modal logics to be expressive, yet computationally well-behaved
fragmentss of first-order or second-order logic. Other computer science influences
onn modal logic include the introduction of many new formalisms, new algorithms
forr deciding reasoning tasks, and, overall, a strong focus on the interplay between
expressivee power and computational complexity. We now give some examples of
modernn computational uses of modal-like logics.
Wee start with a brief look at the use of modal-like logics in the area of formall specification and verification; a comprehensive introduction is provided by
[Huthh and Ryan, 1999]. Requirements such as "the system is always dead-lock
free"" or "the system eventually waits for a signal" can be compactly expressed in
thee basic modal logic by augmenting propositional logic with two operators: D for
thee guarded universal quantifier over states (commonly read as always, meaning
"inn all the reachable states"), and O for its existential counterpart (commonly read
ass eventually, meaning "in some reachable state"). If we formalise the statement
"thee system is dead-lock free" with the proposition s_free, and "the system waits
forr a signal" with i-wait, then the two requirements mentioned above correspond
too the modal formulas Ds_free and Os_wait, respectively.
Multi-modall logics are popular in the agent-based community, see e.g.
[Raoo and Georgeff, 1998]. Each agent is endowed with beliefs and knowledge,
andd with goals that it needs to meet. The beliefs and knowledge can be expressedd by means of multi-modal operators: D\ for "agent A believes" and Og
forr "agent B disbelieves"; DkB for "agent B knows" and O^ for "agent A ignores".

7.1.7.1. Introduction
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Moree complex modal formulas involving until operators or path quantifiers are
usedd to reason about plans of agents, in particular to express and verify specificationss on plans, see e.g. [Bacchus and Kabanza, 2000], or extended goals; see
[Pistoree and Traverso, 2001] for example.
Descriptionn logics are a family of modal-like logics that are used to represent
knowledgee in a highly structured form, using (mostly) unary and binary relations
onn a domain of objects [Baader et al., 2003]. Knowledge is organised in terminologicall information (capturing definitions and structural aspects of the relations)
andd assertional information (capturing facts about objects in the domain being
modelled).. For instance, an object satisfies ORA if it is i?-related to some object
satisfyingg A. In the area of description logic, a range of algorithms for a wide
varietyy of reasoning tasks has been developed.
Manyy more areas exist in which modal-like logics are currently
beingg used, including semi-structured data [Marx, 2004], game theory
[Harrensteinn et al., 2002], or mobile systems [Cardelli and Gordon, 2000]. What
alll of these computational applications of modal-like logics have in common is
thatt they use relational structures of one kind or another to model a problem or
domainn of interest, and that a modal-like logic is used to reason about these structures.. For many of the applications mentioned here, modal satisfiability checking
—— does a given modal formula have a model (an assignment to the variables) —
iss the appropriate reasoning task.
Relatedd work
Thee past decade has seen a wide range of initiatives aimed at developing,, refining, and optimising algorithms for solving the satisfiability problem
off basic modal logic. Some of these implement special purpose algorithms
forr modal logic, such as DLP [Patel-Schneider, 2002], FaCT [Horrocks, 2002],
RACERR [Haarslev and Möller, 2002], *SAT [Tacchella, 1999], while others exploit
existingg tools or provers for first-order logic, e.g. MSPASS [MSPASS, 2001],
orr prepositional logic, for instance KSAT [Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 2000],
KBDDD [Pan et al, 2002], through some encoding. In this work we follow the latterr approach: we propose to model and solve modal satisfiability problems as
constraintt problems.
Thee starting-points of our work are [Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 2000]
andd [Areces et al., 2000]. In [Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 2000], modal formulas
aree modelled as sets of propositions (i. e. Boolean formulas) stratified into layers.. The propositions are processed starting from the top layer in a depth-first
left-mostt way, and solved by a propositional solver.
Wee add a refinement that builds on ideas due to [Areces et al., 2000]. There,
ann improvement of an existing encoding of modal formulas into first-order formulass was introduced. It enables one to re-use existing first-order theorem provers
forr deciding modal satisfiability, and, at the same time, to inform the prover about
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thee restricted syntactic nature of first-order translations of modal formulas. This
techniquee resulted in a significant improvement in performance.
Wee build on this insight. We improve on the modelling of modal formulas with
respectt to [Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 2000] so as to be able to make efficient use
off existing constraint solvers to decide modal satisfiability. Specifically, modal
formulass are translated into layers of finite constraint satisfaction problems that
havee domains with non-Boolean values together with appropriate constraints.
Whilee the well-known DPLL algorithm can also return partial Boolean assignmentss for propositions, there are two key add-ons of our modelling in this
respect.. First, the use of extended domains and constraints allows more control
overr the partial assignments returned by the constraint solver than unit propagationn allows in DPLL. Second, we can run any constraint solver on top of our
modellingg to obtain partial assignments. It is by modelling that we obtain partial
assignments,, and not by modifying existing constraint solvers nor by choosing a
specialisedd solver.

7.22

Propositional Formulas as Constraint Satisfactionn Problems

Wee begin by making a relation between propositional logic formulas and constraints. .

7.2.11

Propositions

AA propositional formula 0 is a term constructed from propositional (Boolean)
variabless (i.e., variables with domain {0,1}) and the propositional connectives
suchh as ->, A, V, , with the usual interpretation. A positive literal is a propositionall variable, a negative literal is a negated variable. When a Boolean-valued
<p. We denote by
assignmentt /x satisfies a propositional formula <j>, we write
CNF{4>)CNF{4>) the result of ordering the propositional variables in (p and transforming <fi
intoo conjunctive normal form (CNF): i.e., a conjunction of disjunctions of literals
withoutt repeated occurrences. A clause of ^ is a conjunct of CNF{(f).
Propositionss as CSPs
Itt is straightforward to transform a propositional formula into a CSP that is
satisfiablee exactly if the formula is. First the formula is transformed to CNF.
Thenn each resulting clause is viewed as a constraint. For example, the CNF
formula a
<j><j> = (-,1 V y V z) A ( i V n y )

(7.1) )

7.2.7.2.

Propositional Formulas as Constraint

Satisfaction

Problems
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correspondss to the CSP
V+V+ = {Cl(x,y,z),C2{x,y);

x,y,z

E {0,1})

inn which the constraint C\ forbids the assignment {x
1, y *-> 0, z t— 0}; and the
constraintt Ci disallows the assignment {x t-* 0,y > 1}. The relation of propositionall formulas and CSPs is studied extensively in [Walsh, 2000].

7.2.22

Partial Assignments

AA constraint solver presented with a formula encoded as a CSP will return a total
assignmentt to the propositional variables. In contrast, we are here interested in
partialpartial propositional assignments to the variables. For example, the assignment
i » 1,2; —
i > 1}
{a:: —
satisfiess the formula (f> in (7.1) but is silent about the variable y.
Onee way to get such partial but satisfying propositional assignments, without
modifyingg the underlying constraint solver, is to encode the propositional formula
intoo a CSP with an extra value beside the Boolean 0 and 1. We use the additional
valuee "u" to mark those propositional variables that are not required in an assignmentt satisfying the encoded propositional formula. So we encode proposition <f>
fromm (7.1) into a CSP V& in such a way that
{x{x 1— l , y i— u,z 1— 1}
iss a solution to 7 ^ , from which in turn we obtain the desired partial satisfying
assignmentt above.
Lett us give a precise definition of the new encoding. We assume from now on
ann implicit total order on the propositional variables; it lets us ignore the order of
occurrencee of variables in a clause, (e. g., we do not distinguish x V y and y V x).
7 . 2 . 1 .. D E F I N I T I O N . Given a propositional formula ip, we denote by CSP(i>) the
CSPP (C; X £V) associated with it. It is defined as follows:
1.. X is the ordered sequence of propositional variables occurring in ip.
2.. A domain

= {0,1, u} is associated with each X{ in X.

3.. For each clause 9 in CNF(ip), a constraint CQ exists that is on the variables
^^ = V\,
»Vm occurring in 9. A tuple d — di,...,dm
from the product of
thee domains of Y satisfies C$ if some variable yjt exists such that
-- d[yk] = 1 if yk occurs positively in 9,
-- d[yk] — 0 if yk occurs negatively in 9.
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Wee give no further requirements in this definition on how constraints are
representedd and implemented; on purpose, as such detail is not necessary for the
theoreticall results concerning the modal satisfiability solver. Nevertheless, some
modellingg choices and implementation details are discussed in Section 7.4 below.
Thee modelling of propositional formulas as in Definition 7.2.1 allows us to
makee any complete solver for finite CSPs return a partial Boolean assignment
thatt satisfies a propositional formula tp if ip is satisfiable.
Wee denote by ^L\BOOI the Boolean sub-assignment of /z, that is, the set
{x^b\(x^b)e/j,{x^b\(x^b)e/j,
and b E {0,1} }.
7.2.2.. THEOREM. Consider a propositional formula ip and let X be its ordered
sequencesequence of variables.
1.1. a total assignment ji for CSP(tp) satisfies CSP(ip) if and only if
satisfiessatisfies ip;

(J.\B0OI

2.2. ip is satisfiable if and only if a complete constraint solver returns a total
assignmentassignment (i for CSP{ip) such that H\B0OI satisfies ip.
P R O O F .. First notice that a proposition and its CNF are equivalent: a Boolean
assignmentt satisfies one exactly if it satisfies the other. Item 1 follows from this
fact,, Definition 7.2.1, and the following property of CNF formulas: a partial
Booleann assignment \x satisfies CNF(ip) exactly if, for each clause (p of CNF(ip),
jiji assigns 1 to at least one positive literal in 0, or 0 to at least one negative literal
inn 4>. Item 2 follows from the former.
D

Itt is sufficient that each domain Di of CSP(tp) contains the Boolean values
00 and 1 for the above result to hold. Thus, one could have values other than u
(andd 0 and 1) in the CSP modelling to mark some variables with different 'levels
off relevance' for deciding the satisfiability of a formula. The choice for just one
non-Booleann value as in Definition 7.2.1 suffices for our purposes.

7.33

Modal Formulas as Layers of Constraint
Satisfactionn Problems

Inn this section we recall the basics of modal logic and provide a link between
solvingg modal satisfiability and CSPs.
«*».

7.3.11

Modal Formulas as Layers of Propositions

Wee refer to [Blackburn et al., 2001] for extensive details on modal logic. To simplifyy matters, we will focus on the basic mono-modal logic K, although our approachh can easily be generalised to a multi-modal version.
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Modall formulas. /C-formulas are defined as follows. Let P be a finite set of
propositionall variables. Then ^-formulas over P are produced by the rule

00

::-

p \ -.0 | 0A0 | D0

wheree p € P. The formula Op abbreviates
, and the other Boolean connectivess are defined in terms of -i, A as usual. A formula of the form D<f> is called a
boxbox formula.
Heree and in the remainder, we always assume that P is implicitly ordered to
avoidd modal formulas only differing in the order of their propositional variables.
Furthermore,, standard propositional simplifications such as the removal of double
occurrencess of -> are implicitly performed on modal formulas.
Modall Layers and Propositional Approximations
Thee satisfiability procedure for /C-formulas that we develop in this section revolves
aroundd two main ideas:
the stratification of a modal formula into layers of formulas of decreasing
modalmodal depth;
the approximation and solving of such formulas as propositions.
Lett us make these ideas precise, starting with the former. In words, the modal
depthh of a formula measures the maximum number of nested boxes. Formally,
thee modal depth of a formula <f) is defined by
modaLdepth(p)modaLdepth(p)
= 0,
modal-depth{-i<p)modal-depth{-i<p) — modaLdepth((f)),
modaLdepth(<f>imodaLdepth(<f>i A <p2) =
max(modal-depth(<fii),modal-depth(<p2)),
modal-depth(n<f>)modal-depth(n<f>) — modaLdepth(4>) + 1 .
Forr instance, we have modaLdepth(ODp V D->g) = 2.
Testingg if a modal formula is satisfiable involves stratifying it into layers of
subformulass (or Boolean combinations of these) of decreasing modal depth. At
eachh such layer, modal formulas are approximated and solved as propositions.
Formally,, the propositional approximation Prop(4>) of a formula 4> is the propositionall formula defined inductively J H A
Prop(p)Prop(p) — p
Prop{-vp)Prop{-vp) = -*Prop{(f))
Prop(<fiiProp(<fii A 4>2) = Prop((f>i) A Prop{4>2)
Prop{U4>)Prop{U4>) x[U<j>].
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Wee denote here by x[D<£] a fresh propos it ional variable that is associated with one
specificc occurrence of D<f>. Different occurrences of D(p lead to different variables
whichh are distinguished by an index.
Forr instance, the formula <f> = p A \3q V -idq is approximated by the prepositionall formula Prop((f>) = p A Xi[Uq] V - ^ [ D g ] . The variables of <fi are {p,q)
whilee the variables of Prop((f)) are {p, X\[Qq], Xi

7.3.22

/C-satisfiability and t h e k_sat Schema

Wee formalise here /C-satisfiability, and present the general algorithm schema
k_satt for deciding the satisfiability of fC-formulas. It is given in Fig. 7.1.
Thee k_sat algorithm schema is the base of the KSAT algorithm of
[Giunchigliaa and Sebastiani, 2000].
/C-satisfiability y
Att this point we have to make a choice between a standard characterisation
off the semantics of /C-formulas, and one closer to the semantics of the solving
algorithm.. We choose for the latter as this allows us to come more quickly and
conciselyy to the matter of interest. For the standard characterisation we refer to
[Blackburnn et al., 2001], for example.
7.3.1..

DEFINITION.

The /C-formula (f> is fC-satisfiable if

a Boolean assignment /i exists that satisfies Prop((p),
t > 0 is in fi,
for every variable x[DX] of Prop((fi>) such that a;[DA] —
thee /C-formula
-.AA A f\{6

\fi(x[ne]) = l}

iss /C-satisfiable.
DD
Wee use here, and from now on, a simpler notation for the conjunction of the
elementss of a set, namely we write
ASAS

to abbreviate

A

andd do so analogously for a disjunction.
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satt |: prepositional formula i— satisfying assignment or failure
IfIf the formula is propositionally satisfiable, then return a
BooleanBoolean assignment. Return alternatives on backtracking.
k_sat|:: modal formula tp i— succeeds if ip satisfiable
fj,fj, := $at(Prop(il)))
jj create a choice point
BB++ := { 0 | x[Ue\ K-» 1 is in p }
B~B~ := { A | x[DA] >-» 0 is in /x}

e-.=e-.= /\B+
forr each A 6 B

do

ksat(00 A -iA)

/ backtrack if this fails

end d
Figuree 7.1: The k_sat algorithm schema.
Thee k_sat Algorithm Schema
Inn the k_sat schema, provided in Fig. 7.1, the sat procedure determines the satisfiabilityy of the propositional approximation of (f> by returning a Boolean assignmentt // as in Definition 7.3.1. Alternative satisfying assignments are generated
uponn backtracking. If there is no alternative assignment, then the call to k_sat
failss at this level and backtracking takes place, unless it is the top level in which
casee it is reported that the formula is unsatisfiable.
Inn this way, the modal search space gets stratified into modal formulas of
decreasingg modal depth and explored depth-first. A variable of the form x[DA]
too which pi assigns 0 means that we must "open the box" and check A against all
thee formulas 9 that come with variables of the form x[D9] to which /z assigns 1.
Exactlyy one proposition is so created and tested satisfiable.
7.3.2.. THEOREM. In the k_sat algorithm schema given in Figure 7.1, if sat is
aa complete solver for Boolean formulas, then k_sat is a decision procedure for
K.-satisfiability. K.-satisfiability.
PROOF.. Correctness and completeness of k_sat is entailed by the characterisationn of XT-satisfiability in Definition 7.3.1. k_sat terminates since the modal depth
andd the number of propositional variables of a modal formula are bounded. G

7.3.33

The KCSP Algorithm

Wee now devise a modal decision procedure based on the k_sat schema, parameterisedd by a constraint solver as the underlying propositional solver sat. We first
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providee the intuition by an example.
7 . 3 . 3 .. E X A M P L E . Consider the modal formula
(p(p = - d ( p V _ L ) A ( D r V D p ) .
(Thee symbol _L abbreviates the 'always false' formula and could be defined as
p'p' A -ip' for some arbitrary p' G P.) The propositional approximation Prop((f>) of
<j),<j), can be turned into a CSP according to Def. 7.2.1. We obtain
three variables ;r[D(p V _L)], x[Dr], and x[Dp], each with domain {0,1, u},
two constraints,
-- one for D(p V _L), forcing the assignment 0 to x[Dp V _L],
-- one for (Dr V Dp), requiring 1 to be assigned to x[Dr] or a;[Dp].
Assigningg the value u to a variable means not committing to any decision concerningg its Boolean values, 0 and 1. This CSP is given to the constraint solver,
whichh may return the assignment
/x11 = {

s[D(pV_L)]~0,
x[Dr]] i— u,
x[Dp]] > 1 }.

Then,, for all the variables x[D ...] to which (x\ assigns 1 (in this case only x[Dp]),
thee formulas within the scope of D are joined in a conjunction 0 . So we have
88 = p.

(UT)

Thenn all the box variables to which /ii assigns 0 are considered, in this case only
x[D(pp V _L)]. Thus, the formula p V _L is negated, simplified (translated in CNF
whenn needed), and we obtain
-AA = - p .

(ET)

T h ee conjunction 0 A -iA is given to the sat solver. In this case, the clause passed
onn is p A ->p. It is translated into a new CSP and given to the constraint solver,
whichh results in failure due to its inconsistency.
Onn the subsequent backtracking, we may obtain the alternative assignment
fifi22={={

i[D(pVl)j^0,
x[\3r]x[\3r] i— 1,

x[np]x[np] i—f u

}.

Thiss assignment leads to 0 = r, and thus to the formula r A ->p which is successfullyy tested satisfiable. In turn, satisfiability of <f> is concluded.
D
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Noticee the key points about (UT) and (ET): we only consider the box variables
x[Dx[D...]...] to which a Boolean value, 0 or 1, is assigned. The box variables to which
uu is assigned are disregarded, safely so because of Theorem 7.2.2. We show in the
followingg section that the availability of values other than 0 and 1 has a number
off advantages.
7.3.4.. DEFINITION. The KCSP algorithm is denned as follows. In the k_sat
schema,, the sat function whose input is a formula <p, is instantiated with a completee solver for finite CSPs whose input is CSP(Prop(4>)).
Wee can state the following by Theorems 7.2.2 and 7.3.2.
7.3.5..

COROLLARY.

7.44

KCSP is a decision procedure for K-satisfiability.

D

Constraint-Based Modelling

InIn this section we discuss the constraints into which we translate a modal formula.
Wee begin with a base modelling, and proceed to an improved modelling that
possessess some desirable properties.
Whenn modelling a problem as a CSP for solving it in a propagation & searchbasedd solver, one generally has two options for the user-defined constraints. Eitherr one implements a custom-built constraint propagation procedure for such a
constraint,, or one rewrites it into constraints for which propagation algorithms
aree available. Obviously the latter approach is preferable, all other things being
equal.. We follow it here.

7.4.11

Base Modelling

Thee input to KCSP is a formula in conjunctive normal form. We translate it into
aa CSP clause-wise, each clause contributing one constraint
Aspectt 1: Clauses as Constraints
Wee distinguish four disjoint sets of variables in a clause: propositional variables
andd variables representing box formulas, and both subdivided according to polarity.. We denote these sets P+,P~,B+,B~,
resp. Therefore, a clause can be
writtenn as

V{{ P

I

peP + }

V{{ x[D</>] | x[U<j>) e B+}

v

V{ -v
V

I

peP-}

V{ M^<P] I * P 0 ] e B-}

Suchh a clause is now viewed as a constraint on the variables in the four sets,
clause_constraint(F+,, P~, B+, B~).

v
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Itt holds if at least one variable in the set P+UB+ is assigned a 1, or one variable in
PP UB~ is assigned a 0; recall Definition 7.2.1. We decompose this constraint now
inn terms of a simpler constraint at_least_one, which is defined on a set of variables
andd parameterised by a constant, and which requires the latter to occur in the
variablee set. This constraint, or a related one, is available in many constraint
programmingg systems. The constraint library of ECL'PS 6 contains a predefined
constraintt with the meaning of at_most_one, which can be employed to imitate
atJeast_one. .
Thus,, as the first step to obtain a method for propagation of clause constraints,
wee reformulate clause-constraint as the disjunctive constraint
at_least_one(P++ U B + , 1 )

V

at_leasL_one(P" U B " , 0 ) .

Aspectt 2: Disjunctions as Conjunctions
Propagatingg disjunctive constraints, if supported at all, is generally difficult for
constraintt solvers. It is therefore preferable to avoid them when modelling, and in
ourr situation that can be done rather elegantly. The disjunctive clause constraint
iss transformed into a conjunction with the help of a single auxiliary link variable.
Wee obtain
at_least_one(P++ U B + U {£}, 1)

A

at_least_one(F" U B " U {£}, 0).

Thee link variable I G {0,1} selects implicitly which of the two constraints must
hold.. For example, observe that £ — 0 selects the constraint on the left: it forces
al_least_one(P++ U B+, 1) and satisfies at_least_one(P" U B " U {0}, 0).
Itt is useful to remark that this way of rewriting the clause constraint does
nott hinder constraint propagation in the sense that if GAC is established on
thee two at_least_one constraints separately then the clause constraint is GAC; by
Lemmaa 2.1.7 and since the two conjuncts share no variables except I.

7A.27A.2

Advanced Modelling

Wee extend the base constraint model so as to generate partial assignments, avoid
CNFF conversion, and take into account multiple occurrences of box formulas.
Aspectt 3: Partial Assignments by Constraints
Whilee any solution of the CSP induced by a formula at some layer satisfies the
formulaa at that layer, it is useful to obtain satisfying partial Boolean assignments
thatt mark as irrelevant as many box formulas in this layer as possible. This causes
fewerr subforrnulas to enter the propositions generated for the subsequent layer.
Wee use the extra value u to mark irrelevant variables.
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7.4.1.. EXAMPLE. Take the clause p V ->q V Or V ->Ds. The corresponding clause
constraintt is on the four groups of variables P+ = {p}, P~ = {q}, B+ — {:r[Or]},
andd B~ = {x[C\s]}, that is (in simpler notation),
clause_constraint(p,, q, x[Dr],x[Ds]).
Somee solutions to this constraint are better than others. For instance,
A*ii = {p*-* 1, g»-»0, x[Or] i-f u, x[Ds] *-> u},
/i22 = {pi-t-1, qr i-v 1, x[Dr] i-> u,i[Ds] i— u},
A*33 =

> 0,g i-»0, x[Dr]

u,a:[Ds] —
i > u},

pp44 = {p (-» 0, g i-+ l,:r[Or] >—> l,a:[Gs] —
i > u},
Mss = {p >-* 0, g H-+ l,x[Dr] —
i > u,x[Ds] i—>0},
aree 'good' solutions since they assign a Boolean value to as few variables representingg box formulas as possible. Note that, within these five assignments,
Mi>> /42i A*3 axe preferable, but since p, q may also be constrained by other clauses,
wee must admit ps,p§ as well.
InIn contrast, for example
mm = [p (-» 1, q i-> 0, x[Dr] H-> 0, x[Ds] *-^u},
M77 = {p * 0, g i-> 1, x[Dr] i-t-1, x[Ds] i-+ 0}.
aree undesirable, as box formulas are unnecessarily marked to be considered in the
nextt layer.
Wee formalise this observation.
7.4.2.. FACT. Consider a CSP containing a clause constraint C on the prepositionall variables P — P+ U P~ and the variables representing box formulas
BB — B+ U B~. Suppose p is a partial assignment that is not on the variables
PUB. .
The assignment p' = p U {p *-^ 1} U {xa ^u
satisfiess C. (Analogously for p e P~.)

j XQ € B }, where p £ P+,

The assignment p' = p U {xu » 1} U {XQ » u | I Q e B - {XD} }, where
XQQ e J5 + , satisfies C. (Analogously for xg £ B~.)
Iff // can be extended to a total assignment satisfying the CSP than also p! can
bee so extended.
D
Notee that the variables in B are constrained only by C, and recall Theorem 7.2.2.
InIn other words, if satisfying the propositional part of a clause suffices to satisfy
thee whole clause, then all box formulas in it can be marked irrelevant. Otherwise,
alll box formulas except one can be marked irrelevant.
Lett us transfer this observation into a clause constraint model. First, we
rewritee the base model so as to
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separate the groups of variables (in propositional and box variables),
and convert the resulting disjunctions into conjunctions, again with the help
off extra linking variables.
Next,, we replace the at_least_one constraint for variables representing box formulass by an exactly_one constraint. This simple constraint is commonly available
ass well; ECL ! PS e offers the more general occurrences constraint, which forces a
certainn number of variables in a set to be assigned to a specific value. We obtain
clause_constraint( J P + ,.P~,, £ + , £ - )
at_least_one(P ++ U { € £ } , 1)
at_least_one(F"" U { ^ p } , 0 )

=
exactly_one(.B + U { £ £ } , 1)

A

_

A

exactly_one(-B U { £ B } , 0 )

A
A

clauseJink(£+,^p,£+,^) )

Thee variable domains are: p G {0,1} for p G P, next x\j G {l,u} for x\j G B+,
andd XQ G {0, u} for x\j G B~.
Thee essential four linking variables are constrained as in the following logical
formulaa or the equivalent table.
clause_link(£p,£p,fg,£g)) —

( ^ = i A ^ - o ))

<- (eB = u V tB = u)

AA

%% = i v eB = o

11
11
00
00
11

eeP P

00
00
00
11
11

%%
11 uu
UU 0 0
11 00
11 00
11 00

Observee that the 5 tuples in the table correspond to the situations that we wish
too permit — the clause is satisfied by either a positive or a negative box formula
(butt not both at the same time) or a positive or a negative propositional variable
(maybee both at the same time). Compare also with /xi..6 in Example 7.4.1.
ECL l PS ee can accept the linking constraint in logical-operator form, in which
casee it is internally rewritten into several arithmetic constraints. Alternatively,
wee can compile the defining table into a set of membership rules, for instance by
thee method described in Section 5.4.4. Examples for the generated rules are
tptp = o, tB = l, £B = o

-

ep^

i.

Wee found in our experiments that the linking constraint, among all constraints,
iss the one whose propagation is executed most often. Hence propagating it efficientlyy is particularly relevant. Using the generated membership rules and the
correspondingg scheduler (Chapter 3.4.2) proved to be the fastest way of propagatingg the linking constraint of several methods we tested.
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Aspectt 4: A Negated-CNF Constraint
Exceptt for the initial input formula to KCSP which is in conjunctive normal form,
thee input to an intermediate call to the sat function of KCSP (see the algorithm
inn Figure 7.1) has the form 9 A ->A where both © and A are formulas in CNF. A
naivee transformation of ->A into CNF will result in an exponential increase in the
sizee of the formula. We deal with this problem by treating -iA as a constraint.
Thee following holds.
7.4,3.. FACT. The constraint -iA is satisfiable if and only if A (which is a conjunctionn of clauses) has at least one unsatisfiable clause.
D
Wee formulate the constraint corresponding to ->A consequently as a disjunctive
constraint,, each disjunct standing for a negated clause. This disjunctive constraintt is converted into a conjunction using a set L = {£ x ,... ,£m} of linking
variables,, one for each of the m disjuncts. Every £t ranges over {1, u}. The case
titi = 1 means the ith disjunct holds, i. e., the ith clause in A is unsatisfied. Instead
off imposing at_least_one(L, 1) to select one disjunct to hold, however, we require
exactly_one(L,, 1), in line with our goal of obtaining minimal partial Boolean assignments.. £i — u means the ith disjunct (clause) is irrelevant. We then forcibly
markk all box formulas by u, but ignore the propositional variables.
Thee definition of the negated-clause constraint on the variables in P+, P~,
++
BB ,, and B~, and the linking variable £i in logical form is
negated_clause(P + ,P _ ,, £ + , £ - , 4) =

eeii = i _» (vpe P+.p = o A vpep-.p = i)

(NCi)

AA

££ii = l

<-

(Vö e B+. b = 0

A

V6 € B~. b = 1 )

{NC2a)

<-

(Vft € B+. b = u

A

V6 € B~. b = u ).

{NC2h)

AA

eett = u

Constraintt Propagation
Lett us sketch the process of developing a constraint propagation procedure for
negated_clausee as an example for a specialised constraint. Notice first that
negated_clausee consists of conjuncts NC\ and NC2- We discuss them separately.
Fromm NCi, we can immediately read off the membership rule

4 = 11

-

p+1

wheree p 6 P+ or p G P~. The domain of p is {0,1}.
AA membership rule as ri that is atomic (has just equalities in the condition)
correspondss to a non-solution of the associated constraint; recall Note 5.3.4. If
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wee wish to obtain all correct atomic membership rules for a constraint, we can
constructt each atomic membership rule from each non-solution, and combine the
rules.. See the treatment of this issue in the context of incremental rule generation,
inn particular Section 5.4.3.
Thee (partial) non-solution (1,1) for (£,p) in NC\, which underlies the rule ri,
admitss exactly one other rule, namely
PP=i=i

-

4^1

Noo other correct membership rule is possible for conjunct NC\.
Propagatingg the conjunct NC2 is substantially simplified by the constraint
propagationn rule
NCNC22

-

h = b2

forr all öi, &2 € B+, or &i, b2 6 B . In presence of equality constraint propagation,
wee need thus only deal with two representative variables b£ € B+, b% 6 B~,
whichh are constrained with the linking variable by
&,#,&*>> €{<1,0,1), <u,u,u}}.
Thiss restriction is just a simple extensionally defined constraint. Membership
ruless for it can be generated as described in Section 5.4.4, for example.
Thee thus developed propagation rules reflect the propagation algorithm for
thee negated_clause constraint as implemented in KCSP. It establishes generalised
arc-consistency. .
Aspectt 5: A Constraint for Factoring
Inn our base model, we have treated and constrained the ith occurrence of a box
formulaa D0 as a distinct propositional variable ^[D^]. For instance, the two
occurrencess of \3p in the formula Dp A —>Dp are treated as the two distinct propositionall variables # i p p ] and a^pp] in o u r D a s e model.
Wee consider here the case that a box formula occurs several times, in severall clauses, in any polarity. We prevent assigning conflicting values to different
occurrences,, by a suitable constraint.
Lett us collect in the set Bu<j> all variables #tp</>] representing the formula D0
inn the entire CSP. Recall that their domain is {0,1, u}. We state as a constraint
that t
Vxi,ar22 € #D<A- (->( xi = 1 Az2 = 0 ) A n ( i 1 = 0 A i 2 = l ) ) .
Too see the effect, suppose there is a pair Xi,x2 €1 B^ such that X\ i— 1,
xx22 H-> 0 in a solution to the CSP without this factoring constraint. This means we
obtainn both D01-> 1 and ü\<j> > 0 in the assignment returned, which results in an
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unsatisfiablee proposition (j>A-«f>A. .. being generated. The factoring constraint just
detectss such failures earlier. The straightforward modelling idea, namely using
onee unique variable for representing a box formula in all clauses ('factoring out'
thee formula), clashes with the assumption made for the other partial-assignment
constraintss that each box formula variable is unique.
Propagationn rules for the factoring constraint can be derived in a similar way
ass for negated_clause, and lead to an implementation that establishes GAC.

7.55

Implementation and Experimental Assessment t

Theoreticall studies often do not provide sufficient information about the effectivenesss and behaviour of complex systems such as satisfiability solvers and
theirr optimisations. Empirical evaluations must then be used. In this sectionn we provide an experimental comparison of our advanced modelling (Sectionn 7.4.2) against the base model (Section 7.4.1), using the test developed in
[Heuerdingg and Schwendimann, 1996].
Wee find that, no matter what other models and search strategies we commit
to,, we always get the best results by using constraints for partial assignments as in
Sectionn 7.4.2, Aspect 3. In the remainder of this paper, these are referred to as the
assignment-minimising,assignment-minimising, or simply minimising, constraints. We show belo
thesee minimising constraints allow us to better direct the modal search procedure.
Wee conclude this section by comparing the version of KCSP that features the
advancedd modelling with KSAT. The constraint solver that we use as the sat
functionn in KCSP is a conventional one, based on search with chronological backtrackingg and constraint propagation. The propagation algorithms are specialised
forr their respective constraints and enforce generalised arc-consistency on them,
ass discussed in Section 7.4 above.

7.5.11

Test Environment

Statee of t h e Art
Inn the area of prepositional satisfiability checking there is a large and rapidly
expandingg body of experimental knowledge; see, e.g. [Gent et al., 2000]. In
contrast,, empirical aspects of modal satisfiability checking have only recentlyy drawn the attention of researchers. We now have a number of test
sets,, some of which have been evaluated extensively [Baader et al., 1992,
Heuerdingg and Schwendimann, 1996,
Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 2000,
Hustadtt and Schmidt, 1997, Horrocks et al., 2000]. In addition, we also have a
clearr set of guidelines for performing empirical testing in the setting of modal
logicc [Heuerding and Schwendimann, 1996, Horrocks et al., 2000]. Currently,
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theree are three main test methodologies for modal satisfiability solvers, one based
onn hand-crafted formulas, the other two based on randomly generated problems.
Too understand on what kinds of problems a particular prover does or does not
doo well, it helps to work with test formulas whose meaning can (to some extent) be
understood.. For this reason we opted to carry out our tests using the Heuerding
andd Schwendimann (HS) test set [Heuerding and Schwendimann, 1996], which
wass used at the TANCS '98 comparison of systems for non-classical logics
[TANCS,, 2000].
Thee HS Test Set
Thee HS test set consists of several classes of formulas for K, and other modal
logicss that we do not consider here. Some problem classes for fC are based on the
pigeon-holee principle (ph) and a two-colouring problem on polygons (poly). We
considerr the classes branch, dA, dum, grz, lin, path, ph, poly, tA.
Eachh class is generated from a parameterised logical formula. This formula
iss either a /C-theorem, which is thus provable, or only /C-satisfiable, which is not
provable.. So the generated class contains either provable formulas or non-provable
formulas,, and is labelled accordingly by a suffix _p or _n.
Somee of these parameterised formulas are made harder by hiding their structuree or adding extra material. The parameter allows for the creation of modal
formulass in the same class but of differing difficulty. Specifically, the formulas in
aa class are constructed in such a way that the difficulty of proving them should be
exponentiall in the parameter. It is hoped that this kind of increase in difficulty
makess differences in the speed of the machines used to run the benchmarks less
significant. .
Benchmarkk Methodology
Thee benchmark methodology is to test formulas from each class starting with the
easiestt instance (controlled by the parameter), until the provability status of a
formulaa can not be correctly determined within 100 CPU seconds. The test result
off this class is the parameter of the largest formula that can be solved within this
timee limit. The parameter ranges from 1 (easiest) to 21 (hardest).
Implementation n
Wee implemented the KCSP algorithm as a prototype in the constraint programmingg system ECL*PSe. The HS formulas are negated, reduced to CNF and
translatedd into the format of KCSP.
Wee add heuristics to KCSP with minimising constraints in an attempt to reducee the depth of the KCSP search tree. The value u is preferred for box formulas,
andd among them for positively occurring ones. Furthermore, the instantiation
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Figuree 7.2: KCSP with

) and without (0) assignment minimisation.

orderingg of variables representing box formulas is along their increasing modal
depth,, e.g., x[Op] is instantiated before x[DDp].

7.5.22

Assessment

Inn this subsection we evaluate the contributions of the various aspects of our
advancedd modelling.
Aspectt 3: Partial assignments by constraints. Do minimising constraints
makee a difference in practice? To address this question, we focus here on the
branchbranch formulas in the HS test set. This class of formulas is specifically relevantt for automated modal theorem proving. Its non-provable variant branchjn is
recognisedd as the hardest class of "truly modal formulas" for today's modal theoremm provers [Horrocks et al., 2000]. They are the so-called Halpern and Moses
branchingbranching formulas that "have an exponentially large counter-model but no disjunctionn [... ] and systems that will try to store the entire model at once will find
thesee formulae even more difficult" [Horrocks et al., 2000].
Figuree 7.2 plots the run times of KCSP on branch formulas, with and without
minimisingg constraints. There is clearly a difference. KCSP with assignmentminimisingg constraints manages to solve 13 instances of branchjn and all 21 of
branch-pbranch-p (in less than 2 seconds). Without minimisation, in both cases only 2
instancess are solved.
Too understand the reasons for the good performance of KCSP with minimising
constraints,, consider branch-p(3), unsolved by KCSP with total assignments. In
KCSPP with minimising constraints, there are two choices for box formulas at
thee root layer and none at the subsequent layer of modal formulas obtained by
"opening"" a box. This small factor results in a modal search tree of just two
branches. .
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Inn contrast, with total assignments there are 6 extra box formulas at the root
layer.. The implied extra branching factor is 2 s = 64 at the root of the modal
searchh tree only. All 6 box formulas are always carried over to subsequent layers,
positivelyy or negatively, adding to the work to be done there.
Moree generally, the superiority of KCSP with minimising constraints can be
explainedd as follows: the tree-like model that the solver implicitly attempts to
constructconstruct while trying to satisfy a formula is kept as small as possible by the
minimisingminimising constraints. In this sense, constraints allow us better control over the
modall search than, for instance, unit propagation allows for in DPLL.
Noticee finally that the results of KCSP with minimising constraints on the
branchbranch class are competitive on the this class with the best optimised modal
theoremm provers such as *SAT and DLP.
Aspectt 4: Negated-CNF constraint. In all the HS formula classes, using
constraintss in place of CNF conversions leaves equal or increases the number
off decided formulas. Avoiding CNF conversion by means of negated-CNF constraintss has a substantial effect for example in the case of ph-n(A), an instance
off the pigeon-hole problem, which is solved in a few seconds. In contrast, by
requiringg CNF conversion (even with minimising constraints), the execution of
KCSPP is terminated pre-emptively due to memory exhaustion.
However,, the CNF conversion at the root level remains necessary, and prevents
formulass ph{k) with A; > 4 in KCSP for lack of memory.
Aspectt 5: Factoring constraint. This constraint avoids simple contradictoryy occurrences of a formula in the layers subsequent to the current one. We
remarkk that this consideration of multiple occurrences of a subformula does not
alwayss provide a globally minimal number of box formulas with a Boolean value.
Nevertheless,, it is beneficial for formulas with the same variables hidden and repeatedd inside boxes. It proved useful in the cases grz, dA, dum-p, pathjp, £4_p. In
thee remaining cases the contribution of factoring with constraints is insignificant,
exceptt for path-n where searching for candidate formulas to be factored slightly
slowedd down the search.
Formulaa simplifications. As a preprocess to KCSP, the top-level input formulaa can be simplified to a logically equivalent formula. We use standard simplificationn rules for prepositional formulas, at all layers, in a bottom-up fashion. In
thee same way, some modal equivalences such as - O T = _L are used.
Simplificationn in KCSP plays a relevant role in the case of lin formulas. Withoutt simplifications and minimising constraints, KCSP takes longer than 5 minutes
too return an answer for &n_n(3). With simplifications and minimising constraints,
thee runtime is reduced to less than 0.4 seconds. By also adding factoring, KCSP
solvess the most difficult formula of lin-n in 0.06 sec, that of lin-p in 0.01 sec.
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Tablee 7.1: Results on the HS Benchmark

7.5.33

Results and a Comparison

Wee compare the performances of KSAT and KCSP on the HS test set in Table 7.1.
Eachh column lists a formula class and the number of the most difficult formula
decidedd within 100 CPU seconds per prover. We write > when all 21 formulas in
thee test set are solved within this time limit.
Firstt row: KSAT. The results for KSAT are taken from [Horrocks et al., 2000].
Theyy reflect a run of a C++ implementation of KSAT with the HS test set on a
3500 MHz Pentium II with 128 MB of main memory.
Secondd row: KCSP. We used KCSP with all advanced aspects considered;
i.e.,, partial assignments by constraints, negated-CNF constraints, factoring constraints,, and formula simplifications. In the remainder, we refer to this as KCSP.
Thee time taken by the translator from the HS format into that of KCSP is insignificant.. The worst case among those in Table 7.1 took less than 1 second (and
thesee timings are taken into account for the table entries). We ran our experimentss on a 1.2 GHz AMD Athlon Processor with 512 MB RAM, under Red Hat
LinuxLinux 8 and ECLTS 6 5.5.
Thirdd row: KCSP/sp. To account partially for the different platforms used
too run KSAT and KCSP on, we scaled the measured times of KCSP by a factor
350/1200,, the ratio of the respective processor speeds. The results are reported
inn the line KCSP/sp, and italicized where different from KCSP.
Resultt Analysis
Somee interesting similarities and differences in performance between KSAT and
KCSPP can be observed. For some formula classes, KCSP clearly outperforms
KSAT,, for some it is the other way round, and for others the differences do not
seemm to be significant.
Forr instance, KCSP performs better in the case of lin and branch formulas. As
pointedd out in Subsection 7.5.2, branchjn is the hardest "truly modal test class"
forr current modal provers, and KCSP with partial assignments performs well on
thiss class. Now, similar to KCSP, KSAT features partial assignments in that its
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underlyingg prepositional solver is DPLL-based. The differences in performance
aree then due to our modelling. In more general terms:
Extended domains and constraints allows for better control over the partiall assignments to be returned by the adopted constraint solver than unit
propagationn allows for in DPLL.
Constraints allow a compact representation of certain requirements such as
thatt of reducing the number of variables representing box formulas to which
aa Boolean value is assigned.
Thee models that KCSP (implicitly) tries to generate when attempting to satisfy a
formulaa remain very small. In the case of branch, searching for partial assignments
withh minimising constraints yields other benefits per se: the smaller the number
off box formulas to which a Boolean value is assigned at the current layer, the
smallerr the number of propositions in the subsequent layer. In this way, fewer
choicee points and therefore fewer search tree branches are created. Thereby, the
additionn of constraints to limit the number of box formulas to reason on, while
stilll exploring fully the purely propositional search space, seems to be a useful
ideaa on the branch class.
Inn the cases of grz and £4, on the other hand, K5AT is superior to KCSP.
KSATT features a number of optimisations (heuristics) for early modal pruning
thatt are absent in KCSP, and these may be responsible for the better behaviour
off KSAT on these classes.
Wee remark finally that KSAT is compiled C++ code while KCSP is interpreted
ECL l PS ee (Prolog) code. This makes it interesting to see that KCSP competes
welll with KSAT.

7.66

Final Remarks

Wee described here a constraint-based approach to modal satisfiability testing.
Thee reasoning process is split into sequences of propositional problems which are
solvedd as separate constraint satisfaction problems. We showed the feasibility of
ourr ideas by discussing an implementation and benchmark results.
Takingg advantage of the expressiveness that constraint modelling affords, we
integratee control knowledge when translating the propositions into CSPs. In particular,, we observed that partial solutions to the propositional subproblems suffice
andd that some solutions are preferable to others. By using an extra non-Boolean
domainn value and additional constraints, we obtain preferred partial solutions by
modellingmodelling instead of by modifying the solver. Such partial propositional assignmentss reduce substantially the branching factor in the tree-model that our solver
implicitlyy tries to construct. The resulting reduction in search time is significant,
ass we found empirically.
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Thee generated CSPs use several standard constraints, for which current constraintt programming systems provide propagation algorithms. For some specialisedd constraints we implemented specific propagation algorithms that establish
generalisedd arc-consistency. The underlying propagation mechanisms are derived
elegantlyy as constraint propagation rules.
Wee conclude by pointing out some possible and interesting extensions.
Thee current modelling of propositional formulas is clause-based, assuming eitherr CNF or negated-CNF format. A direct mapping to constraints of formulas
inn any format, i.e., using any Boolean operators, is certainly feasible, and would
removee the initial CNF conversion required now. Achieving small partial assignmentss in this situation appears to be more involved, however.
Simplee chronological backtracking to traverse the propositional (and thus also
thee modal) search tree is probably not the optimal choice. Efficiency can be
expectedd to increase by learning, that is, by remembering previously failed subpropositionss (nogood recording, intelligent backtracking), and also successfully
solvedd sub-problems (lemma caching).
Finally,, we mention many-valued modal logics [Fitting, 1992], These logics
alloww for propositional variables to have further values than the Boolean 0 and 1.
Ourr approach to modal logics via constraint satisfaction appears to be particularly
suitablee to be naturally extended to deal with finitely-valued modal logics.

Chapterr 8

Arrayy Constraint Propagation

8.11

Introduction

Manyy problems can be modelled advantageously using look-up functionality: associatee each item in a group of items with a unique identifier, or index, and make
itemss directly accessible by their respective index. In mathematics, indices on
variabless are ubiquitous, and functions are used to uniquely map arguments to
values.. In programming languages, the corresponding construct is usually called
array.array. In an imperative language such as C, we might define an array of integer
variabless by integer a [3], or an array of constants by a[] = {5, 7, 9}; we
cann then access the element at position i by writing a [ i ] .
Inn such languages, the condition for these look-up expressions to be valid is
thatt the index is known when the expression is evaluated. It is in the spirit of
constraintt programming to relax this restriction. We view x and y as variables
constrainedd by the equality x = a[y] which involves an array a.
AA corresponding binary constraint named element was originally developed
withinn the CHIP system, one of the earliest constraint programming systems,
[Dincbass et al., 1988]. element proved to be very useful in modelling; many problemss (scheduling, resource allocation, etc.) formulated as CSPs make use of it, and
mostt contemporary constraint programming systems provide it now. Sometimes
itt is generalised so as to allow the one-dimensional array to consist of variables
insteadd of constants. Array constraints and element are examples of so-called
'global'' constraints [Beldiceanu and Contejan, 1994, Beldiceanu, 2000a].
Anotherr point motivating the study of array constraints lies in the on-going
developmentt in constraint programming research to lift the notion of a constrained
variablee from the conventional numeric or simple finite-domain variable to higherstructuredd objects, such as vectors, sets [Gervet, 1997], multisets [Walsh, 2003].
Arrayss connect to the notion of a, function variable [Hnich, 2003]. In this view,
ann array mapping the indices in J to variables ranging over A is itself a single
variablee whose domain is the set of functions from X to A.
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Figuree 8.1: Crossing entries in a crossword puzzle
Lett us demonstrate the use of arrays in modelling.
8.1.1.. EXAMPLE. We formulate the problem of crossword puzzle generation usingg array constraints [Beacham et al., 2001]. Given a list of words and an empty
crosswordd puzzle grid, the task is to fill the horizontal and vertical entries in the
gridd with words of appropriate length such that crossing entries agree on the letter
att the crossing position. Figure 8.1 shows such a crossing.
Wee view the entries as variables Wi. Their domain is the respective set of
wordss of appropriate size, i. e., the domain of w\ in the figure is the set of 5-letter
words. .
Wee use a constant two-dimensional array letter to associate words with their
letters.. The first index denotes the word, the second denotes the position of a letterr in that word, e.g., /etter[sail,2] = a. Every crossing of two entries contributes
ann array constraint. For example,
letter[wi,A]letter[wi,A] — letter[w2,2\
capturess the crossing of Fig. 8.1.
Solelyy establishing GAC on the array constraints solves some instances of the
crosswordd problem without any search; see [Hentenryck, 1989, p. 140], in which
ann equivalent special constraint for crossing entries is used.
D
8.1.2.. EXAMPLE. In Chapter 9, we discuss qualitative spatial reasoning using an
array-basedd model. In this approach, we map tuples of objects to their spatial
relation.. For example, the relative orientation of point triples is represented as
aa three-dimensional array OrRel indexed by points pj. The set of qualitative
relationss {between, behind, in_front, left,...} is the domain of the array elements.
Wee specify by OrRel\a, b,c] = in_front that the continuation of the directed line
abab passes through the point c. The constraint
OrRee J [forward^, defenderB,goa\B] = in_front,
defenderdefenderBB € TeamB
inn a football context formalises the suboptimal situation for a forward player of
teamm A who is in possession of the ball that some player of team B prevents a
directt goal shot.

8.1.8.1.

Introduction
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Wee study here constraint propagation for array constraints. Arrays can be
multidimensionall and they can consist of variables, the indices in an array expressionn can be variables, and the array expression is equated with a variable.
Wee consider propagation establishing generalised arc-consistency and boundsconsistency.. We also discuss nested array expressions. Furthermore, we examine
aa method to transform a multidimensional array constraint into an equivalent onedimensionall array constraint and an auxiliary constraint. Such a transformation
iss acceptable if GAC is the local consistency to be established by constraint propagation.. If BC is to be established, we argue that this is not the case; propagating
thee original array constraint is then preferable.

8.1.11

Arrays

Ann array is a representation of a total function. Given a Cartesian product
XX — X\ x * * x Xn and a set A for the function domain and range, respectively,
ann array a is a set of atomic mappings that satisfies
forr every b E T some e G A exists such that (b >— e) G a.
Wee use conventional array notation and write
a[b]a[b] = e

if

(6

Thee length n of X — X\ x
thatt all Xi are finite.

8.1.22

e) € a.
xXn is the dimensionality of the array. We assume

Array Constraints

Wee use arrays in array expressions a[b] and simple array equations e = a[b], where
bb E X, e € A. We lift array equations to array constraints of the form
xx =

a[yu...,yn]

byy allowing variables instead of constants, as follows:
result variable x with domain Dx = A,
index variables yi,... ,yn — V with domains DVi = 2i,
array variables a [b] for b E X with domains Da[^ = A.
Soo such an array constraint is a constraint on the sequence of variables
XX = x, yu.--,Vn,

(a[b]\bEX).
an

(8.1)

Itt is of arity 1 + n + fJiLi l^il» ^ therefore highly non-binary.
Wee assume from now on that all the variables in the sequence X are pair-wise
different.. We say that a is an array of constants if all (a[b] | b G X) are constants,
otherwisee we call it an array of variables.
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8.22

Constraint Propagation

8.2.11

Propagation Rules for Generalised Arc-Consistency

Simplee Array Constraints
Wee derive GAC-establishing constraint propagation rules for array constraints
fromm the generic rule of Fact 2.2.3. So we are interested in all correct rules of the
form m
C{x\,...C{x\,...,,

xn) —» Xi ^f- e

forr an array constraint C. Correctness follows from e £ C[xi\.
Thee variables in an array constraint x = a[yi,..., yn] split in three groups, see
Statementt (8.1). We examine the correctness condition separately for a representativee of each group.
Variablee x. We require e ^ C[x], or equivalently e ^ a[yi,... ,yn]- That is the
casee exactly if
$beD$beDyiyix---xDx---xDynyn.e6D.e6Da{b]a{b]
holdss for the domains.
Variablee yk. The correctness condition is bk £ C[yk]. We find in this case
Dy\kDy\k = Dyix---x
Dyk_, x {bk} x Dyk+1 x
$bED$bEDylkylk.. 3e€ DxnDa[b].

x Dyn,
'

)

Variablee a\b\,... ,bn]. We need a circumstance in which e ^ C[a[&i,..., bn] ].
Thatt is only the case once the index is fixed to (6 1 ? ..., bn); then, all other
variabless a[b[,..., b'n] are unconstrained. We have thus
{{b{{buu...,b...,bnn)})}

= Dyix---xDyn

A

e£Dx.

(8.4)

Wee now instantiate the generic GAC-establishing rule for each variable type and
obtainn the following three rules:
xx = a[yu . . . , y

] ^ x ^ e

if (8.2),

(arr^gacx)

xx = a[yu...,yn]

-»

yk ^ bk

if (8.3),

(arr.gacy)

xx = a[yu...,yn]

-

a[bu... ,bn] ^ e

if (8.4).

(arr-gaca)

n

8.2.1.. THEOREM. The rules (arr^gacx), (arr-gacy), (arr^gaca) establish generalisedalised arc-consistency on the array constraint x — a[yi,..., yn].

8.2.8.2. Constraint Propagation
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PROOF.. Fact 2.2.3, and the preceding derivations of the respective correctness
conditions..
D

Pair-wisee Variable Difference Requirement
Itt is indeed necessary to restrict variables to occur just once. Consider the array
xorxor = {{0, 0 ) H ^ 0 , {0,1)«-*1, {I,0)t->1, (1, 1)H-+0} and the constraint x = xor[y,y]
withh x E {0},y € {0,1}. It is inconsistent but stable under the rules (arr-gacx),
(arr-gac(arr-gacyy),), (arr.gaca).
Compoundd Array Constraints
Wee have only admitted array constraints in the simple form x — a[yi,... ,yn]
soo far. It can sometimes be easier, however, to use several arrays in one constraint,, such as in d\[yi,... ,|/ n ] = a2[zi,... ,zm] or in the nested expression
xx = a3[ai[yu .. .,yp],a2[z1,...,
zq]\.
Establishingg GAC on such array constraints is generally hard if variables are
usedd in multiple places. If variables occur just once then the compound expressionss can simply be decomposed, using fresh auxiliary variables. Lemma 2.1.7
statess that GAC on the constraints of the decomposition corresponds to GAC on
thee compound constraint.
So,, for example, the constraint letter[wi,4\ — letter[w2,2} from the crossword
examplee 8.1.1 can be decomposed into the two constraints letter[wi, 4] = l\,2 and
letter[wletter[w2l2l2]2] = £^2 without affecting propagation.
Domainn Reduction vs. Constraint Transformation
Ass instances of the generic GAC-establishing rule in Fact 2.2.3, the rules
(arr-gac(arr-gacxx),), (arr-gacy), (arr-gaca) are domain reduction rules by type. In presencee of GAC-establishing constraint propagation rules or algorithms for basic
constant/variablee equality constraints v\ — v2, we can replace the domain reductionn rule (arr_gaca) by a constraint propagation rule that does not reduce domains
butt imposes the entailed equality constraint. Such equality constraints are generallyally provided in constraint logic programming systems, which implemented them
throughh unification extended with domain intersection.
Soo we extract just
{(b{(buu...,b...,bnn)})}

= Dmx

... x Dyn

(8.5)

fromm correctness condition (8.4), and state the rule
xx = a[yi, ...,yn]

-

x = a[bu ..., bn]

if (8.5).

(arr~gaca_)

Propagationn of the new equality constraint x = a[bi,...,bn] reduces then the
domainss of the variables x and a[6i,...,6 n ] in the same way as (arr-gacx),
{arr-gac{arr-gacaa). ).
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8.2.2.. NOTE. In presence of constraint propagation mechanisms for variable
equalityequality constraints, the rules (arr-gacx), (arr-gacy), (arr-gacaJ) establish GAC
onon the array constraint x — a[y\,.. .,yn]Moreover,, observe that, as long as the domains Dx, Da^lt__^n] are non-empty,
alsoo the rule (arr-gacy) is redundant (more precisely: it has no correct instances).
So,, once (arr_gacaJ) has fired, the original constraint x — a[yi,... ,yn] and all
itss propagation rules can be eliminated from the constraint solver.

8.2.22

Propagation Rules for Bounds-Consistency

Generalisedd arc-consistency is a strong but often also a computationally expensive
locall consistency. Depending on the problem, it can be more efficient to propagatee less. Bounds-consistency (Def. 2.1.8) is a good candidate for a weaker local
consistencyy notion. Recall that it checks and modifies only the domain bounds
off variables. The significant implication for the representation of domains is that
domainss that are intervals remain intervals, which reduces the space complexity
substantially. .
Forr array constraints we obtain propagation rules for bounds-consistency from
thee rules establishing GAC, see Fact 2.2.3. We restrict correctness condition to
domainn bounds, i.e.,
(arr-gac(arr-gacxx)) in which e G {min(D x ),max(D x )}

(arr-bcx)

(arr-gac(arr-gacyy)) in which 6fc € {mm(Dyk),max.(Dyk)}

(arrJ}cy)

(arr-gac(arr-gacaa)) in which e e {min(Da[fcli...,t)n]),max(Z)a[bl)..,)bnj)}

{arr^bca)

8.2.3.. THEOREM. The rules (arrJ)cx), (arr-bcy), (arr-bca) establish boundsconsistencyconsistency on the array constraint x — a[yi,..., yn].

8.2.33

From Rules t o Algorithms

AA naive iteration algorithm of the propagation rules establishing BC or GAC
iss computationally expensive, due to a repetitive access to the same variable
domainss in the process of verifying the correctness conditions (8.2), (8.3), (8.4).
Inn Figure 8.2, we give propagation algorithms for BC and GAC which implementt the rule iteration process. The principle is to start with sets of values e that
aree candidates for removal in a body xt / e of an array constraint propagation
rule.. The algorithm core loop array_prop deletes all those values for which the
correspondingg propagation rule is incorrect. Subsequently, the remaining values
cann correctly be removed from the respective variable domains.
Wee presume that basic equality constraints are provided by the underlying
constraintt programming platform, and pose an equality constraint as soon as
correctt by condition (8.5), instead of reducing domains; see Section 8.2.1.

D
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array^gacc I: axray constraint i—> equivalent GAC-reduced constraint
{XU,{XU, YUlm.n) = array_prop(Ar,D^,..., DVn)
DDxx := Dx - XU
DD
vivi '•= Dvi ~ YUi, for all i G [l..n]
iff {(&i, ...,bn)} — Dyi x • • • x DVn then constrain ar = a[b\,..., 6„]
array_bcc : array constraint i—> equivalent BC-reduced constraint
lett bds{D) = {mm(D),max(D)}
XSXS :— 0
YSiYSi := 0 , for all i G [l..n]

/ supported values

repeat t

XTXT := bds(Dx) \XS
YTiYTi := bds(£>yi) \ YS»

// values to be tested
for all i G [l..n]

{XU,{XU, YUi„n) = array_prop(XT, FTi..„)
XSXS := XS U (XT - XU)
YSiYSi := >^i U (yr» - y ^ ) ,

// unsupported values

for all i € [l..n]

A,, := An - XU
vivi := A/» - ^ t > for all i G [l..n]
untill XU = 0 and y t ^ = 0, for all i G [l..ra]
DD

iff {(6i,..., bn)} — Dyi x • • • x DVn then constrain x = a[b\,..., bn]
array_propp : domain values XU, YU\_,n \—> unsupported domain values
BB := Dyi x • • • x DVn
whilee B^0
and yt/fc ^ 0 for some fc € [l..n] do
choosee {b\,... ,bn) e B such that bk G YUk for some k G [l..n]
removee (&i,..., bn) from 5
iff A n Ax[6lv..,bn] ^ 0 then YUt := YUt\{bi}, for all i € [l..n]
XL// := XU \ Da[bl,...,bn]
end d
whilee Bf

0

and XU ^ 0

do

choosee and remove (&i,..., 6n) from B
XUXU := XC/ \ A^,...,^]
end d
returnn <X£/, y[/i.. n )
Figuree 8.2: Propagation for array constraints
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8.2.4.. NOTE. Algorithm array_gac establishes GAC, and algorithm array_bc establishestablishes BC, on the array constraint x — a[b\,..., bn].
Lett us examine the working of the GAC-enforcing propagation.
8.2.5.. EXAMPLE. Consider x e {B, C,D} and yx € {1,2}, y2 € {1,2,3} in the
constraintt x — a[yi, 1/2], and let a be defined as the array of constants
11 22 33
a[yi,y2] a[yi,y2]
11
A A B BC C
DDEEFF
22

Thee constraint x — a[y\, y2] is GAC, which array_gac verifies by calling array_prop
withh XU = {B, C, D} and YU = ({1,2}, {1,2,3}).
Initially,, the set of indices B is {1,2} x {1,2,3}. We iterate through B (choose
statement)) from lexicographically small to large indices.
1-- Ai[i,i] = {A} is evaluated, but no changes to XU, YU result.
2-- A,[i,2] = {B} follows. We have XU = {C, D} and YU = ({2}, {1, 3}).
3.. A,[i,3] = {C} is read, which results in XU = {D} and YU = ({2}, {1}).
4.. Only (2,1) remains in B, so Da[2,i] = {D} is looked up. XU — 0 and
YUYU = (0, 0 ) remain.
Onlyy one incomplete run is needed; the indices (2,2), (2,3) permissible by the
domainss of yx, y2 are skipped.
Observee that an alternative iteration strategy with less steps exists in this
case.. Suppose (2,1) had been chosen first, then only (1,2) and (1,3) could be
chosenn next, and (1,1), (2,2), (2, 3) had been skipped.
D
Forr GAC, the correctness-checking procedure array_prop iterates through all
possiblee indices &i,... ,&n in the domains of yi,... ,yn in the worst case. This
situationn occurs, for instance, with the constraint and initial domains of Examplee 8.2.5 except for x £ {F}, and if array_prop iterates through B from small to
largee indices.
Inn the best case, the number of iteration steps is the size of the largest domain
DDViVi.. Take Example 8.2.5, but with x 6 {A, E, F}. The algorithm iterates through
(1,1),, (2,2), (2,3) in three steps, corresponding to \Dy2\ — 3.
8.2.6.. NOTE. The number of iteration steps in array_prop has an upper bound of
0{d0{dnn)) and a lower bound of O(d), where d is the size of the largest input set of
values.values.
D

D
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Inn the case of array_gac, the input sets are the complete variable domains. In the
casee of array_bc only the currently unchecked domain bounds are examined by one
calll to array_prop. If subsequently some bounds are reduced, the process needs
too be repeated for the new bounds. Generally, the cost of checking the domain
boundss by array_bc will be lower than the cost of checking every domain element
byy array_gac.
Itt is useful to remark that the set B in the procedure array_prop need not be
representedd extensionally with the resulting high space cost. Instead, a compact
iterator/pointerr can be maintained that marks the lexicographically next tuple.

8.33

Decomposing Multidimensional Array Constraints s

Interestingly,, a constraint language with one-dimensional array constraints and
integerr arithmetic constraints is already expressive enough to support multidimensionall arrays. We discuss now a method to translate a multidimensional array
constraintt into a one-dimensional array constraint and an additional constraint.
Thee interest of such a translation lies in the greater simplicity of a propagation
algorithmm for only one-dimensional array constraints.
Wee show that decomposing is an acceptable technique when the desired result
off propagation is GAC. We argue that this is not the case, however, when we
wishh to enforce only BC.

8.3.11

Reducing t h e Array Dimensionality

Lett the n-dimensional array a represent a total function from the Cartesian productt J i x • • • x Xn = X to the set A. Assume that every component set is a (finite)
integerr interval, so
Jii = [0 .. (m{ - 1)]

for all i € [L.n].

Wee can do so for our purposes without substantial loss of generality, as any finite
sett can be mapped to such an interval. We define a mapping ƒ from J to the
intervall [0..(n? = 0 m<-1)], by

&& = ƒ(&!,. -.,bn) = ^(bi-f[mA
i=ll \

j=o

(8.6)
J

(wee define mo — 1 for convenience).
8.3.1.. EXAMPLE. We map car number plates labels to numbers. Let us assume
thatt a number plate consists of a sequence of six symbols: two letters, two digits,
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andd again two letters, e. g., RB-18-GH. A letter is taken from the Latin alphabet of
266 letters; we translate it implicitly to a number in the interval [0..25]. A number
platee p £ [0..25]2 x [0..9]2 x [0..25]2 with p — (px,... ,pe) can thus be mapped to
aa number between 0 and 264 • 102 - 1 by
pp = ƒ (p) =

26p2 + 262p3 + 10 • 262p4 + 102 • 262p5 + 102 • 263p6.

Pl+

Thiss means /(R, B, 1,8, G, H) = 12763599.

•

Wee associate the multidimensional array a with a new one-dimensional array a
by y
ö == {1(b)

i-+e\{b^e)€a},

whichh means that
a[[ ƒ (&i,...,& n )] =a[bi,...,6 n ].
InformallyInformally speaking, we 'linearise' a.

8.3.22

Decomposition

Wee deal now with array constraints (possibly on a multidimensional array) by
replacingg them by a new array constraint on a one-dimensional array, and an appropriatee linear constraint derived from (8.6), linking the respective array indices.
8.3.2..

EXAMPLE.

Consider the two-dimensional array a defined by
00 11 22
a[yhV2] a[yhV2]
0 0 15 5 16 6 17 7
11 22 33
11

Wee set up a new one-dimensional array a as follows:
aa

\y\ \y\0 0 l l
15 5 l l

22 33 44 55
16 6 2 2 17 7 3 3

Wee can then replace the constraint
xx = a[s/i,Ste]
byy the two constraints
xx = a[y]

and

wheree y is a new variable.

y = yi+2y2.
DD
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Propagation

Generalisedd Arc-consistency
Enforcingg GAC on the two constraints of the decomposition is equivalent to enforcingg GAC on the original array constraint. This is by Lemma 2.1.7, and since
thee two decomposition constraints share only the new auxiliary index variable.
Thee cost of propagation is, however, not reduced by decomposing array constraints. .
8.3.3.. FACT. The complexity of establishing GAC on a linear arithmetic equality
constraintt in n variables is in C(dn), where d is the size of the largest variable
domain..
•
Soo we have the same worst-case cost for propagation via the decomposition constraintss as for propagation by the array_gac algorithm.
Bounds-Consistency y
Iff we choose bounds-consistency as the desired local consistency notion, we observee that enforcing it on the decomposition is strictly weaker than boundsconsistencyy on the original array constraint. The problem occurs due to the loss
off information exchange between the two constraints, if only bounds-consistency
iss enforced.
8.3.4.. EXAMPLE. Reconsider the two-dimensional array a from Example 8.3.2
andd its linearised peer a. Consider the variables
z€[1..3],,

yi€[0..1],

ife€[0..2].

Thee constraint x = a[yi,y2] is clearly not bounds-consistent: for that, we must
reducee the domain of y\ to the singleton interval [1..1] since yi = 0 does not occur
inn any solution. In contrast, the two decomposition constraints
xx = a[y]

and

aree bounds-consistent.

y = y1 + 2y2

with

y G [1..5]
D

Inn conclusion, if we wish to enforce bounds-consistency on a multidimensional
arrayy constraint, we should choose the array_bc algorithm instead of decomposing
thee constraint.
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Implementation

Wee implemented the algorithms array_gac and array_bc, see Fig. 8.2, in the constraintt programming system ECL'PS6 [Wallace et al., 1997], using its finite domainn constraints library. The propagation algorithm is provided in a library
togetherr with several other array-related functions, consisting of about 600 lines
off source code in total.
AA specific side effect of the array propagation algorithm can be exploited in an
ECI/PS 66 implementations. ECL*PSe controls the execution order of constraint
propagationn algorithms based on changes to the constrained variables, such as a
domainn reduction. Propagation algorithms 'watching' a variable are scheduled to
executee once this variable has changed.
Thee array_prop procedure allows to extract useful variables to watch, namely
thee variables a\b\,... ,bn] for which Dx D A»[6i,...,bn] ¥" 0- The domains of these
watchedd variables provide support for domain values of other variables. Hence,
changess to the watched variables require a repeated propagation round.
Arrayy constraints and the implementation of propagation algorithms are
reusedd in the Chapters 9 and 10 on qualitative reasoning.

8.55

Final Remarks

Relatedd Work
Thee established precursor of array constraints is the element constraint of CHIP
[Dincbass et al., 1988], now available in many constraint programming languages.
Itt is the one-dimensional specialisation, and usually requires the array to be constant. .
Algorithmss for propagation in the one-dimensional case have been published,
forr example, [Carlson et al., 1994] describes an AKL(FD) implementation of elementt using indexicals [Codognet and Diaz, 1996], in which the array can consist
off variables. I am not aware of a published algorithm for the multidimensional
case. .
Arrayy constraints in the constraint programming language OPL
[Hentenryckk et al., 1999] can be multidimensional and use arrays of variables.. It is unclear what form of constraint propagation takes place, but in
[Hentenryckk et al., 1999, p. 100] it is stated that the reduction for an index
variablee in a multidimensional array constraint depends on its position. We
foundd experimentally in the OPL implementation available to us that the
propagationn is weaker than GAC (and BC). For all three cases treated by the
ruless (arr-gacx), (arr-gacy), (arr-gaca), we could construct simple examples
usingg small 2-dimensional arrays in which reduction of domains is possible but
nott performed by OPL Studio 3 [ILOG, 2000], see Fig. 8.3.

8.5.8.5. Final Remarks

enumm
enumm
enumm

Dz
Dy
Da
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{ i , j };
{ k, 1, m } ;
{ p , q, r } ;

Daa

a[Dz, Dy] = # [

varr
varr
varr

Da
Dz
Dy

solvee {

i:
j ::

#[k:p, l:q, m:r]#,
# [ k : p , l : q , m:r]#

]#;

x;
z,u;
y, v;

vol;
a[u,, v] = x;
a[z,, y] = q;

///
/// x in
// /
/// y in

OPL Studio
{ p, q, r }

GAC
{ p, r }

{ i, 1, i }

{1}

}; ;

enum m
enum m

Dy y{{ i, j,
kk };
Da a{{ p. q.rr };

var r
var r
var r

Da
Da
Dy

solve {e { yy
xx
xx
}; ;

aa[Dy]; ;
ax; ;
yy; ;
=j; ;
<> q;
=a[y]; ;

// /
// /a[j] ]

OPLL Studio
{{ p, q, r }

GAC C
{{ p, r }

Figuree 8.3: OPL programs exhibiting weak propagation in ILOG's OPL Studio
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InIn [Beldiceanu, 2000b] a constraint called case is proposed that subsumes multidimensionall array constraints with constant arrays. No algorithm is given. In
[Hookerr et al., 2000] on combining operations research techniques and constraint
satisfactionn methods, a continuous relaxation of element using a cutting-planes approachh is studied. The element constraint there corresponds to a one-dimensional
arrayy of variables with continuous domains.
Conclusions s
Wee studied here constraint propagation for array constraints. There is ample
evidencee suggesting that arrays are useful for modelling constraint satisfaction
problems.. Indices on objects are ubiquitous in mathematics. Arrays with multiplee dimensions have long been present in programming languages. The element
constraintt is supported by many constraint systems.
Practicall experience shows that the most advantageous notion of local consistencyy depends on the considered problem. Sometimes a weaker notion such as
bounds-consistencyy may suffice, perhaps just applied in the early stages of search
andd later replaced by full generalised arc-consistency. We derived constraint propagationn rules to achieve generalised arc-consistency and bounds-consistency, and
wee gave algorithms implementing the rules.
Wee also examined the option of decomposing a multidimensional array constraintt into one with just a one-dimensional array and a linear constraint. We
arguedd that when we wish to establish GAC on array constraints, the composed
andd the decomposed behave similarly with respect to runtime, while this is not
thee case when we require only BC. We showed that decomposing a multidimensionall array constraint results in a loss of information when just BC is enforced on
thee sub-constraints of the decomposition. In this case, it is more appropriate to
usee a BC algorithm, such as the one we propose, on the original non-decomposed
arrayy constraint.

Chapterr 9

Constraint-Basedd Qualitative Spatial
Reasoning g

9.11

Introduction

Qualitativee reasoning was introduced in AI to abstract from the numeric quantities,, such as the precise time of an event, or the concrete location or velocity of
ann object, and to reason instead on the level of appropriate abstractions.
InIn the literature two different forms of qualitative reasoning were studied.
Thee first one is concerned with reasoning about continuous change in physical
systems,, monitoring streams of observations and simulating behaviours, to name a
feww applications. The main techniques used are qualitative differential equations,
constraintt propagation and discrete state graphs. For a thorough introduction
seee [Kuipers, 1994].
Thee second one aims at reasoning about contingencies such as time, space,
shape,, size, directions, etc. through an abstraction of the quantitative information
intoo a finite set of qualitative relations. One then relies on complete knowledge
aboutt the interrelationship between these qualitative relations. This approach is
exemplifiedd by temporal reasoning due to [Allen, 1983], spatial reasoning introducedd in [Egenhofer, 1991] and [Randell et al, 1992a], reasoning about cardinal
directionss (such as North, Northwest, etc), see, e.g., [Ligozat, 1998], etc.
AA recent and comprehensive overview of the qualitative spatial reasoning
(QSR)) field is provided by [Cohn and Hazarika, 2001].

Constraint-Basedd Models
Qualitativee spatial representation and reasoning problems lend themselves well to
modellingg by constraints. In the standard modelling approach, a spatial object,
suchh as a region, is described by a variable, and the qualitative relation between
spatiall objects, such as the topological relation between two regions, contributes
aa constraint.
139 9
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Forr many QSR calculi it is known how, in a semantical respect, global feasibilityy of a spatial specification corresponds to local feasibility. In the case of a fully
specifiedd topological scenario, for instance, if for all three objects the respective
threee binary topological relations are compositionally consistent, then the entire
scenarioo is consistent. In the standard model with relations as constraints, this
conditionn corresponds to path-consistency (PC, Def 2.1.10).
Iff the qualitative relation between two objects is not fully specified, the correspondingg constraint is a disjunction of basic constraints. By establishing PC, such
aa disjunctive constraint is refined in view of the constraints with which it shares
aa variable. A combination of PC with search over the disjunctive constraints
decidess the consistency of indefinite scene descriptions.
Wee examine here an alternative constraint-based formulation of QSR. In this
approach,, a spatial object is a constant, and the relation between spatial objects
iss a variable. We call this the relation variable approach, in contrast to the
conventionall relation constraint approach.
Althoughh the use of relation variables is not original, see [Tsang, 1987] where
relationn variables are proposed for qualitative temporal reasoning, it is mentioned
veryy rarely in the QSR literature. This fact surprises in view of the advantages of
thiss approach. In particular, the following important issues are tackled successfully: :
Aspectt integration. Space has several aspects that can be characterised qualitatively,, such as topology, size, shape, relative and absolute orientation.
Thesee aspects are interdependent, but no convenient canonical representationn exists that provides a link. This is in contrast to temporal reasoning, in
whichh concepts such as periods and durations are defined in terms of time
points. .
Contextt embedding. Spatial reasoning problems are not likely to occur in pure
formm in practice. They are embedded into a non-spatial context or contain
application-specificc side constraints. For example, we consider below evolutionss of spatial scenarios over time.
Systems.. The usual relation constraint approach is not declarative in a strict
sense:: knowledge is stated in algorithmic or at best meta constraint form.
However,, typical current constraint solving systems focus on domain reduction,, and rarely provide facilities to easily access and modify the constraint
network,, which is required for enforcing PC. Custom-built reasoning systemss are needed.
QSRR with relation variables
facilitatedd by stating additional
dealtt with on the same level and
ass the intra-aspect constraints.

responds to these points. Aspect integration is
inter-aspect constraints. These constraints are
by the same constraint propagation algorithms
Similarly, a spatial reasoning problem can be
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Figuree 9.1: RCC-8 relations (2D example)
embeddedd or extended by viewing it as a set of subconstraints in a larger constraintt satisfaction problem. We demonstrate this point by an extensive study of
qualitativee spatial simulation in Chapter 10.
Finally,, the relation variable approach results in a conceptually plain, singlelevell constraint satisfaction problem. Checking satisfiability corresponds directly
too searching a solution. The problem constraints, which are extensionally defined,fined, can be propagated by any chosen method; generalised arc-consistency
(GAC,, Def. 2.1.5) can be established with membership rules, for example. In
fact,, any sufficiently expressive constraint solving method can be applied, a
search&propagation-basedd solver is just one option.

9.22

Topological Reasoning with R C C - 8

Reasoningg about topology is one of the best-known cases of spatial reasoning.
Itt was introduced by [Egenhofer, 1991] and [Randell et al., 1992b]. The latter in
particularr studied the Region Connection Calculus with 8 relations (RCC-8). We
usee it in the following to illustrate a number of concepts in QSR.
Inn RCC-8 one distinguishes eight topological relations between two regions.
Wee denote the eight topological relations between two regions that are distinguishess in RCC-8 by disjoint, meet, overlap, equal, covers, coveredby, contains, inside;
theirr meaning is indicated in Fig. 9.1. We call the resulting set RCC8. These
relationss are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint: any two spatial regions are
inn one and exactly one of the RCC-8 relations to each other.
AA spatial topological scenario consists of a set of region names and restrictions
onn the topological relation for pairs of regions. A scenario is fully specified if
exactlyy one topological relation is given for each region pair.
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9.2.11

Composition

Consideringg the triple Ra,b, Rb,c, Ra,c of relations between some regions a, 6, c, one
findss that not all triples of RCC-8 relations are semantically feasible. The 193
consistentt triples are collected in the so-called composition table, see Figure 9.2
(thee entry RCC8 abbreviates the full list). For instance, the (inside, meet, disjoint)
meanss that if region a is inside region b and b 'touches' region c then it is consistentt with the topological semantics that region a is disjoint of c.
Thee significance of the composition table comes from the fact that compositionall consistency entails global consistency. This was proved in [Bennett, 1998].
If,, in a fully specified topological scenario, for all triples of regions the relations betweenn them respect the composition table then the scenario is consistent. Global
semanticc consistency can hence be established by local reasoning.

9.2.22

Converse Relation

InIn analogy to the composition table, it is helpful to think of a converse relation
tablee consisting of the eight pairs (R, R1) of RCC-8 relations such that R1 is the
conversee of R. It is printed in Fig. 9.3.
Iff equal is agreed upon as the relation of a region with itself then the converse
relationn table follows from the composition table.

9.33

Modelling QSR with Constraints

Wee examine now how spatial scenarios can be modelled as constraint satisfaction
problems.. We continue using RCC-8 as an example, but most of the concepts
beloww are immediately transferable to other spatial aspects.
Thee set of region names in a topological scenario is from now on denoted by
Regions. Regions.

9.3.11

Relations as Constraints

Inn this conventional approach, Regions is considered to be a set of region variables.. Their domain is the set of all spatial regions in the underlying topological
space.. For example, if we model 2D space then a region variable represents a
sett of points in the plane; so the domain may be infinite. Information about the
topologicall relation between two regions is expressed as a binary constraint Rel
thatt corresponds to a subset of RCC8. One usually writes this in infix notation
as s
constraintt

x Rel y

where Rel C RCC8 and

x,y e Regions.
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disjoint t meet t
disjoint t

meet t

equal l

disjoint t
disjoint t
meet t
inside e
coveredd by
overlap p
meet t
disjoint t disjoint t
meet t
meet t
contains s equal l
covers s coveredd by
overlap p covers s
overlap p
equal l
disjoint t meet t
inside e
disjoint t disjoint t
RCC8 8

inside e
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Figuree 9.2: The composition table for the RCC-8 relations
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disjoint t
disjoint t
meet t
meet t
equal l
equal l
coveredd by
covers s
coveredd by covers s
contains s inside e
contains s
inside e
overlap p overlap p

Figuree 9.3: The converse relations for the RCC-8 relations
Suchh a CSP describes a possibly partially specified scenario. Whether a
correspondingg fully specified and satisfiable scenario exists is checked by pathconsistencyy and search over the relations. A PC-establishing algorithm revises
thee constraints between regions according to the converse relation and compositionn tables of RCC-8, and search branches over disjunctive constraints.
Whenn establishing satisfiability of a scenario, only the constraints are processed,, for compositional consistency. The variables remain unassigned.

9.3.22

Relations as Variables

Heree we interpret every element of Regions as a constant. The topological relation
betweenn two regions is a variable with a subset of RCC8 as its domain. Such a
relationn variable exists for each ordered pair of regions, and we collect all these
variabless in an array Rel. We write an individual relation as
variablee

Rel[a, b]

where Rel[a, b] C RCC8 and

a, 6 G Regions.

Integrityy Constraints
Relationn converse and composition in this setting are captured at the constraint
level.. The binary constraint conv represents the converse relation table:
conv(( Rel[a, b], Rel[b, a})

for all

{a, 6} C Regions.

Thee composition table is represented by the ternary constraint comp, with
comp(( Rel[a,b], Rel[b, c], Rel[a,c] )

for all

{a,b,c} C Regions.

Inn presence of
Rel[a,a]Rel[a,a] — equal

for all a e Regions

andd a conv constraint for all pairs of different regions, one comp constraint per
threee different regions suffices.
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Discussion

Byy modelling the items of interest as variables and static information as constraints,, the relation variable approach yields plain finite-domain CSPs in which
thee solutions (i.e., assignments) are relevant. There is a straightforward correspondencee between a solution and a fully specified, consistent scenario. Obtaining
thee latter from a partially specified scenario amounts to the standard task of solvingg a finite-domain CSP.
Constructingg a relation variable model means finding integrity constraints
thatt embody the intended semantics. Once that has been accomplished, the
originn or meaning of the constraints plays no role. It is irrelevant for a constraint
solverr whether comp represents the composition operation in a relation algebra.
Wee discuss examples below in which other restrictions on the relations must be
satisfied.. There is thus a clear distinction between specification and execution.
Thee relation variable approach is declarative in a strict sense.
Constraintt Propagation
Thee relation variable approach is independent of the particular constraint solving
method.. We can, however, choose a solver based on search and propagation, and
furthermoree we could choose a GAC-establishing propagation algorithm.
Pathh consistency in the relation constraint approach and generalised arcconsistencyy in the relation variable approach simulate each other. This can be
seenn by analysing, in both approaches, the removal of one topological relation from
thee disjunctive constraint a Rel b, or from the domain of the variable Rel[a,b],
respectively.. The reason in both cases must be the lack of supporting relations
betweenn a, c and b, c, for some third region c; that is, compositional consistency.
Timee Complexity
Itt is perhaps not surprising but useful to mention that establishing the respective
locall consistency in either approach, i.e., PC for the relation constraint approach
andd GAC for the relation variable approach, requires the same computational
effort. .
Enforcingg PC by an algorithm as the one given in [Mackworth, 1977] requires
timee in Ö(n3) [Mackworth and Freuder, 1985], where n is the number of regions.
Itt is assumed there that one PC step, restricting a Rel c by a Rel b and 6 Rel c,
takess constant time.
Analoguee reasoning entails that GAC can be enforced in constant time on a
singlee comp(Rel[a, 6], Rel[b, c], Rel[a, c\) constraint — observe that the three variabless have domains of size at most eight. In this way, the overall time complexity
dependss only on the number Q) of such constraints; and it is thus in 0(n 3 ) as
well. .
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Relatedd Work
Inn [Tsang, 1987] the relation variable approach is described for qualitative temporall reasoning, a field similar to QSR. The idea appears not to have caught on,
however.. One reason is probably that integration in temporal reasoning is simpler
becausee the canonical representation of time points on the real line exists. By
referringg to its end points, a time interval can directly be related to its duration
orr another time interval. Space, in contrast, has no such convenient canonical
representationn — but many aspects to be integrated.
Inn QSR, the possibility of the relation variable approach is mentioned occasionallyy in passing, but without examining its potential. For actually modelling
andd solving QSR problems using relation variables I am only aware of [Apt, 2003,
pagess 30-33], which deals with a single aspect only.
Fromm the perspective of constraint logic programming, relation variables are
discussedd in [Lamma et al., 1999]. It is studied there how binary relational reasoningg can be embedded into CLP(FD), and how relational (qualitative) information
cann be combined with quantitative information by constraints.
Finally,, it is important to point out that the elaborate heuristics developed
forr qualitative spatial reasoning, such as those reported in [Renz and Nebel, 2001]
forr RCC-8 and in [Ligozat, 1998] for the cardinal directions, can be easily integratedd into a relation variable constraint solver. In this view, these heuristics are
customaryy variable and value ordering heuristics by type.

9.44

Relation Variables in Use

Ann essential advantage of the relation variable approach is that the relevant informationn is available in variables. This means that linking pieces of information
reducess to merely stating additional constraints on the variables. In that way,
embeddingg a QSR problem into an application context or adding side restrictions,
forr example, can be dealt with easily and declaratively.
Wee now illustrate the use of relation variables. We consider the issue of compositee models with several cases of aspect integration. Furthermore, we discuss
casess in which a qualitative relation is not atomic but is best represented as a
sett of atoms. This view leads to the use of set variables and constraints, which
aree well established in constraint programming. Finally, we show how one can
elegantlyy constrain objects, not only qualitative relations, with relation variables
andd array constraints of Chapter 8.

9.4.11

Combining Topology and Size

Followingg [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], we study scenarios combining topological
andd size information. We collect information about both these aspects and their
linkk in one CSR
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Promm now on, n denotes the number of regions.
Topologicall Aspect
Ass in Section 9.3.2, the
nn x n array TopoRel
off RCC-8 relation variables stores the topological relation between two regions.
Thee integrity constraints convRccs; compRCC8 need to hold.
Sizee Aspect
Relativee size of regions is captured by one of relations { < , = , > } , as in
[Gerevinii and Renz, 2002]. The
nn x n array SizeRel
off variables stores the relative sizes of region pairs. The converse relation and
compositionn tables are straightforward; the integrity constraints are
convSizee = { (<, >), (=, =), (>, <) },
compSizee = { (<, <, <), (<, =, <), ...}

and
(13 triples).

Linkingg the Aspects
Thee topological relation between two regions is dependent on their relative size.
AA table with this information is given in [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], it contains
ruless such as the following:
TopoRel[a,TopoRel[a, b] — inside
SizeRel[a,SizeRel[a, b] — (=)

implies
implies

SizeRel[a,b] = (<),
TopoRel[a, b] € {disjoint, meet, overlap, equal}.

InIn [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], these rules represent a meta constraint; they are
usedd within an algorithm that modifies constraints. Here, we infer instead a
properr constraint, linking both aspects. We define link-ropo&Size by the set
{{ (inside, <), (disjoint, —), ... }

(14 pairs)

andd state it as
linkTopo&Size(( TopoRel[a, b], SizeRel[a, b])
forr all regions a, b.
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9.4.1.. EXAMPLE. Let
us pick up the
combined
scenario
from
[Gerevinii and Renz, 2002, p. 14]. Five regions, numbered 0, . . . , 4 , are constrainedd by
TopoRel[0,TopoRel[0, 2] G {coveredby, equal},
TopoRel[l,0]TopoRel[l,0] G {coveredby,equal,overlap},
TopoRel[l,TopoRel[l, 2] G {coveredby, equal},
TopoRel[4,TopoRel[4, 3] G {coveredby,equal},

SizeRel[0,2] G {<},
SizeRel[3,1] G {<, = } ,
SizeRel[2,4] G { < , = } .

Independently,, the topological and the size scenarios are consistent while the
combinedd scenario is not. It is pointed out in [Gerevini and Renz, 2002] that
naivee propagation scheduling schemes (first one aspect, then the other; etc.) do
nott suffice to detect inconsistency.
AA formulation of this scenario as a combined topological & size CSP in the
relationn variable approach is straightforward. The resulting CSP can be solved by
aa typical constraint programming platform that supports user-defined constraint
propagationn algorithms, such as the ECL*PSe system [Wallace et al., 1997].
ECL/PS ee is focused on search and domain-reducing propagation; and it also providess generic GAC-enforcing propagation algorithm for user-defined constraints.
Alternatively,, we can use membership rules to enforce GAC. We can compute
suchh rule sets for convSize and compSize from their respective definitions, by the
methodd described in Section 5.4.4 followed by removing redundant rules (Sectionn 4.3.1). We obtain for example the membership rules
compSize(a:,y,2),, x G {<,=}, y G {<,=}
compSize(a;,y,2),, xG {<}, y G { < , = }

->
->

?/(>),
z ^ (=).

Thee definition of the linking constraint link-ropo&Size is already provided in terms
off rules by [Gerevini and Renz, 2002]. The rules are not membership rules but
eachh is equivalent to one. For example, the rule "TopoRel[x,y] = inside implies
SizeRel[x,y]SizeRel[x,y] = (<)" mentioned earlier is equivalent to
linkToPo&Size(£,y),, x = inside

—•

y f (>), y ^ (=).

(r)

Whilee these rules fully define the linkToPo&Size constraint, they do not propagate it
sufficientlyy to establish GAC. From these rules we can, however, compute stronger
ruless that do enforce GAC, as described in Section 5.3.3. Doing so, we obtain,
forr example, the membership rules
linkTopo<SiSize(x,, y), x G {equal, coveredby, inside}
linkTopo&size(£,ï/)>> x G {contains, covers, coveredby, inside}

too which rule (r) contributed.

-»
—»•

y ^ (>),
y ^ (=)
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Givenn the above CSP and a constraint propagation method to enforce GAC
onn the five involved types of constraints, we verified with the help of an ECI/PS e
implementationn that solely executing GAC-propagation for all constraints (i.e.,
noo search) yields failure, which proves that this CSP is inconsistent.
D
Aspectt Integration with Relation Constraints
Forr the purpose of aspect integration but within the relation constraint approach,
inn [Gerevini and Renz, 2002] a new algorithm called BIPATH-CONSISTENCY is
proposed.. Its principle is the computation of path-consistency for both types of
relationss in an interleaved fashion while taking into account the interdependency.
Thee linkTopo&size constraint is in essence treated as a meta constraint on the algorithmm level. Moreover, the BIPATH-CONSISTENCY algorithm fixes in part the
orderr of propagation.
Thee relation variable method, on the other hand, is declarative; all information
iss in the five types of constraints. They are handled by repeated, interleaved calls
too the same GAC-enforcing algorithm. The actual propagation order is irrelevant
forr the result.
BIPATH-CONSISTENCYY is restricted to combining two types of relations (e.g.,
twoo aspects of space). In contrast, the relation variable approach is compositional
inn the sense that adding a third aspect, such as morphology [Cristani, 1999] or
orientation,, is straightforward. It amounts to formulating integrity constraints
suchh as conv and comp, linking constraints to each of the already present aspects,
andd a constraint linking all three aspects. Some of these constraints may be
logicallyy redundant.

9.4.22

Combining Cardinal Directions and Topology

Reasoningg about orientation, another important aspect of space, is the study of
thee relation of two objects, the primary and the reference object, with respect
too a frame of reference. Orientation requires thus inherently a ternary relation.
However,, by agreeing on the frame of reference, a binary relation is obtained.
Absolutee Orientation
Thee binary relation approach is realised in the cardinal direction model
[Frank,, 1992], based on the geographic (compass) directions. Points as well as
regionss have been studied as the objects to be oriented. The point-based modelss can be cast in the relation variable approach analogously to topology, Sectionn 9.3.2. For instance, Frank [Frank, 1992] distinguishes for pairs of points the
jointlyy exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations N, NW, W,..., denoting North,
Northwest,, West, etc. Ligozat [Ligozat, 1998] gives a composition table.
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Figuree 9.4: Locating South America from within Ecuador
Orientingg Regions
Inn [Goyal and Egenhofer, 1997] and [Skiadopoulos and Koubarakis, 2001] a more
expressivee model is studied, The oriented objects in this model are regions. The
exactt shape of the primary region is taken into account, and a ninth atomic
relationn B exists, describing overlap of the primary region and the axes-parallel
minimumm bounding box of the reference region. Sets of the atomic relations are
thenn used to describe directional information.
Inn this way, for example, the position of South America for an observer locatedd in Ecuador can be fully described by the (set of) directions 'here', north,
northeast,, east, southeast, south; see Fig. 9.4.
Relationn variables for such directional information of regions are thus naturally
setset variables. They take their value from a set of sets of constants, unlike the
relationn variables for topology and size whose domain is a set of atomic constants.
Forr each pair a, b of regions, the direction is a relation variable
DirRel[a,b]DirRel[a,b] £ P(Dir)

with

Dir = {B, N, N W , . . . , NE}

(too be read as "region a seen from region b is in . . . " ) . V denotes the power set
function.. So we have for example
Dir-Rd[south_america,, ecuador] = {B, N, NE, E, SE, S},

and

DirRe/[ecuador,south_america]] = { B } .

Integrityy Constraints
AA specific restriction on the set values that DirRel[a, b] can take, arises if a, b are
internallyy connected regions, which is often assumed. Only 218 of the 512 subsets
off Dir are then semantically possible. This knowledge can be represented in a
unaryunary integrity constraint
connectedd ( Rel [a, b])

for all {a, b} C Regions.
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Forr example, connected allows {N, NW,W} but excludes {N,S}.
Thee constraints comp and conv can be derived from studies of composition
[Skiadopouloss and Koubarakis, 2001] and converse [Cicerone and Felice, 2004] (it
iss outside of our focus whether these are the only integrity constraints needed).
Integrationn with Topology
Lett us consider linking directional information to topology. The relevant knowledgee could be expressed by rules such as
TopoRel[a,b]TopoRel[a,b] e {equal, inside, coveredby}
TopoRel[a,b\TopoRel[a,b\ € {contains, covers}

implies
implies

DirRel[a,b] = {B},
DirRel[a: b] D {B}.

Thesee rules define a linking constraint linkTopo&Djr, to be stated as
linkxoPo&Dir(( TopoRel[a, &], DirRel[a, b])
forr all regions a, b. We now have some components of a combined cardinal directionss & topology model. It can be given to any sufficiently expressive constraint
solver,, which in particular would provide constraints on set variables.
Constraintt solving with set variables is an established subject in research on
constraintt programming; it is discussed in [Gervet, 1997], for example. Many
contemporaryy constraint programming systems support set variables.

9.4.33

Cyclic Ordering of Orientations

Fromm the several formalisations of orientation information with an explicit frame
off reference, let us examine the approach to cyclic ordering of 2D orientations
off [Isli and Cohn, 2000]. Here, the spatial objects are orientations, i.e. directed
lines.. At the root of the framework is the qualitative classification of the angle
<(a,6)) between the two orientations a and b by
ee (equal)
II (left)
Or(<(a,6))== <
oo (opposite)
rr (right)

if a = 0,
if 0 < a < ? r ,
if a — ir,
if -K < a < 2TT

intoo the jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations e, l,o, r; see Fig. 9.5 for
ann illustration. For three orientations a, b, c, we now consider the triple
( O r ( < ( M ) ,, Or(<(c,6)), Or(<(c,o)) ).
Off all 4 3 triples over {e, I, o, r}, only 24 combinations are geometrically possible;
wee denote this set by Cyc; Fig. 9.6 shows three of its elements.
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Figuree 9.5: The relations e, l,o, r of a pair of orientations

Figuree 9.6: The Cyc relations Irl, lei, and rol of a triple of orientations
Suchh cyclic ordering information can be expressed within the relation variable
approachh in an array CycRel that in particular is ternary. We have thus a relation
variable e
CycRel[a,CycRel[a, b, c] G Cyc

with Cyc = {Irl, orl,..., rle}

forr every three orientations a, b, c. The integrity constraints here are
conv(( CycRel[a, b, c], CycRel[a,c, b\),
comp(( CycRel[a, b, c], CycRel[a, c, d], d], CycRel[a, b, d]),
andd a new constraint
rotate(( CycRel[a, b, c], CycRel\c, a, b]).
Detailss and definitions can be found in [Isli and Cohn, 2000].
Workingg within the relation constraint approach, Isli and Cohn construct
aa new algorithm called s^c that enforces 4-consistency [Freuder, 1978] on the
ternaryy relation constraints that correspond to CycRel. They are able to prove
thatt this algorithm decides consistency, i. e., 2D geometric feasibility, of fully specifiedd scenarios. The s^c algorithm uses exactly the information that we represent
inn the conv, comp and rotation constraints. Consequently, we can conclude that
inn our relation variable model these constraints guarantee geometric consistency.
Wee hypothesise further that s4c in the relation constraint model propagates
att most as much information as a GAC-enforcing algorithm does in our relation
variablee model. Intuitively, this should be clear: every possible reduction of a
disjunctivee constraint in the relation constraint model corresponds to a domain
reductionn of a relation variable in our model.
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Combining Cardinal Direction with Relative Orientation n

Thee exchange of information between a cardinal direction model for pairs of points
ass mentioned in Section 9.4.2 and a relative orientation model for triples of points
derivedd from the formalisation in [Freksa and Zimmermann, 1992] is studied in
[Isli,, 2003, Isli, 2004]. A rough example for the kind of reasoning that should be
facilitatedd is the following. Suppose the points a, b, c in the plane are such that
•• c is to the left of the directed line ab, and
•• b is north of a,
thenn c is south-west, west, or north-west of a and b
Thiss integration task is quite analogous to the case of combining topology and
sizee (Section 9.4.1), and so is the solution. Isli, working with relation constraints,
proposess a new algorithm for this integration issue.
Wee formulate a relation variable model. The cardinal direction subproblem
cann straightforwardly be expressed in this approach; we omit the obvious details
here.. The relative orientation subproblem leads to a model similar to that of
orientationss in the preceding section; in particular, it is based on a ternary array.
Thee arrays in the combined model are
CDirRel,CDirRel, which is an n x n array, and
ROrientRel,ROrientRel, which is an n x n x n array,
iff we assume n points.
Forr linking the two models, independent functions for both directions of the
informationn transfer are described in [Isli, 2004]. They can be transformed into
thee two constraints
WnkcD^RoiWnkcD^Roi CDirRel[a,b], CDirRel[b,c],

ROrientRel[a,b,c\),

linkcD-Ro(( ROrientRel[a,b,c], CDirRel[a,b], CDirRel[b,c], CDirRel\a,c})
onn triples of points a, 6, c.
Inn the relation constraint approach it is necessary to treat the information in
linkcD^ROO and linkcD«-RO as meta constraints. An embedding algorithm is given
inn [Isli, 2004]. This algorithm moreover integrates a variant of the s4c algorithm
off [Isli and Cohn, 2000] and a path-consistency algorithm.
Usingg relation variables, it suffices to state the constraints and provide a
genericc GAC-enforcing algorithm. Also, by taking into account the semantics,
forr a given triple of points, the first constraint linkCD_RO should just be the restrictionn of the second constraint linkcD^RO in which the variable CDirRel[a,c]
iss projected away. The former constraint is then redundant, and we end up with
onee linking constraint
\\nkcn&Ro{\\nkcn&Ro{ ROrientRel[a,b,c], CDirRel[a,b], CDirRel[b,c], CDirRel[a,c\).
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Onn the grounds that both the relation variable and the relation constraint
approachh are based on the same semantic information, for one embedded in an
algorithm,, for the other in constraints, we conclude that both accept exactly the
samee point configuration scenarios.

9.4.55

Object Variables and Array Constraints

Inn the relation variable model, spatial objects are denoted by constants. An object
variable,variable, whose domain is the set of object constants, has thus a different meaning
heree than in the relation constraint approach. This issue is best demonstrated
byy an example. Suppose we wish to identify two regions among all given regions
suchh that
•• the first is smaller than the second, and
•• they are disconnected or externally connected.
Wee use topological and size information as formalised as in Section 9.4.1, so we
havee arrays SizeRel and TopoRel recording the qualitative relations. Let Regions
bee the set of the n region constants. We define
regionn variables X\, x2
whosee domain is the set Regions. They are constrained by
SizeRel[xSizeRel[x11,x,x22]] = (<),
TopoRel[xTopoRel[xuuxx22]] e {DC, EC}.
CC is a constraint on the variables X\,x2 and on all size relation variables in the
arrayy SizeRel. Namely, region constants r\,r2 £ Regions must be assigned to
X\,xX\,x22 such that the selected relation variable SizeRel\ri,r2] is assigned a '<'.
Thiss constraint is an array constraint, which we study in Chapter 8.

9.55

Implementation

Too examine the feasibility of the relation variable approach, we implemented
itt in ECL'PS 6 . Specifically, we deal with topology, size, their integration, and
thee cardinal directions. Constraint propagation of all constraints is realised by
membershipp rules that establish generalised arc-consistency.
Thee implementation also incorporates the specialised heuristics for reasoning
withh RCC-8 [Ligozat, 1998] and the cardinal directions [Renz and Nebel, 2001].
Notee that these techniques are heuristics, not decision procedures, in our context.
Withh relation variables, they fall into the customary class of variable and value

(C)
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orderingg heuristics in constraint programming search. Our experience is that the
usee of these heuristics massively reduces the solving time.
Thee implementation is used in Example 9.4.1; it is also the basis of the implementationn of dynamic spatial reasoning which we discuss in Chapter 10.

9.66

Final Remarks

Wee discussed here an alternative formulation of qualitative spatial reasoning problemss as constraint satisfaction problems. Contrary to the conventional approach,
wee model qualitative relations as variables. Uncertain relational information is
naturallyy expressed by variables with domains; consistency of this information is
naturallyy expressed by static constraints. The propagation of these constraints is
aa well-understood issue in constraint programming; corresponding generic algorithmss are provided by many constraint solving systems; also membership rules
cann be used to that end.
Whilee the principle of the relation variable approach has been described earlier,, for instance for modelling qualitative temporal reasoning, the advantages
off applying it to QSR, especially for integration tasks, have so far very rarely
beenn realised. We argued that several algorithms that are custom-designed
forr integrating spatial aspects become redundant if a relation variable model
andd a generic GAC-establishing constraint propagation algorithm is used: the
BIPATH-CONSISTENCYY algorithm of [Gerevini and Renz, 2002], the $4c algorithm
off [Isli and Cohn, 2000], the algorithm combining s4c and a path-consistency algorithmm of [Isli, 2004].
Wee showed how the relation variable approach can accommodate compositee qualitative relations as investigated in [Cicerone and Felice, 2004,
Skiadopouloss and Koubarakis, 2001] with the help of set variables and constraints.. Extending or combining a relation variable model often consists only
inn defining appropriate constraints, contrary to what is the case in the relation
constraintt approach where new algorithms must be designed.
Finally,, let us remark that the strictly declarative model obtained within the
relationn variable approach can be solved by any sufficiently expressive CSP solver.
Thiss includes typical CP systems based on search and propagation, but for instancee also solvers based on local search.

Chapterr 10

Qualitativee Simulation

10.11

Introduction

QualitativeQualitative simulation deals with the reasoning about possible evolutions in time
off the models capturing qualitative information. One assumes that time is discretee and that at each stage only changes adhering to some desired format can
occur.. [Kuipers, 2001] discusses qualitative simulation in the first framework,
whilee qualitative spatial simulation is considered in [Cui et al., 1992].
Thee aim of this chapter is to show how qualitative simulation in the second approachh to qualitative reasoning (exemplified by qualitative temporal and spatial
reasoning)) can be naturally captured by means of temporal logic and constraint
satisfactionn problems modelled according to the relation variable approach. The
resultingg framework allows us to describe various complex forms of behaviour, for
examplee a simulation of a throw of a ball into a box, a simulation of the movementss of a discus thrower, or a solution to a piano movers problem. The relevant
constraintss are formulated using a variant of linear temporal logic with both past
andd future temporal operators. Once such temporal formulas are translated into
thee customary constraints, standard techniques of constraint programming can be
usedd to generate the appropriate simulations and to answer various queries about
them.. To support this claim, we implemented this approach in the ECLIPS6
programmingg system and discuss here experiments.

10.22

Simulation Constraints

10.2.11

Intra-state Constraints

Too describe formally qualitative simulations, we define first intra-state and interstatee constraints. A qualitative simulation is then a CSP that consists of 'stages'
thatt all satisfy the intra-state constraints. Moreover, this CSP satisfies the interstatee constraints that link variables appearing in various stages.
157 7
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coveredd by

Figuree 10.1: The neighbourhood relation for the RCC-8 relations
Forr presentational reasons, we restrict ourselves from now on to simple binary
qualitativee relations (e.g., topology, size). This is no fundamental limitation;
thee principles we outline extend easily to the non-binary case (e.g., the ternary
orientationn relation).
Wee assume that we have at our disposal
•• a finite set of qualitative relations Q, with a special element denoting the
relationn of an object to itself,
•• the integrity constraints in a relation variable model, such as a ternary
compositioncomposition relation comp and a binary converse relation conv,
•• a neighbourhood relation neighbour between the elements of Q that describes
whichh 'atomic' changes in the qualitative relations are admissible.
10.2.1.. EXAMPLE. Take the qualitative spatial reasoning with topology introducedd in [Egenhofer, 1991] and [Cui et al., 1992], and discussed in Section 9.2.
Thee set of qualitative relations is the set RCC8, i. e.,
QQ = {disjoint, meet, equal, covers, coveredby, contains, inside, overlap}.

Thee composition and converse relations are given in Figures 9.2 and 9.3.
Thee neighbourhood relation is depicted in Figure 10.1. We assume here that
duringg the simulation the objects can change their size. If we wish to disallow
thiss possibility, then the pairs (equal, coveredby), (equal, covers), (equal, inside),
(equal,, contains) and their converses should be excluded from the above neighbourhoodd relation.
D
Wee fix now a sequence O of objects of interest. By a qualitative array we
meann a two-dimensional array Q on O x Ö such that
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•• for each pair of objects A, B € Ö, Q[A,B] is a variable with the domain
includedd in Q,
•• the integrity constraints hold on Q, so for each triple of objects A,B,C the
followingg intrastate constraints are satisfied:
—— reflexivity: Q[A, A] = equal,
—— transposition: conv(<3[A,B],<5[B, A]),
—— composition: comp(Q[A,B],<3[B, C],Q[A,C]).
Eachh qualitative array determines a unique CSP. Its variables are Q[A, B], with
AA and B ranging over the sequence of the assumed objects O. The domains of
thesee variables are appropriate subsets of Q. In what follows we represent each
stagee t of a simulation by a CSP Vt uniquely determined by a qualitative array
QQtt.. Here t is a variable ranging over the set of natural numbers that represents
discretee time. Instead of <5t[A,B] we write Q[k,B,t], which reflects that, in fact,
wee deal with a ternary array.

10.2.22

Inter-state Constraints

Too describe the inter-state constraints we use as atomic formulas statements of
thee form
Q[A,B]] ? q,
wheree ? G i—,'/2} and q £ Q, and 'true', and employ a temporal logic with four
temporall operators,
OO
OO
DD
UU

(next time),
(eventually),
(from now on), and
(until),

andd their 'past' counterparts, O - 1 , O - 1 , D" 1 and S (since). While it is known
thatt past time operators can be eliminated, their use results in more succinct
(andd in our case more intuitive) specifications, see, e. g., [Markey et al., 2002].
Wee use as inter-state constraints formulas of the form <f> —> O^?, where 0 containss only the past time operators and tp contains only the future time operators.
Bothh <f> and ip are built out of atomic formulas using propositional connectives,
andd temporal operators of the appropriate kind. Intuitively, at each time instance
t,t, each interstate constraint <j) —> OV> links the 'past' CSP Ui=o^* w ^ n t n e m "
ture'' CSP Ui=t+i ^t) where tm&x is the fixed maximum length of the simulation.
Soo we interpret <f> in the interval [0..t], and ip in the interval [t + 1.. t m a x ].
Wee explain the meaning of a past or future temporal formula 4> with respect
too the underlying spatial array Q in an interval [s..t], for which we stipulate s ^ t.
Wee write \=[s..t\ <fr to express that <f> holds in the interval.
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Propositionedd connectives. These axe defined as expected, in particular independentlyy of the 'past' or 'future' aspect of the formula.
\=[\=[88..t]..t] true
\=[s..t]\=[s..t] ^0
\=[\=[ss..t\..t\ 0i V

true,
if not |=[s..f] (f),
if \=[a..t] fa or f=[a..t] fa.

fa

Conjunctionn fa A fa and implication fa —• 02 are defined analogously.
F u t u r ee formulas. Intuitively, we are at the lower bound of the time interval
andd move only forward in time.
Q[A,B]?
\=[a..t \=[a..t

?

iff Q\A,B,s]?c

O0 0
\=[a..t \=[a..t
Ni»..*: :

iff
iff
iff
iff

\=[s..t \=[s..t
XU0
\=[a..t \=[a..t

0

where

?e{=,^},

\=[r..t\ 0 and r = 5 + 1, r ^ £,
\=[r..t] 0 for all r € [s..i],
|=M] 0 for some r G [s..£],
\=[r..t] 0 for some r € [s..t]
andd |=(«..t] X f° r a ll w £ [s .. r - 1].

P a s tt formulas. Wee are here at the upper bound of the time interval and move
backward. .
Q[A,B]?c Q[A,B]?c
iff Q[A,B,t]?c
where ? G { = , ^ } ,
\=[a..t \=[a..t
iff
iff
iff
iff

\=[a..t \=[a..t
\=[s..t \=[s..t

h[a..t h[a..t
XS0 0
Hs..t Hs..t

\=\a..r\<f> and r — t— 1,5 ^ r,
(=[*..r] 0 for all r €. [s..t],
h[s-r] 0 for some r 6 [s.i],
(=[*..r] 0 for some r e [s.i]
andd \=[u..t] X for all u € [r + 1 .. t\.

Observee here that the formula Q[k, B] Iq is interpreted in two ways, depending
onn whether it is in the 'past' or in the 'future'.
Wee also use the following abbreviations,
Q[A,B]] € {gi, . . . , & }

for

(Q[A,B] =

9l)

Q[A,B]] $ {qu ...,qk}

for

(Q[A,B] ^ ft) A ... A (Q[A,B] ^ ft).

V . . . V (Q[A,B] = qk),

and d
Furthermore,, we use bounded quantification to abbreviate the following cases of
disjunctionss and conjunctions, i.e.,
VA€€ {ou...,ok}.

0(A)

for

fao^)

A . . . A faok),

and d
3AA <G {oi,..., ofc}. 0(A)

for

0( Ol ) V . . . V 0(ofc).

Ass usual, in 0(A), A denotes a placeholder (free variable), and 0(oi) is obtained
byy replacing A in all its occurrences by o,.
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Examples for Inter-state Constraints

Lett us now illustrate the syntax of inter-state constraints by examples. We begin
withh some 'domain independent' inter-state constraints.
Atomicc changes. In each transition only 'atomic' changes can occur. Given
ann element q of Q, we define
neighh bour(<?) = {a \ (q,a) e neighbour}.
Soo neighbour(g) is the set of the qualitative relations that are in the conceptual
neighbourhoodd of relation q. The above inter-state constraint is then formalised
ass the set of formulas
Q[A,B]] = q -> OQ[A,B] € {q} U neighbour^),
withh A, B ranging over the sequence O of considered objects, and q ranging over
thee set of relations Q.
Non-circularity.. No looping happens during the simulation. This is formalised
ass the set of the following formulas
(VA,, B € O. Q[k, B] - q{k, B)) -> O • 3k, B € O. Q[k, B] ^ q(k, B),
wheree q is a mapping of the pairs A, B to Q. If we drop D here, we formalise
thee perpetual change inter-state constraint stating that in each transition some
changee takes place.
Next,, we provide examples of 'domain dependent' inter-state constraints.
Phagocytosis.. (Taken from [Cui et al., 1992].) As soon as an amoeba has absorbedd a food particle, the food remains inside the amoeba. This inter-state
constraintt is formalised as:
Q[food,Q[food, amoeba] — coveredby —> ODQ[Food, amoeba] ^ overlap.
Notee that in presence of the intra-state neighbourhood relation depicted in
Fig.. 10.2 and used when the objects do not change the size, it is sufficient to
postulatee that
Q[food,Q[food, amoeba] = coveredby —• OQ[food, amoeba] ^ overlap.
Indeed,, by the form of this neighbourhood relation, if for some t we have
Q[food,Q[food, amoeba, t] = coveredby, then the situation Q[food, amoeba, t'] = overlap
forr some t' > t could only happen if Q[food, amoeba, t' — 1] = coveredby.
Wee consider a model of phagocytosis in detail in Section 10.5.2.
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Figuree 10.2: An alternative neighbourhood relation for the RCC-8 relations
Balll in a box. Suppose we wish to model that, if some ball is outside some
box,, it will eventually be inside the box (i.e., inside or coveredby). Afterwards it
willl remain in the box, though may change its shape. This can be described by
thee following formulas:
Q[ball,Q[ball, box] = disjoint —> 0<>Q[ball, box] 6 {inside, coveredby},
Q\ball,Q\ball, box] e {inside, coveredby} —>
OOQ[ball,OOQ[ball, box] e {inside, coveredby, equal}.
Ass in the previous example, if we assume that the objects do not change their
size,, that is, use the neighbourhood relation defined in Figure 10.2, then we can
replacee the second formula by a simpler one,
Q\baU,Q\baU, box] e {inside, coveredby} —• OQ[ball, box] =fi overlap.
Rotations.. As soon as an object A starts moving around B, it continues to
movee in the same direction (either clockwise or counterclockwise). To formalise
thiss constraint, we use qualitative reasoning about the cardinal directions
Dirr = {N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, EQ}
withh the obvious meaning (EQ is the identity relation). [Ligozat, 1998] provides
thee composition table for this form of qualitative reasoning. We introduce a
relationn movecw (move clockwise):
movecwmovecw = { (N, NE)(NE, E), (E,SE), (SE, S),
(S,SW),(SW,W),(W,NW),(NW,N)) },
andd use neighbour' = movecw U mcwe<5w as the neighbourhood relation (where
moveermoveer describes counterclockwise moves). The above inter-state constraint is
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noww formalised by the set of formulas
0 p A O - 11 (-•&» S(0 Q A C r 1 ^ ) ) -> <^pU0Q,
wheree 4>^\ denotes Q[A, B] — Rel and (P, Q) ranges over neighbour'.
Navigation.. A ship is required to navigate around three buoys along a specified
course.. The position of the buoys are fixed (Fig. 10.3). We have the permanent
invariants s
Q(buoyQ(buoyaa,buoy,buoycc)) = NW,
Q(buoy a ,, buoyb) = SW,
Q(buoyQ(buoybb,, buoyc) = NW.
Objectss occupy different spaces
VA,, B € O. A ^ B -> Q(A, B) / EQ.
Thee initial position of the ship is south of buoya,
Q{ship,Q{ship, buoya) = S.
Thee ship is required to follow a path around the buoys. We specify
0(Q[ship,0(Q[ship, buoyA] = W A
0(Q[ship,0(Q[ship, buoyB] — N A
0(Q[ship,0(Q[ship, buoyc] = E A
0(Q[ship,buoy0(Q[ship,buoycc}}

=S

)))),

too hold at the interval [0 .. tmax\. A tour of 14 steps exists; in Fig. 10.3, the
positionss required to be visited are marked with bold circles.
Discuss thrower. A discus thrower (T) makes three full rotations before releasingg the disc (D) in northern direction. To specify this behaviour we use spatial
reasoningg combined with the reasoning about the cardinal directions, see Sectionn 9.4.2. We model it here as follows. For each pair of objects A, B we assume
thatt Q[A, B] C RCC8 x Dir, andd adopt the Cartesian products of the corresponding
neighbourhoodd and composition tables. To these intranstate constraints, we add
thee necessary aspect-linking constraints. Next, given the formulas 0 and x w e
definee by induction a sequence of formulas pi as follows:
popo = 4> A O ^ D " 1 * ,
ppk+lk+l = <j) A
0~x{xSpk).
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Figuree 10.3: Navigation path
Notee that when x implies -i<^>, the formula pk implies that 4> is true now and has
beenn true precisely at k time instances in the past. So we can formalise the above
requirementt using the formula
Pi Pi

o(0U</,), ,

where e
4>4> =

Q[T,D}

= (meet,N),

X ==

Q[T,D]

e {(meet, d) \de

tptp =

Q[T,D]

= (disjoint, N).

10.33

Dir - {N} },

and

Temporal Formulas as Constraints

Wee need to explain how a temporal formula is imposed as a constraint on the
sequencee of CSPs that represent the spatial arrays at consecutive times. We reducee the formula (inter-state constraint) into a conjunction of simple constraints,
eliminatingg the temporal operators in the process.
Too be more precise, let us assume a temporal formula 4> —> Oip. Recall that <fi
containss only 'past' time operators and ip contains only 'future' time operators.
Givenn a CSP [_}i=. Pi, we show how the past temporal logic formula cf> translates to
aa constraint cons~([s..t], <f>), and how a future temporal logic formula ij) translates
too a constraint cons+([s..t],V'), both on the variables of (Ji=g^V
Wee give first a simple translation based on unfolding, and then an alternative
translationn that employs array constraints.
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Unfolding Translation

Too deal with disjunctive formulas in a target constraint language of only conjunctionss of constraints, which is the typical case, we assume that the language has
Booleann constraints and reified versions of some simple comparison and arithmeticc constraints. For example, (x — y) = b is a reified equality constraint, b is
aa Boolean variable reflecting the truth of the constraint x = y.
Wee denote by cons([s..t], <f>) = b the sequence of constraints representing that
thee formula 4> has truth value b at interval [s..t]. The 'past' or 'future' aspect of
aa formula is indicated by a marker ~~ or + , resp., when relevant. The translation
off 4> is initiated by the call cons{[s..t],<j>) = 1 (where 5 ^ t), and we proceed by
inductionn as follows.
Translationn for 'future' formulas.
conscons++([s..t],([s..t], true) = biss
++

conscons ([s..t],([s..t], -«pi) = biss

b — 1,
6' = -!&,
conscons++([s..t},4>)([s..t},4>) = &',

conscons++([s..t],([s..t], 4>\ V <f>
b V b2) = b,
iss2) =(bi
conscons++([s..t],(pi)([s..t],(pi) = &i,
conscons++([s..t},<f)([s..t},<f)22)) = b2,
cons+{[s..t],Q[A,cons+{[s..t],Q[A,
c) = b
issB}?{Q[A,B,s]lc)
++

conscons

([s. .t},0(f>) = b

iss

= b where

?e{=,^},

(&i A b2) = b,
{s+l^t){s+l^t)
= bu
( s + ll = r) = &!,
conscons++([r..t},<f>)([r..t},<f>) = b2,

i ss = b
conscons++([s..t],U4>)([s..t],U4>)
(Are,..tM = &>
conscons++([r..t],(p)([r..t],(p) = br for all r G [s..t],
++
i ss
conscons ([s..t],0<f>)([s..t],0<f>)
=(\/r€s..t
b br) = ^

conscons++([r..t],4>)([r..t],4>) = br for all r 6 [s..t],
conscons++([s..t),([s..t), x U <f>) = b
iss cons+{[r..t],<j>V x AO(xU</>)) = br.
Translationn for 'past' formulas. The definition of cons~([s.,t],4>) = b is entirelyy symmetric to that of cons+([s..t],(f>) = b except for the backward perspective.. So we have
ams-([s..t],Q[A,B]?c)ams-([s..t],Q[A,B]?c)
11

=b

is

(Q[A, B,t] ?c) = b where

cons^([s..t],0~cons^([s..t],0~ 4>)4>) = b
is (b\ A b2) = b,
(s^t-l)(s^t-l)
= bu
(r(r = t-l) = bu
cons~([s..r],4>)cons~([s..r],4>) = b2.

? e {=,
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Thee remaining cases are defined analogously, and we omit them here.
Observee that the interval bounds s, t in cons([s..t], 4>) = b are always constants
withh s ^ t. The formula \ U (j> is unfolded into an equivalent disjunction, by
XXU<t>U<t>

=

0 V

XAO(xU0).

Wee do not deal specially with the bounded quantifiers V, 3. They are simply
expandedd into conjunctions and disjunctions.

10.3.22

Array Translation

Thiss alternative translation avoids the potentially large disjunctive constraints
causedd by the O and U operators. The idea is to push disjunctive information
intoo variable domains. Take the example
OQ[A,B]=q OQ[A,B]=q
att the interval [r..s]. It can be translated into a single array constraint
Q[A,B,x]=q Q[A,B,x]=q

withh the fresh variable x whose domain is the set of time points [r..s]. We study
propagationn of such array constraints in Chapter 8.
AA complication arises when negation is used: just negating the associated
truthh value is now incorrect. Consider -OQ[A, B] = q whose translation would
bee that a m e \f--s] exists such that <p does not hold. We therefore avoid negation.. A formula is first transformed into negation normal form (NNF). NNF
cann be obtained by using some identities, in particular the following on temporal
operators. .
10.3.1.. FACT.
-0<p -0<p
==

==
~u<t> ~u<t>
^D4> ^D4>==

(XU0) ) ==

•-&
O-0,
O true —*• O - K / I ,

(-0) U (-x A -H0) V D-.0.

(10.1) )
(10.2) )
(10.3) )
(10.4) )

P R O O F .. Identities (10.1) and (10.2) are trivial. For (10.3), note that ~0<p is alwayss true in the unit interval [s..s] independent of <f>. The construction O true —> ip
requiress then ip only on intervals s..t with s < t.
Forr (10.4), see the proof given in [Huth and Ryan, 1999, p. 197] of an equivalentt identity between formulas in the temporal logic LTL. While the temporal
logicc that we employ here is not LTL (one essential difference being the interpretationn of the O operator at unit intervals), the structure of the proof carries over
directlyy in this instance.
D
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Heree is the array translation of NNF formulas. Only the cases different from
thee unfolding translation are presented, except for negation which is deleted. We
onlyy present the translation of 'future' formulas; the case of 'past' formulas is
analogous. .
cons+([s..t],cons+([s..t], D0) = 6

cons+([s..£],O0)) = b

is

is

cons+([s..t], 4> A (OT - • OD0) = 6,

s ^ r, r ^ t,
conscons++([r..t],(f))([r..t],(f)) = b,

conscons++([s..t],([s..t], x U 0) = b
is (&i A (62 V 63)) = b,
ss < r, r < t,
cons+([r..£],0)) = &i,
(s(s = r) = b2,
ss < u, u ^ r,
(uu = r - 1) = 63,
con5+([s..u],Dx)) = 63.
Thee interval end points s,t in eons([s..£],0) are now variables. But observe
thatt the invariant s ^ t is always maintained. D0 is unfolded into the formula
0A(Otrue^OD0). .
10.3.2.. EXAMPLE. Let us compare the alternative translations using a simplified
versionn of a formula from the earlier navigation domain (p. 163), namely
(f>(f> =

O (Q [ship, buoy] = E A OQ[ship, buoy] = S).

Wee consider for both translations the sequence of constraints cons+([l..n],4>), for
aa constant n. To add readability, we abbreviate
0ii =
022 =

(Q[ship, buoy] = E),
{Q[ship, buoy] = S);

soo we inspect cons+([l..n],0(<fii AO02))Unfoldingg translation.

We obtain in the first translation step

&iV...V6 n , ,
coras+([l..n],, 0i AO02) = hi,
cons + ([n..n],0ii AO02) = bn.
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Eventually,, this becomes
hh V ... V bn,

(Q[ship,(Q[ship, buoy, 1] = E) = bu
&ii = bn V ... V 62n,
(Q[ship,(Q[ship, buoy, 1] = S) = blu
(Q[ship,(Q[ship, buoy, n] = S) = bln,
(Q[ship,(Q[ship, buoy,n - 1] = E) = 6 n -i,
bn-lbn-l

— ^7i-l,n-l V

bn-i:U,

{Q[ship,{Q[ship, buoy,n - 1] = S) = &™_I,T«-I,
(QJship,, buoy,n] = S) = 6n_i,n,
(Q[siijp,, buoy, n] = E) = bn,
(Q[siip,, buoy, n]=S)=
Theree are n + ^27=1 * ~ n ( n + ^)/2
equalityy constraints.
A r r a yy translation.
l ^ n ,, ri^n,

bnn.
new

Boolean variables, and as many reined

We have first
coTw([ri..n],^iAO0 2 ),

and d
11 ^ n , n ^ n, Q[ship, buoy,ri] = E, r1 ^ r2, r 2 ^ n, cons([r2..n],0)
inn the next step. Finally, the result is
11 ^ n , ri ^ n, Q[siiip, buqy,ri] = E,
ri^rri^r22,,
r2^ n, Q[ship, buoy,r2] = S,
hencee two new variables ri,r 2 , two array constraints, and one inequality constraintt (if we view unary inequality constraints such as 1 ^ T\ as simple domain
reductions). .
Ass anecdotal evidence that the array translation can lead to substantially
betterr performance, reconsider the full navigation example from Section 10.2.3,
pagee 163. The runtimes in our implementation (to be detailed below) are 2.6 sec
withh the unfolding translation and 0.4 sec with the array translation, so we observe
aa speedup roughly of factor 6 in this case.
D
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Quantification over Objects

Thee principle of using a variable index in an array constraint instead of an unfoldingg disjunctive translation can be applied to bounded existential quantification
ass well. Recall that we defined
3AA G O'. 0(A)

to abbreviate

\/ <f>{o).
oeo' oeo'
Insteadd of unfolding, we translate this using a new variable, i. e.,
conscons++([s..t],([s..t], 3k € ö'.(f){k)) = b

is

xk <E O', cons+{[s..t]y<f>(xA)) = b.

xxkk is a fresh object variable ranging over Ö'.
10.3.3.. EXAMPLE. Consider again the naval navigation domain, this time with
aa set S of ships. Let us specify that a state exists in which at least one ship is
positionedd south-east of the buoy. We formalise
3ss € S. OQ[s, buoy] = SE.
Thee translation at [l..n] into array constraints is the single constraint
Q[s,Q[s, buoy, r] = SE,
overr two newly introduced variables s G S and r € [l..n]. The unfolding translation,, in contrast, produces n • \S\ reified constraints.
D

10.44

Simulations

Byy a qualitative simulation we mean a finite or infinite sequence
VSVS =

(VQ,VU...)

off CSPs such that for each chosen inter-state constraint cf> —• 0^> we have
-- if VS is finite with u elements, for alHo € [0 .. u - 1], t = tmax
-- if VS is infinite, for all t0 ^ 0, t ^ t0 + 1
thee constraint
cons([0cons([0 .. t0],(p) —> cons([tQ + 1.. t],ip)
iss satisfied by the CSP U' = 0 Pi. So at each stage of the qualitative simulation we
relatee its past (and presence) to its future using the chosen inter-state constraints.
Considerr an initial situation X = Vo and a final situation Tx determined by
aa qualitative array of the form Qx, where # is a variable ranging over the set of
naturall numbers (possible time instances). We are interested then in a number
off problems. First, we would like to find whether a simulation exists that starts
inn X and reaches JF(j where t is the number of steps. If one exists, then we may
bee interested in computing a shortest one, or in computing all such simulations.
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Simulatejj • spatial array Q, state constraints, tmax >—> solution
t:=0 t:=0
VSVS := <}
whilee t < tmax do
VtVt := create CSP from Qt and impose intra-state constraints
VSVS := append Vt to VS and impose inter-state constraints
(VS,(VS, failure) := prop(P<S)
iff not failure then
VS'VS' :— VS with final state constraint imposed on Vt
(solution,(solution, success) := so\ve(VS')
iff success then return solution
end d
<< : = t + 1
end d
returnn 0

/ indicating failure
Figuree 10.4: The simulation algorithm

Simulationn algorithm. The algorithm given in Figure 10.4 provides a solution
too the first two problems in presence of the non-circularity constraint. We employ
heree four auxiliary procedures, i.e., create, append, prop and solve, that are used
ass follows.
•• The call to create sets up a new CSP Vt uniquely determined by the qualitativee array Qt, in which for all objects A,B the domain of the variable Qt[A,B]
equalsequals the set of relations Q. The intra-state constraints are imposed.
•• The call to append attaches a CSP to the end of a sequence of CSPs.
Forr each inter-state constraint (f> —> Oi/> and s 6 [0..t] the constraint
cons~([0..s\,(j))cons~([0..s\,(j)) —• cons+([s + l..t],ijj) is generated.
•• The call prop("P<S) for a sequence of CSPs VS — VQ, ..., Vt performs propagationn of the intra-state and inter-state constraints
Iff the outcome of the constraint propagation is an inconsistent CSP, the
valuee false is returned in failure. An inconsistency can arise if for some
valuee of t the inter-state constraints are unsatisfiable.
•• The call so\ve(VS) for a sequence of CSPs of the form Vi checks if there is
aa solution to the CSP formed by their union on which the assumed interstatee constraints are imposed. If so, a solution, i.e., an instantiation of the
variabless of the listed CSPs, and true is returned, otherwise (0,false).
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BB
Figuree 10.5: A piano movers problem
Wee use the constant £max equal to the number of different qualitative arrays, i. e.,
^maxx = | ö | • (|ö| — 1) • 21 s ' - 1 . If the desired simulation exists, the above algorithm
findsfinds a shortest one and outputs it in the variable solution.
10.4.1..

EXAMPLE.

Consider the following version of the piano movers problem.

Theree are three rooms, the living room (L), the study room (S) and
thee bedroom (B), and the corridor (C). Inside the study room there
iss a piano (P) and inside the living room a table (T); see Figure 10.5.
Movee the piano to the living room and the table to the study room
assumingg that none of the rooms and the corridor are large enough
too contain at the same time the piano and the table. Additionally,
ensuree that the piano and the table at no time will touch each other.
Too formalise this problem we first describe the initial situation by means of
thee following formulas:
A)) =
hh
hh

=

disjointt A <5[B,S] = disjoint A Q[L,S] = disjoint,
meett A Q[C,L] = meet A Q[C,S] = meet,
Q[P,S]] = inside A Q[T,L] = inside.
Q[B,L]

Q[C.B]

Wee assume that initially <t>o,<fii> a n d <j>2 hold, i.e., the constraints
cons~([0cons~([0 .. Ö\,(j>o), cons~~([0..0},(f>i) and cons~([O..O],02) are present in the initial
situationn J.
Below,, given a formula <j>, by an invariant built out of 4> we mean the formula
4>4> —> OD0. Further, we call a room or a corridor a 'space' and abbreviate the
subsett of objects {B, C, L, S} to <S. We now stipulate as the inter-state constraints
thee invariants built out of the following formulas:
•• the relations between the rooms, and between the rooms and the corridor,
doo not change:
<po<po A c/>i,
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•• at all times, the piano and the table do not fill completely any space:
Vse<S.. [Q[P,s] ^ equal A Q[T,s} / equal),

•• together, the piano and the table do not fit into any space. More precisely,
att each time, at most one of these two objects can be within any space:
Vss G S. -i(Q[P,s]

e {inside, coveredby} A Q[T,5] € {inside, covered by}),

•• at all time instances the piano and the table do not touch each other:
<2[P,T]] = disjoint.

Thee final situation is simply captured by the following constraint:
Q\P,L]Q\P,L] = inside

A

Q[T,S] = inside.

DD

10.55

Implementation and Case Studies

Wee produced an implementation of the simulation algorithm in Fig. 10.4 and
thee two translations of temporal formulas to constraints given in Section 10.3. It
consistss of about 1500 lines of ECL!PSe code. To test its usefulness we conducted
severall case studies, of which we report two in the following sections. In both
cases,, the solutions were found in a few seconds.

10.5.11

Piano Movers Problem

Thee first report concerns the piano movers problem as formalised in Examplee 10.4.1. Remarkably, the interaction with our program revealed in the first
placee that our initial formalisation was incomplete. For example, the program
alsoo generated solutions in which the piano is moved not through the corridor but
'throughh the walls', as it were.
Too avoid such solutions we added to the original intra-state constraints the
followingg ones (recall that S stands for the set {B, C, L, S}):
•• each space is too small to be 'touched' (met) or 'overlapped' by the piano
andd the table at the same time:
Vss e S. -i (Q[s, P] e {overlap, meet} A Q[s,T] e {overlap, meet}),

•• if the piano or the table overlaps with one space s, then it also overlaps
withh some other space s', such that $ and s' touch each other:
VseS.VseS.

Vo€ {P,T}.

(<5[s,, o] = overlap —• 3s' € S. {Q[s\ o] = overlap A Q[s, s'] = meet)),
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•• if the piano overlaps with one space, then it does not touch any space, and
equallyy the table:
Vss € S. Vo 6 {P, T}. (Q[s, o] = overlap -> Vs' £ S. Q[s', o] ^ meet),

•• both the piano and the table can touch at most one space at a time:
Vs,s'€<S.. V o e {P,T}.
(Q[s,, o] = meet A Q[s', o] = meet —• Q[s, s'] = equal).

Afterr these additions, our program generated the shortest solution in the form
off a simulation of length 12. In this solution the bedroom is used as a temporary
storagee for the table. Interestingly, the table is not moved completely into the
bedroom:: at a certain moment it only overlaps with the bedroom.

10.5.22

Phagocytosis

Thee second example deals with the simulation of phagocytosis; specifically, an
amoebaa absorbing a food particle. This problem is discussed in [Cui et al., 1992].
Wee quote:
Eachh amoeba is credited with vacuoles (being fluid spaces) containing
eitherr enzymes or food which the animal has digested. The enzymes
aree used by the amoeba to break down the food into nutrient and
waste.. This is done by routing the enzymes to the food vacuole.
Uponn contact the enzyme and food vacuoles fuse together and the
enzymess merge into the fluid containing the food. After breaking
downn the food into nutrient and waste, the nutrient is absorbed into
thee amoeba's protoplasm, leaving the waste material in the vacuole
readyy to be expelled. The waste vacuole passes to the exterior of the
protozoan'ss (i.e., amoeba's) body, which opens up, letting the waste
materiall pass out of the amoeba and into its environment.
Too fit it into our framework, we slightly simplified the problem representation
inn our approach by not allowing for objects to be added or removed during the
simulation. .
Inn this problem, we have six objects, amoeba, nucleus, enzyme, vacuole,
nutrientnutrient and waste. The initial situation is described by means of the followingg constraints:
Q[amoeba,, nutrient] = disjoint,
QQ[amoeba,[amoeba, waste] = disjoint,
Q[nutrient,Q[nutrient, waste] = equal.
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Further,, we have the intra-state constraints
Q[enzyme,Q[enzyme, amoeba] — inside,
Q[vacuole,Q[vacuole, amoeba] € {inside, covered by},
QQ[vacuole,[vacuole, enzyme] € {disjoint, meet, overlap, covers},
Q[nucleus,Q[nucleus, vacuole] £ {disjoint, meet},
Q\nucleus,Q\nucleus, enzyme] € {disjoint, meet},
QlnucleuSjQlnucleuSj amoeba] = inside,
andd the inter-state constraints,
Q[nutrient,Q[nutrient, amoeba] = meet —• O Q[nutrient, amoeba] — overlap,
Q[nutrient,Q[nutrient, amoeba] £ {inside, coveredby, overlap} —•
00 Q[nutrient, amoeba] £ {inside, coveredby}.
Wee model the splitting up of the food into nutrient and waste material by
Q[nutrient,Q[nutrient, waste] = equal
Q[nutrient,Q[nutrient, vacuoie] — inside A
Q[enzyme,Q[enzyme, nutrient] — overlap A
Q[enzyme,Q[enzyme, waste] = overlap
OQ[nutrient,OQ[nutrient, waste] = overlap
VV
OQ[nutrient,OQ[nutrient, waste] — equal
VV
OO Q[nutrient, waste] ^ equal.
Wee use here the dotted operators to express if-then-else, i. e.
aa A 6 V c

=

(a —> 6) A (~>a —> c).

Thee final situation is described by means of the constraints
QQ[amoeba,[amoeba, waste] = disjoint,
QQ[amoeba,[amoeba,nutrient]nutrient] £ {contains,covers}.
Ourr program generated a solution that consists of 9 steps.

10.6.10.6. Final Remarks
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Thee most common approach to qualitative simulation is the one discussed in
[Kuipers,, 1994, chapter 5]. For a recent overview see [Kuipers, 2001]. It is based
onn a qualitative differential equation model (QDE) in which one abstracts from
thee usual differential equations by reasoning about a finite set of symbolic values
(calledd landmark values). The resulting algorithm, called QSIM, constructs the
treee of possible evolutions by repeatedly constructing the successor states. During
thiss process, CSPs are generated and solved.
Thiss approach is best suited to simulate evolution of physical systems. A
standardd example is a simulation of the behaviour of a bath tub with an open
drainn and constant input flow. The resulting constraints are usually equations
betweenn the relevant variables and lend themselves naturally to a formalisation usingg CLP(FD), see [Bratko, 2001, chapter 20] and [Bandelj et al., 2002]. The limitedd expressiveness of this approach was overcome in [Brajnik and Clancy, 1998],
wheree branching time temporal logic was used to describe the relevant constraints
onn the possible evolutions (called 'trajectories' there). This leads to a modified
versionn of the QSIM algorithm in which model checking is repeatedly used.
Ourr approach is inspired by the qualitative spatial simulation studied in
[Cuii et al., 1992], the main features of which are captured by the composition
tablee and the neighbourhood relation discussed in Example 10.2.1. The distinctionn between the intra- and inter-state constraints is introduced there, however
thee latter only link the consecutive states in the simulation. The simulation algorithmm of [Cui et al., 1992] generates a complete tree of all 'evolutions'.
InIn contrast to [Cui et al., 1992], our approach is constraint-based. This allowss us to repeatedly use constraint propagation to prune the search space in the
simulationn algorithm. Further, by using more complex inter-state constraints,
definedd by means of temporal logic, we can express substantially more sophisticatedd forms of behaviour. Our approach can be easily implemented on top of a
constraintt programming system, using a relation variable model.
Simulationn in our approach subsumes a form of planning. In this context, we
mentionn the related work [Lopez and Bacchus, 2003] in the area of planning which
showss the benefits of encoding planning problems as CSPs and the potential with
respectt to solving efficiency. Also related is the T L P L A N system where planning
domainn knowledge is described in temporal logic [Bacchus and Kabanza, 2000].
Thee planning system is based on incremental forward-search, so temporal formulas
aree just unfolded a step at a time, in contrast to the translation into constraints
inn our constraint-based system.
Finally,, [Faltings, 2000] discusses how a qualitative version of the piano movers
problemm can be solved using an approach to qualitative reasoning based on topologicall inference and graph-theoretic algorithms. Our approach is simpler in that
itt does not rely on any results on topology apart of a justification of the compositionn table given in Figure 9.2.

Chapterr 11

Finall Remarks
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Summary

Onee ideal of constraint programming is to be declarative: modelling the problem
shouldd be independent of the solution algorithm. The rule-based approach to
constraintt propagation which we examined in this thesis is entirely within this
line;; rules express constraint propagation declaratively.
Propagationn by rules. In the three chapters following the introductory part,
wee dealt with generic issues concerning rule-based propagation. We developed
theoreticallyy well-founded techniques and implemented them as concrete tools.
Wee started with showing how a generic fixpoint computation algorithm can be
instantiatedd to the improved scheduling algorithm R for constraint propagation
rules.. The central observation is this: the information that the condition of a rule
succeedss entails more than just that it is now correct to apply the rule body. It
alsoo may state something about other rules: truth of their conditions, or relevance
off their body. Such information can be used to accelerate the fixpoint computation,, in particular by shrinking the set of participating rules. Most usefully,
thesee connections can be pre-computed. Moreover, since fixpoint computations
forr the purpose of constraint propagation are called in successive rounds, rules
removedd in one round need not be reconsidered in subsequent rounds. The set of
propagationn rules shrinks as search and propagation progresses.
Thee removal of a rule during a fixpoint computation in the way just described
indicatess a 'local redundancy'. Rather similarly, a rule can also be (globally)
redundant.. This is the case if the common fixpoints of a rule set do not change if
thee rule is removed. Surprisingly, the relation between redundancy and what we
calll 'local redundancy' here is not straightforward: a redundant rule is not always
'locallyy redundant', nor does the inverse statement hold true.
Empiricall examinations of the two techniques, i. e., using the R rule scheduler
thatt dynamically reduces the set of involved functions, and removing redundant
177 7
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ruless from a rule set as a pre-process, showed that both can be very useful. They
alsoo appear to be orthogonal as far as improving the efficiency is concerned. Both
techniquess are thus of relevance for efficient rule-based constraint propagation.
Wee also dealt with the origin of constraint propagation rules. In contrast
too existing automatic rule generation methods, we considered incremental rule
generation,, based on modifying and combining rules instead of relying on the
constraintt definition. For a concrete rule type, the membership rules, we examinedd various cases of incremental rule generation, with a focus on the associated
propagation. .

Applications.. The usefulness of these techniques was evaluated in concrete
applications.. Our study of the automatic test pattern generation problem led
too three models with different multi-valued logics. These logics naturally capturee structural properties of the problem. In turn, the constraints arising from
thesee models were directly applicable to the rule-based propagation techniques
wee developed.
Ourr approach to modal satisfiability checking was similar in the sense that
wee also applied a non-Boolean logic to express structural and heuristic information.. Constraint propagation could in part be dealt with by the techniques
mentionedd above such as the R algorithm and redundancy removal during preprocessing.. However, several complex constraints required manually designed and
implementedd propagation rules. The resulting constraint-based modal-SAT solver
exhibitedd a performance competitive with an approach relying on an advanced,
purelyy propositional solver.
Arrayy constraints are not directly amenable to rule-based propagation as discussedd above. However, the problem of their propagation can be tackled with a
rule-basedd design approach. For two local consistencies, we derived concrete rules
fromm generic rule templates embodying the desired propagation, and turned them
subsequentlyy into propagation algorithms.
InIn the area of qualitative spatial representation and reasoning, information
iss naturally organised in arrays. We discussed an alternative to the standard
constraint-basedd model of qualitative space, and we argued for its advantages,
whichh eminently lie in the ease of modelling several spatial aspects. Such models
usee simple constraints to which our rule-based propagation techniques are directly
applicable. .
Ourr approach to constraint-based qualitative simulation builds on the alternativee model for (static) qualitative spatial reasoning, and in this way shows its
flexibility.flexibility. We used temporal logic formulas to represent knowledge about change,
whichh yielded compact formalisations. We provided translations of such formulas
intoo constraints, which allows to link them by propagation.

11.2.11.2. Outlook
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Outlook

Wee gather some future research issues involving rule-based propagation.
Onee question concerning propagation rules for simple constraints is how succinctt this approach generally is. Consider membership rules, for example. While
itit is in principle possible to generate all GAC-enforcing membership rules for any
givenn constraint, clearly their number will often be large. An intuitive argument
forr this is that the same atomic piece of information, a non-solution, occurs multiplee times in different rules. It would be useful to better understand how the
numberr of GAC-enforcing membership rules, with and without redundancy removal,, depends on the number of solutions or also the structure of the constraint.
Ann alternative, interesting road for rule-based propagation is indicated in Sectionss 7.4.2 (p. 115) and 8.2.1, where we manually derived rules for complex,
'global'' constraints from intensional definitions. It would be instructive to formalisee in detail what derivation steps were taken, in order to ultimately automate
thesee rule derivations. Such an approach could be based on a constraint definition
inn the shape of a logical formula, from which logical implications are derived that
inn turn are viewed as constraint propagation rules.
AA further question regards the issue of control. In the R scheduler, we left
openn in which order rules are chosen and applied. The rule selection strategy
clearlyy influences the length of the computation, however.
Finally,, we must raise the issue of how efficient, in terms of complexity, propagationn algorithms based on constraint propagation rules can in principle be. Insteadd of the localised view on a problem taken by each rule individually, a global
vieww may afford more useful structuring of the information [Maher, 2002a]. This
pointt comes to mind, for example, when one regards 'global' constraints whose
propagationn algorithms rely on graph-theoretic methods and of which the underlyingg propagation rules are not directly obvious.
Suchh observations may suggest a necessary departure from the concept of a
constraintt propagation rule in the pure sense of Def. 2.2.1. It may not necessarilyy require us to leave the rule-based paradigm, however; for example, see
[Ganzingerr and McAllester, 2002] where classical algorithms with optimal complexityy are described in rule form.
Too conclude this dissertation: in our view the rule-based paradigm provides a
usefull and elegant approach to constraint propagation, and, while much remains
too be explored, we think it has great potential.
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Samenvatting g

Eenn succesvolle methode voor het oplossen van constraint satisfaction problemen
iss zoeken in combinatie met constraint propagatie. Propagatie heeft als doel het
verkleinenn van de zoekruimte. Een vraag die zich opwerpt is hoe propagatie het
bestee kan worden beschreven en geïmplementeerd. In deze dissertatie bekijken wij
constraintt propagatie vanuit een regelgebaseerd perspectief. Wij beschouwen dit
alss een proces waarin nieuwe constraints worden afgeleid van gegeven constraints
enn wij beschrijven de individuele stappen door middel van propagatie regels. We
besprekenn verschillende theoretische onderwerpen binnen de regelgebaseerde constraintt propagatie en gebruiken de resultaten in praktische toepassingen.
Tenn eerste bekijken wij het uitvoeringsmechanisme van constraint propagatie
regels.. Zulke regels hebben eigenschappen die hen onderscheiden van meer algemenee regeltypes en die gebruikt kunnen worden om berekeningen ermee te
versnellen.versnellen. Door gebruik van deze eigenschappen leiden wij een regel-scheduler
aff van een abstracte iteratie algoritme. Wij tonen experimenteel aan dat deze zo
verkregenn regel-scheduler goed presteert vergeleken met generieke algoritmen.
Vervolgenss bestuderen wij de vraag of elke regel binnen een gegeven verzamelingg van propagatie regels nodig is voor de gewenste constraint propagatie. In
overeenkomstt hiermee definiëren wij een notie van overbodigheid van een regel.
Hett verwijderen van alle overbodige regels van een verzameling leidt tot een minimalee regelverzameling die de gewenste constraint propagatie voorstelt. Aangezien
eenn kleinere regelverzameling vaak resulteert in een snellere uitvoering van het
regel-schedulerr algoritme, leidt een dergelijk minimaliseren van verzamelingen
vann propagatie regels tot snellere propagatie.
Daarnaa nemen wij het verkrijgen van geschikte constraint propagatie regels onderr de loep. Voor complexe constraints is het handmatig opstellen van propagatie
regelss geen optie, hetgeen de noodzaak van automatische methoden aantoont.
Onzee aanpak, anders dan dat van anderen, is incrementeel: propagatie regels
wordenn verkregen door andere regels te veranderen of te combineren. Daarbij
richtenn wij ons op een specifiek regeltype die is verbonden met een bepaald, sterk
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typee van constraint propagatie. Wij bespreken incrementele regelgeneratie voor
verscheidenee gevallen van incrementeel gedefinieerde constraints.
Regelgebaseerdee constraint propagatie wordt gebruikt in twee toepassingen
diee wij aanpakken met constraint programmeren. De eerste toepassing is een
belangrijkk probleem binnen de electronica; het genereren van test patronen voor
digitalee sequentiële circuits. Het betreft de identificatie van inputgegevens voor
circuitss zodanig dat bepaalde interne productiefouten kunnen worden opgemerkt
aann de outputzijde. Wij ontwikkelen drie modellen, gebaseerd op verscheidene
meerwaardigee logica's, waarin de constraints worden gepropageerd door regels.
Dee tweede toepassing is een constraint-gebaseerde checker voor de vervulbaarheidd van formules in modale logica. Wij benaderen dit probleem door het
tee herformuleren als een serie van propositionele deelproblemen. Onze vertalingg behoudt structurele informatie door gebruik van een drie-waardige logica en
bepaaldee niet-Booleanse constraints. Met behulp van benchmarking demonstrerenn wij dat onze aanpak zich kan meten met bestaande propositionele methoden.
Voorr het toetsen van de regel-gebaseerde constraint propagatie methodologie
voorr complexe, zogenoemde globale constraints gebruiken wij array constraints.
Zulkee constraints komen voor wanneer informatie is georganiseerd in arrays of
matrixen.. Met een sjabloon van een generieke propagatie regel verkrijgen wij
concretee gespecialiseerde regels die op hun beurt de basis vormen van constraint
propagatiee algoritmes.
Achtereenvolgenss bespreken wij kwalitatieve ruimtelijke representatie en redeneren,, een gebied waarop een constraint-gebaseerde aanpak toepasbaar is. In
hett standaard constraint-gebaseerde model worden kwalitatieve relaties gemodelleerdd als constraints. We bediscussiëren een alternatief model waarin kwalitatievee relaties voorgesteld worden als variabelen geordend in een array. Dit
relatt ie-variabele model heeft belangrijke voordelen. Met name de integratie van
verscheidenee ruimtelijke aspecten wordt gereduceerd tot het opzetten van constraintss welke de aspecten verbinden. Deze constraints alsmede die voor elk aspect
kunnenn worden gepropageerd met regels. Wij bestuderen verscheidene ruimtelijke
aspectenn vanuit het perspectief van het relatie-variabele model.
Tenn slotte beschouwen we het onderwerp van kwalitatieve simulatie met gebruikk van het relatie variabele model. We beschrijven dynamische eigenschappen
vann een systeem met behulp van formules in temporale logica. Deze formules wordenn vertaald in constraints, waarvoor wij twee mogelijkheden onderzoeken. Ten
eerstee kan een formule worden ontvouwd in eenvoudige propositionele constraints.
Wijj geven een tweede vertaling aan die gebruik maakt van array constraints. Dit
iss meer compact en kan betere propagatie opleveren.
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